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M1#?ÿ>H0$2ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ924)*ÿ4002202,4*,2)ÿ22ÿ(.ÿ28ÿ0(33,ÿ62)+ÿ22ÿ02202*+ÿ22ÿ324)ÿ28ÿ0(33,ÿ21,*ÿ./433ÿ
3ÿ641ÿ22ÿ4(*/22,N1ÿ822ÿ*/ÿ0(202.ÿ28ÿ82()1,)9ÿ64,)*4,),)9ÿ22ÿ4,1,)9ÿ4)+ÿ/(2/ÿ23,9,2(.ÿ17
)26,)4*,2)ÿ22ÿ.2,*+4=?@ÿL#AO4ÿAB$CD4ÿ42*4ÿ#ÿEÿ6ÿ> 76?ÿ>H$2ÿ62)+ÿ./433ÿ3ÿ4002202,4*1ÿ22ÿ124-)ÿ
8226ÿ*/ÿ*24.(2+ÿ822ÿ*/ÿ3)8,*ÿ28ÿ4)+ÿ23,9,2(.ÿ.*ÿ22ÿ.2,*+ÿ*/2329,43ÿ22ÿ23,9,2(.ÿ.6,)42+@ÿ)22ÿ
./433ÿ02202*+ÿ332)9,)9ÿ*2ÿ*/ÿ.*4*ÿ3ÿ4002202,4*1ÿ822ÿ4)+ÿ.(/ÿ0(202.4=?@ÿL#$$4ÿAB$CD4ÿ42*4ÿM###ÿ
EÿPÿ>F''?ÿ>H#)ÿ)2ÿ4.ÿ./433ÿ4)+ÿ0(33,ÿ62)+ÿ22ÿ02202*+ÿ3ÿ4002202,4*1ÿ22ÿ(.1ÿ822ÿ*/ÿ.(0022*ÿ28ÿ
./223.ÿ-/2,)ÿ*/ÿ1,.*,)*,5ÿ12*2,).ÿ21.ÿ*)*.ÿ28ÿ4)+ÿ042*,(342ÿA/2,.*,4)ÿ22ÿ2*/2ÿ23,9,2(.ÿ
.*ÿ42ÿ0226(394*1ÿ22ÿ*4(9/*4=?@ÿL#CC4ÿAB$CD4ÿ42*4ÿ1###ÿEÿ9Fÿ>F ?ÿ>H$2ÿ23,9,2(.ÿ22ÿ2*/2ÿ.*ÿ22ÿ
.*.ÿ./433ÿ52ÿ2)*223ÿ4)+ÿ042*ÿ28ÿ*/ÿ./223ÿ22ÿ2*/2ÿ1(4*,2)43ÿ8()1.ÿ28ÿ*/,.ÿ.*4*@ÿ)22ÿ./433ÿ4)+ÿ
8()1.ÿ3ÿ4002202,4*1ÿ*2-421ÿ*/ÿ.(0022*ÿ28ÿ4)+ÿ:;<;ÿ./223ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4=ÿ>60/4.,.ÿ4111??@ÿLB4ÿ
AB$CD4ÿ42*4ÿ#ÿEÿ'ÿ>F'G?ÿ>H0$2ÿ62)+ÿ./433ÿ52ÿ3ÿ*4)ÿ8226ÿ*/ÿ0(33,ÿ*24.(2+ÿ1,2*3+ÿ22ÿ,)1,7
2*3+ÿ,)ÿ4,1ÿ28ÿ4)+ÿ/(2/ÿ.*ÿ22ÿ1)26,)4*,2)ÿ28ÿ23,9,2)ÿ22ÿ,)ÿ4,1ÿ28ÿ4)+ÿ02,.*ÿ024/2ÿ6,),.*2ÿ
22ÿ*4/2ÿ*/228ÿ4.ÿ.(/ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4=?@ÿLB$D4ÿAB$CD4ÿ42*4ÿMÿEÿFÿ>FF?ÿ>H$,*/2ÿ*/ÿ39,.34*,5ÿ4..633+ÿ
)22ÿ4)+ÿ2()*+ÿ,*+ÿ*2-)ÿ22ÿ./223ÿ1,.*2,*ÿ22ÿ2*/2ÿ0(33,ÿ220224*,2).ÿ./433ÿ52ÿ64ÿ1,2*3+ÿ22ÿ
,)1,2*3+ÿ4)+ÿ4002202,4*,2)ÿ22ÿ04+ÿ8226ÿ4)+ÿ0(33,ÿ8()1ÿ22ÿ62)+.ÿ-/4*52ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ,)ÿ4,1ÿ28ÿ4)+ÿ/(2/ÿ
22ÿ822ÿ4)+ÿ:;<;ÿ0(202.ÿ22ÿ*2ÿ4,1ÿ,)ÿ*/ÿ.(0022*ÿ28ÿ4)+ÿ./223ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ2)*22331ÿ,)ÿ-/23ÿ22ÿ,)ÿ042*ÿ
3+ÿ4)+ÿ/(2/ÿ.*ÿ22ÿ1)26,)4*,2)ÿ-/4*524=ÿ>60/4.,.ÿ4111??@ÿ$ Q4ÿAB$CD4ÿ42*4ÿ1###ÿEÿ ÿ>F'G?ÿ
>H0$22ÿ./433ÿ*/ÿ.*4*ÿ40*ÿ4)+ÿ924)*ÿ2)5+4)ÿ22ÿ3R(.*ÿ28ÿ62)+ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ*2ÿ3ÿ(.1ÿ822ÿ:;<;ÿ
0(202..4=ÿ>60/4.,.ÿ4111??@ÿ$ 14ÿAB$CD4ÿ42*4ÿ ÿEÿ ÿ>FF?ÿ>H$2ÿ0(33,ÿ8()1.ÿ28ÿ4)+ÿ,)1ÿ22ÿ
/424*2ÿ-/4*52ÿC*4*ÿA2()*+ÿ22ÿL(),,043ÿ./433ÿ3ÿ(.1ÿ822ÿ:;<;ÿ0(202.4=ÿ>60/4.,.ÿ
4111??@ÿ$4O4ÿAB$CD4ÿ0*4ÿ##ÿ42*4ÿFPÿ>46)11ÿF''?ÿ>H0$2ÿ62)+ÿ24,.1ÿ3+ÿ*4K4*,2)ÿ./433ÿ52ÿ3ÿ
924)*1ÿ22ÿ4003,1ÿ822ÿ*/ÿ(.ÿ28ÿ*/ÿ./223.ÿ22ÿ,).*,*(*,2).ÿ28ÿ4)+ÿ23,9,2(.ÿ.*ÿ22ÿ1)26,)4*,2)4=?@ÿ
$4L4ÿAB$CD4ÿ42*ÿM##ÿEÿPÿ> ?ÿ>H0$2ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ8()1.ÿ4002202,4*1ÿ35,1ÿ22ÿ233*1ÿ822ÿ1(4*,2)43ÿ
0(202..ÿ./433ÿ3ÿ(.1ÿ822ÿ*/ÿ.(0022*ÿ28ÿ4)+ÿ:;<;ÿ1)26,)4*,2)43ÿ22ÿ02,54*ÿ./223ÿ2339ÿ22ÿ
(),52.,*+4=ÿ>60/4.,.ÿ4111??@ÿ$4L4ÿAB$CD4ÿ42*ÿMM#ÿEÿ6ÿ> ?ÿ>H225,.,2)ÿ./433ÿ3ÿ641ÿ822ÿ*/ÿ
.*433,./6)*ÿ4)1ÿ64,)*)4)ÿ28ÿ4ÿ.+.*6ÿ28ÿ0(33,ÿ./223.ÿ-/,/ÿ./433ÿ3ÿ20)ÿ*2ÿ433ÿ*/ÿ/,312)ÿ
28ÿ*/ÿ.*4*ÿ4)1ÿ82ÿ8226ÿ:;<;ÿ2)*223ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4=ÿ>60/4.,.ÿ4111??@ÿ$4J4ÿAB$CD4ÿ42*4ÿ#MÿEÿ6ÿ>F6?ÿ
>H$,*/2ÿ*/ÿC*4*ÿ)22ÿ4)+ÿ.(31,5,.,2)ÿ*/228ÿ./433ÿ(.ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4)+ÿ0(33,ÿ62)+ÿ22ÿ4(*/22,Nÿ22ÿ026,*ÿ
4ÿ4ÿ4ÿÿ*2ÿ3ÿ(.1ÿ1,2*3+ÿ22ÿ,)1,2*3+ÿ,)ÿ4,1ÿ22ÿ64,)*)4)ÿ2*/2ÿ*/4)ÿ822ÿK46,)4*,2)ÿ22ÿ,).0*,2)ÿ
28ÿ4)+ÿ./223ÿ22ÿ,).*,*(*,2)ÿ28ÿ342),)9ÿ-/233+ÿ22ÿ,)ÿ042*ÿ()12ÿ*/ÿ2)*223ÿ22ÿ1,2*,2)ÿ28ÿ4)+ÿ23,9,2(.ÿ
1)26,)4*,2)ÿ22ÿ,)ÿ-/,/ÿ4)+ÿ1)26,)4*,2)43ÿ*)*ÿ22ÿ12*2,)ÿ,.ÿ*4(9/*4=?@ÿ$4"4ÿAB$CD4ÿ42*4ÿ1###ÿÿ
Eÿÿ>FF?ÿ>H0D/ÿ39,.34*,5ÿ4..633+ÿ./433ÿ64ÿ0225,.,2)ÿ822ÿ4)1ÿ*/ÿ.*433,./6)*ÿ4)1ÿ64,)*7
)4)ÿ28ÿ4ÿ.+.*6ÿ28ÿ0(33,ÿ./223.ÿ-/,/ÿ./433ÿ3ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ82ÿ8226ÿ:;<;ÿ2)*2234=ÿ>60/4.,.ÿ4111??@ÿ
$4"4ÿAB$CD4ÿ42*4ÿ1###ÿEÿGÿ>H$2ÿ62)+ÿ24,.1ÿ822ÿ*/ÿ.(0022*ÿ28ÿ*/ÿ0(33,ÿ./223.ÿ28ÿ*/ÿ.*4*ÿ./433ÿ3ÿ
4002202,4*1ÿ*2ÿ22ÿ(.1ÿ822ÿ*/ÿ.(0022*ÿ28ÿ4)+ÿ:;<;ÿ./2234=?@ÿBI%4ÿAB$CD4ÿ42*4ÿ#ÿEÿGÿ> G?ÿ
>H225,.,2).ÿ./433ÿ3ÿ641ÿ822ÿ*/ÿ.*433,./6)*ÿ4)1ÿ64,)*)4)ÿ28ÿ4ÿ.+.*6ÿ28ÿ0(33,ÿ./223.ÿ-/,/ÿ
./433ÿ3ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ82ÿ8226ÿ:;<;ÿ2)*2234=ÿ>60/4.,.ÿ4111??@ÿBI%4ÿAB$CDSÿ42*4ÿ##ÿEÿGÿ> G?ÿ>H$2ÿ
0(33,ÿ62)+ÿ22ÿ02202*+ÿ./433ÿ52ÿ3ÿ4002202,4*1ÿ4003,1ÿ12)4*1ÿ22ÿ(.1ÿ1,2*3+ÿ22ÿ,)1,2*3+ÿ
822ÿ*/ÿ(.ÿ3)8,*ÿ22ÿ.(0022*ÿ28ÿ4)+ÿ.*ÿ/(2/ÿ1)26,)4*,2)ÿ22ÿ.+.*6ÿ28ÿ23,9,2)ÿ22ÿ822ÿ*/ÿ(.ÿ
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()*+*,-2.-(,ÿ*))+2*/ÿ,2ÿ,/ÿ)+20-(-2.ÿ21ÿ2.+*333ÿ*))3-*43ÿ(53*+ÿ*-6ÿ
0.ÿ7/+ÿ.2ÿ4*++-+ÿ8-(,(ÿ5.6+ÿ,/ÿ(,*43-(/9.,ÿ:3*5(49ÿÿ;/ÿ:25+,<(ÿ
6-(-2.ÿ-.ÿ=>ÿ?@=Aÿ(522(,(ÿ,/*,ÿ(,*,ÿB3*-.ÿ%9.69.,(ÿ*+ÿ)+24C
39*,-ÿ-1ÿ.2,ÿ5.2.(,-,5,-2.*3ÿ7/+ÿ*ÿ(,*,ÿ220+.9.,ÿ22(ÿ,22ÿ1*+ÿ*.6ÿ
-9)+2)+33ÿ6-(*))+20(ÿ21ÿ+3-2-2.ÿ-.ÿ2.+*3ÿ6-(+-9-.*,(ÿ*2*-.(,ÿ(29ÿ2+ÿ
*33ÿ+3-2-25(ÿ43-1(ÿ2+ÿ-9)2((ÿ()-*3ÿ6-(*4-3-,-(ÿ2.ÿ,/ÿ4*(-(ÿ21ÿ+3-2-25(ÿ
(,*,5(499ÿ
*+,ÿ##ÿ21ÿ,/-(ÿ%+,-3ÿ8*9-.(ÿ,/ÿ2.(,-,5,-2.*3ÿ425.6*+-(ÿ21ÿ(,*,ÿ*C
,-2.ÿ7-,/ÿ+2*+6ÿ,2ÿ220+.9.,ÿ*-6ÿ*.6ÿ+3-2-25(ÿ2+2*.-D*,-2.(ÿ43ÿ8)32+-.2ÿ
,/ÿ/-(,2+-*3ÿ2.,8,ÿ21ÿ,/ÿE-+(,ÿ%9.69.,<(ÿ+3-2-2.ÿ3*5((ÿ,/ÿF5)+9ÿ
ÿ
4.1-,ÿ2+ÿ(5))2+,ÿ21ÿ*.3ÿ)+-(,ÿ)+*/+ÿ9-.-(,+ÿ2+ÿ2,/+ÿ+3-2-25(ÿ,*/+ÿ2+ÿ6-2.-,*+3ÿ2+ÿGA=Aÿ
-.(,-,5,-2.ÿ*(ÿ(5/4HÿI9)/*(-(ÿ*666JJKÿ%4ÿ:L$F;4ÿ*+,4ÿ###ÿMÿNÿI'O6JÿIP$2ÿ92.3ÿ+*-(6ÿ12+ÿ,/ÿ
(5))2+,ÿ21ÿ,/ÿ)543-ÿ(/223(ÿ21ÿ,/ÿ:2992.7*3,/ÿ(/*33ÿ4ÿ*))+2)+-*,6ÿ,2ÿ2+ÿ5(6ÿ12+ÿ,/ÿ(5))2+,ÿ21ÿ
*.3ÿGA=Aÿ(/2234HÿI9)/*(-(ÿ*666JJKÿF4"4ÿ:L$F;4ÿ*+,4ÿ1#ÿMÿQÿI''JÿIP$2ÿ92.3ÿ2+ÿ)+2)+,3ÿ21ÿ
,/ÿ(,*,ÿ(/*33ÿ4ÿ2-0.ÿ2+ÿ*))+2)+-*,6ÿ12+ÿ,/ÿ4.1-,ÿ21ÿ*.3ÿGA=Aÿ2+ÿ+3-2-25(ÿ(2-,3ÿ2+ÿ-.(,-,5C
,-2.4HÿI9)/*(-(ÿ*666JJKÿ; R4ÿ:L$F;4ÿ*+,4ÿ#ÿMÿOÿI'O7JÿIP$2ÿ92.3ÿ(/*33ÿ4ÿ*))+2)+-*,6ÿ2+ÿ6+*7.ÿ
1+29ÿ,/ÿ;+*(5+3ÿ12+ÿ,/ÿ4.1-,ÿ21ÿ*.3ÿ(,ÿ2+ÿ+3-2-25(ÿ(2-,3ÿ,/2322-*3ÿ2+ÿ+3-2-25(ÿ(9-.*+3Kÿ
.2+ÿ(/*33ÿ)+2)+,3ÿ432.2-.2ÿ,2ÿ,/ÿF,*,ÿ4ÿ*))+2)+-*,6ÿ12+ÿ*.3ÿ(5/ÿ)5+)2((4HJKÿSTÿ*+,4ÿ1##ÿMÿNIJÿ
I'O7JÿIP;/ÿ)+9*..,ÿ(/223ÿ15.6ÿ*.6ÿ,/ÿ*0*-3*43ÿ(/223ÿ15.6ÿ9*3ÿ.2,ÿ4ÿ*))+2)+-*,6ÿ,2ÿ2+ÿ5(6ÿ
12+ÿ,/ÿ(5))2+,ÿ21ÿ*.3ÿGA=Aÿ(/2234HÿI9)/*(-(ÿ*666JJKÿU;%Vÿ:L$F;4ÿ*+,4ÿRÿMÿÿI'NJÿIP;/ÿ
2-(3*,5+ÿ(/*33ÿ)+20-6ÿ12+ÿ,/ÿ(,*43-(/9.,ÿ*.6ÿ9*-.,.*.ÿ21ÿ,/ÿ(,*,W(ÿ65*,-2.ÿ(3(,9(ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ
07/-/ÿ(/*33ÿ4ÿ1+ÿ1+29ÿGA=Aÿ2.,+234HÿI9)/*(-(ÿ*666JJKÿ1%4ÿ:L$F;4ÿ*+,4ÿ#1ÿMÿ7ÿI 9Jÿ
IP;/ÿX.+*3ÿ%((9433ÿ(/*33ÿ.2,ÿ9*ÿ*.3ÿ*))+2)+-*,-2.ÿ21ÿ)543-ÿ15.6(ÿ)+(2.*3ÿ)+2)+,3ÿ2+ÿ+*3ÿ
(,*,ÿ,2ÿ*.3ÿ/5+/ÿ2+ÿGA=Aÿ(2-,3ÿ2+ÿ*.3ÿ*((2-*,-2.ÿ2+ÿ-.(,-,5,-2.ÿ21ÿ*.3ÿ-.6ÿ7/*,0+ÿ7/-/ÿ
-(ÿ.,-+33ÿ2+ÿ)*+,33ÿ6-+,33ÿ2+ÿ-.6-+,33ÿ2.,+2336ÿ43ÿ*.3ÿ/5+/ÿ2+ÿGA=Aÿ(2-,34HÿI9)/*(-(ÿ
*666JJKÿ&%FV4ÿ:L$F;4ÿ*+,4ÿ#RÿMÿ6ÿI''JÿIP%33ÿ(/223(ÿ9*-.,*-.6ÿ2+ÿ(5))2+,6ÿ7/2333ÿ2+ÿ-.ÿ)*+,ÿ43ÿ
,/ÿ)543-ÿ15.6(ÿ(/*33ÿ4ÿ12+0+ÿ1+ÿ1+29ÿGA=Aÿ2.,+23ÿ2+ÿ-.135.4HÿI9)/*(-(ÿ*666JJKÿ&YL4ÿ
:L$F;4ÿ*+,4ÿÿMÿ ÿI''JÿIP$2ÿ92.3ÿ21ÿ,/ÿ(,*,ÿ(/*33ÿ0+ÿ4ÿ2-0.ÿ2+ÿ*))+2)+-*,6ÿ,2ÿA>ÿGA=Aÿ
2+ÿ+3-2-25(ÿ(2-,3ÿ2+ÿ-.(,-,5,-2.4HÿI9)/*(-(ÿ*666JJ4ÿ
Z33ÿ"5.*.ÿ[@\A=G]^Gÿ?A_G`ÿ[Aÿa\Aÿb]S]GÿASÿc\d@Gÿe=G@ÿO9ÿ
ÿ94ÿÿÿ
EL!"V%fÿ4ÿ! 14ÿ6Qÿ6QÿI9 QJKÿGgÿTdTÿ53-,,ÿÿ=\Tÿ53-,,ÿ04ÿf*-.ÿ")<,ÿ21ÿ65ÿQ'7ÿE4Q6ÿ
Q66ÿQN7ÿI(,ÿ:-+4ÿ9 6JÿI+h,-.2ÿ*.ÿi5*3ÿ)+2,,-2.ÿ/*33.2ÿ,2ÿf*-.<(ÿ+15(*3ÿ,2ÿ)+20-6ÿ,5-,-2.ÿ
*((-(,*.ÿ,2ÿ/-36+.ÿ-.ÿ)+-0*,ÿ(,*+-*.ÿ(/223(JKÿ;*8)*3+(ÿ12+ÿ544ÿ654ÿ04ÿ"2523*(ÿ:,4ÿF/4ÿ"-(,4ÿ
QNÿ4Q6ÿ67 ÿ6'Nj'7ÿI:2324ÿ9 NJÿI/236-.2ÿ43ÿ,/ÿ:232+*62ÿF5)+9ÿ:25+,ÿ,/*,ÿ,/ÿ-.35(-2.ÿ21ÿ
+3-2-25(ÿ(/223(ÿ-.ÿ".0+<(ÿ(/223ÿ/2-ÿ)+22+*9ÿ0-23*,6ÿ:232+*62<(ÿB3*-.ÿ%9.69.,ÿ0.ÿ
,/252/ÿ,/ÿ)+22+*9ÿ29)3-6ÿ7-,/ÿ,/ÿ(,*43-(/9.,ÿ:3*5(ÿ*(ÿ-.,+)+,6ÿ43ÿ,/ÿF5)+9ÿ:25+,ÿ-.ÿ
k39*.ÿ04ÿF-992.(CV*++-(ÿNQ7ÿU4F4ÿ7QÿI9 9JJKÿf2((ÿ04ÿF*.6+*ÿQ7Oÿ4Q6ÿ'Q'ÿ'6'j6ÿI$4f4ÿ
9 NJÿI/236-.2ÿ43ÿ,/ÿ$7ÿf8-2ÿF5)+9ÿ:25+,ÿ,/*,ÿ-.356-.2ÿ)+-0*,ÿ(/223(ÿ-.ÿ*ÿ(,*,7-6ÿ)+2C
2+*9ÿ,/*,ÿ)+20-66ÿ,8,422(ÿ*.6ÿ65*,-2.*3ÿ9*,+-*3(ÿ,2ÿ(,56.,(ÿ-.ÿ)543-ÿ*.6ÿ)+-0*,ÿ(/223(ÿ0-2C
3*,(ÿ$7ÿf8-2<(ÿB3*-.ÿ%9.69.,J4ÿ
ÿ994ÿ[ÿ+-*ÿF9-,/ÿa\Aÿb]S]GÿASÿÿlG@A\>ÿmÿ\@Sdÿc\d@Gÿno
Gÿm=]ÿ[\ÿpÿe=d=A]Gÿ'ÿE "4ÿFL:<Yÿ! 14ÿ ÿ6'ÿ6ÿI9 OJÿI*.27362-.2ÿ,/*,ÿ
PB3*-.ÿ%9.69.,(ÿ/*0ÿ42,/ÿ,/ÿ)5+)2(ÿ*.6ÿ,/ÿ11,ÿ21ÿ6-(+-9-.*,-.2ÿ*2*-.(,ÿ+3-2-2.ÿ*.6ÿ,/-(ÿ
6-(+-9-.*,-2.ÿ*..2,ÿ4ÿh5(,-1-6ÿ43ÿ*ÿ29)33-.2ÿ220+.9.,ÿ+*,-2.*34HJ4ÿ
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'2()*+,ÿ-2.)/ÿ*02)*123ÿ(/.)31//1/4,ÿ)42).1/4ÿ52*0ÿ32(,,ÿ2/.ÿ*0ÿ()6
)/*ÿ299/,*1*(*12/23ÿ,*2/.2).,ÿ23331.ÿ57ÿ*0ÿ'2()*ÿ*2ÿ20ÿ32(,ÿ),36
*18374ÿÿ:01,ÿ32)*ÿ23,2ÿ;332),ÿ*0ÿ01,*2)123ÿ524)2(/.ÿ2<ÿ*0ÿ<213.ÿ<.)23ÿ
2/,*1*(*12/23ÿ=321/ÿ%-/.-/*ÿ*02*ÿ,(5,>(/*37ÿ428ÿ51)*0ÿ*2ÿ*0ÿ,*2*ÿ
2/,*1*(*12/23ÿ3)281,12/,ÿ3)1-2)137ÿ2*ÿ1,,(496ÿÿ2)*ÿ###ÿ)81?,ÿ.1,12/,ÿ?0)ÿ
*0ÿ@(3)-ÿ'2()*ÿ02,ÿ1*0)ÿ.1,(,,.ÿ,*2*ÿ=321/ÿ%-/.-/*,ÿ1/ÿ*0ÿ2/6
*;*ÿ2<ÿ4/)2337ÿ23331253ÿ,(32)ÿ21.ÿ<32?1/4ÿ*2ÿ)31412(,ÿ2)42/1A2*12/,ÿ2)ÿ
.1.9.Bÿ2,,ÿ?0)ÿ2ÿ,*2*ÿ,,ÿ*2ÿ?1*0023.ÿ,(0ÿ21.ÿ2/ÿ*0ÿ52,1,ÿ2<ÿ)31412(,ÿ
,*2*(,4ÿÿ2)*ÿ#1ÿ;2-1/,ÿ*0ÿ1-32*ÿ2/.ÿ,14/1<12/ÿ2<ÿ*0ÿ'2()*+,ÿ,-6
1/437ÿ2/<31*1/4ÿ023.1/4,ÿ1/ÿCDÿ2/.ÿEFÿCGEHÿ2/.ÿ3)232,,ÿ*02*ÿ*0ÿ
'2()*+,ÿ023.1/4ÿ1/ÿCDÿ,02(3.ÿ5ÿ31-1*.ÿ*2ÿ1/,*2/,ÿ?0)ÿIJÿ*0ÿ)13*ÿ
2<ÿ2ÿ428)/-/*ÿ5/<1*ÿ1,ÿÿKKÿÿELMGNÿOLPÿEÿNHGNÿI9Jÿ
*0)ÿ1,ÿ2ÿ2-3331/4ÿ,*2*ÿ1/*),*ÿ1/ÿ/2*ÿ<(/.1/4ÿNNHLLFÿELMGNÿ97KHQR
ENÿ2/.ÿI9Jÿ*0)ÿ1,ÿ/2ÿ81./ÿ2<ÿHSGNÿEÿNLFÿ*2?2).,ÿ)31412/4ÿÿ2)*ÿ
1ÿ2<ÿ*01,ÿ%)*13ÿ2/237A,ÿ*0ÿ'2()*+,ÿ233312*12/ÿ2<ÿ*0ÿT3327ÿ1/ÿ*0ÿU21/*,Vÿ
<)2-?2)ÿ2/.ÿ2)4(,ÿ*01,ÿ)2*12/23ÿ1,ÿ3)253-2*1ÿ592W(,ÿ1*ÿ3)281.,ÿ2ÿ-2/6
/)ÿ57ÿ?010ÿ,*2*,ÿ-27ÿ.1,)1-1/2*ÿ2421/,*ÿ)31412/4ÿÿ#/ÿ2..1*12/ÿ*01,ÿ32)*ÿ
2)4(,ÿ*02*ÿ*0ÿ'2()*+,ÿ)2,2/1/4ÿ2/*21/,ÿ-1,2/3*12/,ÿ)42).1/4ÿ*0ÿ3)6
812(,37ÿ,*2531,0.ÿ9X2/,*1*(*12/23ÿ52(/.2)1,ÿ2/.ÿ*0ÿ(/.)371/4ÿ3()32,ÿ2<ÿ
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4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ567ÿ0*ÿ650.2ÿ2,ÿ0*ÿ5+7ÿ0*50ÿ0*ÿ]050ÿ;22S+77Uÿ4*+3ÿ0*ÿ5////860ÿ2,ÿI?D=ÿ45/ÿ522+7ÿ
2.0ÿT9ÿ322+63ÿ02ÿR0*ÿ*52502ÿ567ÿ;.2;2//ÿ2,ÿ0*ÿ+6/0+0.0+26/ÿ0*50ÿ52ÿT6,+07ÿ0*ÿ650.2ÿ2,ÿ0*ÿ
5+7ÿ0*50ÿ0*ÿ]050ÿ;22S+7/ÿ567ÿ0*ÿ2/.30+63ÿ2350+26/*+;ÿT046ÿ0*ÿ32S26860ÿ567ÿ23+3+2./ÿ5.O
0*22+094Uÿÿ_KBÿP8;*5/+/ÿ5777QÿP+602653ÿ:.2050+26ÿ852/ÿ28+007QÿP:.20+63ÿ<=ÿ6'ÿ\4]4ÿ50ÿ7ZQ4ÿ
ÿE4ÿÿÿ
>?@ÿZ9ÿ\4]4ÿ50ÿ9'64ÿ
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()*+,3-*.4/ÿ01ÿ2233-(4ÿ22ÿ*1ÿ56ÿ*7*87ÿ*1-+3ÿ9+2(4ÿ:;,<-(-(4ÿ;77-=ÿ
(*,(43<(*>ÿ-(*2ÿ<+3.ÿ2(ÿ2,*2+ÿ)(3+ÿ*1ÿ72(3ÿ9+2(4ÿ:;,<-(-(4ÿ*1ÿ
42=+(<(*ÿ9+24+,<87ÿ22*>ÿ3-<-(-713ÿ,ÿ?,++-+ÿ*1,*ÿ1,3ÿ-(1-?-*3ÿ42=+(@
<(*ÿ,-3ÿ*2ÿ+3-4-2(ÿ-(ÿ*1ÿA2)+*87ÿ9+=-2)7ÿ,993-,*-2(7ÿ22ÿ*1ÿ56ÿ*7*4/ÿÿ
+,*-,33.ÿ+<2=,3ÿ22ÿ5687ÿ;77-=ÿ(*,(43<(*ÿ9+2(4ÿ<2+ÿ,)@
+,*3.ÿ+23*7ÿ*1ÿ()*+,3-*.ÿ9+-(-937ÿ792)73ÿ-(ÿBCDEÿ,(3ÿ56ÿ?,)7ÿ
-*ÿF1,7ÿ,332G3ÿ22+ÿ4+,*+ÿ229+,*-2(ÿ?*G(ÿ+3-4-2)7ÿ,(3ÿ923-*-,3ÿ222-@
-,37Hÿ-(ÿ-(7*,(7ÿG1+ÿ+3-4-2)7ÿ2+4,(-I,*-2(7ÿ+-=ÿ3-+*ÿ42=+(<(*ÿ
,-3ÿ72ÿ32(4ÿ,7ÿ*1ÿ,-3ÿ/99+24+,<ÿ-7ÿ2,-,33.ÿ()*+,3ÿ,(3ÿ327ÿ(2*ÿ1,=ÿ*1ÿ22*ÿ
22ÿ,3=,(-(4ÿ+3-4-2(4ÿ
01ÿJ)9+<ÿA2)+*87ÿK)+-79+)3(ÿ+4,+3-(4ÿ3-+*ÿ42=+(<(*ÿ,-3ÿ*2ÿ
+3-4-2)7ÿ2+4,(-I,*-2(7ÿ-(-*-,33.ÿG,(3+3ÿ,ÿ9,*1ÿ?*G(ÿ7*+-*ÿ,(3ÿ?(=2@
3(*ÿ()*+,3-*.ÿ?)*ÿ-*ÿ)3*-<,*3.ÿ7**33ÿ2(ÿ2,=2+-(4ÿ229+,*-2/'(ÿ+,*1+ÿ*1,(ÿ
127*-3-*.ÿ?*G(ÿ*1ÿ42=+(<(*ÿ,(3ÿ+3-4-2)7ÿ2+4,(-I,*-2(74ÿÿ01ÿA2)+*87ÿ
,329*-2(ÿ22ÿ,ÿ?(=23(*ÿ()*+,3-*.ÿ,99+2,1ÿ*2ÿ*1ÿ2(7*-*)*-2(,3ÿ2(7*+,-(*7ÿ
22ÿ*1ÿ7*,?3-71<(*ÿA3,)7ÿ7*7ÿ*1ÿ3-<-*ÿ,4,-(7*ÿG1-1ÿ7*,*ÿ,*-2(ÿ,(ÿ?ÿ
<,7)+3ÿ,(3ÿ<,7ÿ3,+ÿ*1,*ÿ229+,*-2(ÿ?*G(ÿ7*,*ÿ42=+(<(*7ÿ,(3ÿ
+3-4-2)7ÿ2+4,(-I,*-2(7ÿ-7ÿ9+<-**3ÿ,(3ÿ9+1,97ÿ=(ÿ2,=2+34/6ÿ
ÿ

ÿ/4ÿLÿMNCÿ*;*ÿ,2<9,(.-(4ÿ(2*7ÿ/O/94ÿ
P"2(,33ÿQRNCÿ(2*ÿS ÿ,*ÿ9 SO/ÿ:,77+*-(4ÿ*1,*ÿ!1(T)-7*ÿ1,3ÿ32(4ÿ72)41*ÿ*2ÿ2=+2<ÿ
ÿ/4ÿÿÿ
*1ÿ;77-=ÿ(*,(43<(*ÿ3-3<<,ÿ+,*3ÿ?.ÿ42=+(<(*ÿ,-3ÿ*2ÿ+3-4-2(8ÿF7)1ÿ,-3ÿ2)33ÿ2(3.ÿ?ÿ
)73ÿ22+ÿ7)3,+ÿ9)+9277ÿ?)*ÿ-2ÿ*1ÿ42=+(<(*ÿ7*,?3-713ÿ,ÿ<2(-*2+-(4ÿ9+24+,<ÿ*2ÿ<,ÿ7)+ÿ22ÿ
*1,*ÿ*1ÿA2)+*ÿG2)33ÿ2+T)(*3.ÿ7*+-ÿ-*ÿ32G(ÿ2(ÿ*1ÿ4+2)(37ÿ*1,*ÿ-*ÿ;77-=3.ÿ(*,(433ÿ*1ÿ42=@
+(<(*ÿG-*1ÿ*1ÿ2)(33ÿ2+4,(-I,*-2(74H>4ÿÿURÿQÿP-*133ÿ=4ÿV3<7ÿW'ÿX4J4ÿS'ÿ:9 >ÿ:,ÿ<,K2+-*.ÿ
22ÿ*1ÿA2)+*ÿK2-(3ÿ?.ÿA1-2ÿY)7*-ÿ!1(T)-7*ÿ)9133ÿ,ÿ7*,*ÿ9+24+,<ÿ*1,*ÿ3(37ÿ3),*-2(,3ÿ<,*+-,37ÿ
,(3ÿT)-9<(*ÿ*2ÿ9)?3-ÿ,(3ÿ9+-=,*ÿ712237ÿ,3->4ÿ
ÿ/94ÿ&#00 ÿZÿ$#AV[JÿQRNCÿ(2*ÿ'7ÿ,*ÿ/\ÿQÿCDQÿP"2(,33ÿQRNCÿ(2*ÿS ÿ,*ÿ9 SO/ÿ
:(2*-(4ÿ[8A2((2+87ÿ3-<-(,*-2(ÿ22ÿ*1ÿ;77-=ÿ(*,(43<(*ÿ9+2(4ÿ9+2=-33ÿ*1,*ÿF=(ÿ9+=,7-=ÿ
<2(-*2+-(4ÿ?.ÿ*1ÿ42=+(<(*ÿ*2ÿ(7)+ÿ,-3ÿG,7ÿ?-(4ÿ9)*ÿ*2ÿ7)3,+ÿ9)+9277ÿG2)33ÿ(2*ÿ?ÿ3<3ÿ
*2ÿ-<9+<-77-?3.ÿ,3=,(ÿ+3-4-2(H>4ÿÿP2+2=+ÿY)7*-ÿ[8A2((2+ÿ,(2G3343ÿ*1,*ÿ*1ÿ])+4+ÿ
A2)+*87ÿ9+-2+ÿ9+7)<9*-2(ÿ*1,*ÿ9+2=-7-2(ÿ22ÿ,-3ÿ*2ÿ+3-4-2)7ÿ-(7*-*)*-2(7ÿ+T)-+3ÿ9+=,7-=ÿ<2(-*2+@
-(4^,(3ÿ*1+22+ÿ2(7*-*)*3ÿ;77-=ÿ(*,(43<(*^1,3ÿ?(ÿ)(3+<-(34ÿÿ_`QÿW9ÿX4J4ÿ,*ÿ
9'64ÿ
ÿ/'4ÿÿLÿQRNCÿ*;*ÿ,2<9,(.-(4ÿ(2*7ÿ6SO/9\ÿQÿCDQÿP"2(,33ÿQRNCÿ(2*ÿS ÿ,*ÿ9 ÿ:2(@
3)3-(4ÿ*1,*ÿ*1ÿ!1(T)-7*ÿA2)+*ÿ(,++2G3ÿ7*,?3-71<(*ÿA3,)7ÿ3-<-*,*-2(7ÿ2(ÿ3-+*ÿ,(3ÿ-(3-+*ÿ,-3ÿ
*2ÿ+3-4-2(ÿ?.ÿ71-2*-(4ÿ22)7ÿ2+2<ÿ29+,*-=ÿ()*+,3-*.ÿ*2ÿ2,-,3ÿ()*+,3-*.>4ÿÿJ2<ÿ7123,+7ÿ9+-=ÿ
*1,*ÿ*1ÿ!2?+*7ÿA2)+*ÿ1,7ÿ2)+*1+ÿ(,++2G3ÿ7*,?3-71<(*ÿA3,)7ÿ2(7*+,-(*7ÿ?.ÿ7<-(43.ÿ,?,(32(@
-(4ÿ56ÿ()*+,3-*.ÿ-(ÿ2,=2+ÿ22ÿF9+<-**-(4ÿ42=+(<(*ÿ,99+2=,3ÿ22ÿ+3-4-2(ÿ-(ÿ4(+,3ÿ72ÿ32(4ÿ,7ÿ-*ÿ
-7ÿ(2(@7*,+-,(ÿ,(3ÿ(2(@9+273.*-I-(4ÿ-(ÿ(,*)+4HÿÿP"2(,33ÿQRNCÿ(2*ÿS ÿ,*ÿ9/64ÿ
ÿ/64ÿÿLÿ3-7)77-2(ÿMNCÿ,+*7ÿ###ÿZÿ#14ÿÿ#(ÿ,33-*-2(ÿ*2ÿ-(7*,(7ÿG1+ÿ+3-4-2)7ÿ2+4,(-I,*-2(7ÿ
+-=ÿ42=+(<(*ÿ,-3ÿ3-+*3.ÿ*1ÿJ)9+<ÿA2)+*ÿ1,7ÿ)(3+*,(ÿ*1ÿT)7*-2(ÿ22ÿG1*1+ÿ
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94ÿ'(ÿ)(*+ÿ,3-.+ÿ
/20ÿ31-3ÿ+223-(+ÿ-++(3ÿ32-3ÿ32ÿ'(ÿ)(*+ÿ,3-.+ÿ4(25*6+ÿ-ÿ4(7
83ÿ204-9*29ÿ32ÿ32ÿ+3-:3*+2093ÿ,3-.+=>ÿ:-.+ÿ32ÿ3;2ÿ(3*1*2.+ÿ4(25*7
+*29+ÿ+0*913<ÿ.3ÿ*9ÿ2442+*3ÿ6*(3*29+4ÿÿ?2ÿ295(19ÿ28ÿ32ÿ+3-:7
3*+2093ÿ-96ÿ'(ÿ )(*+ÿ,3-.++ÿ4(25*6+ÿ32-3ÿ@0-9<ÿ4(233*29ÿ28ÿ
(3*1*2.+ÿ3*:(3<ÿ-:25ÿ-96ÿ:<296Aÿ232(ÿ29+3*3.3*29-33<ÿ0-96-36ÿ4(237
3*29+ÿ@2.36ÿ:ÿ(-6ÿ-+ÿ-9ÿ+3-:3*+2093ÿ28ÿ(3*1*29Aÿ;2*3ÿ+*0.33-92.+3<ÿ
@-9<ÿ(+3(*3*29ÿ29ÿ-3*5*3<ÿ28ÿ(3*1*2.+ÿ*9+3*3.3*29+ÿ2.36ÿ:ÿ(-6ÿ-+ÿ3*0*3*91ÿ
32ÿ8(ÿ)(*+ÿ28ÿ*3+ÿ00:(+4A=7ÿÿ?2.+ÿ-+(3-*9*91ÿ32ÿ:2.96+ÿ28ÿ32ÿ'(ÿ
)(*+ÿ,3-.+ÿ*+ÿ(*3*-3ÿ32ÿ63(0*9*91ÿ;29ÿ+3-3ÿ-3*29ÿ3=2Cÿ;*322236ÿ1257
(9093ÿ-*6ÿ8(20ÿ(3*1*2.+ÿ2(1-9*B-3*29+ÿ*+ÿ.929+3*3.3*29-34ÿ
DEÿFGHDIÿJÿDÿÿKLMNÿ
++93*-3ÿ32ÿ-9-3<B*91ÿ32ÿ'(ÿ)(*+ÿ,3-.+ÿ*+ÿ-9ÿ.96(+3-96*91ÿ28ÿ32ÿ
2(*1*9+ÿ28ÿ(3*1*2.+ÿ3*:(3<ÿ*9ÿ%0(*-4==ÿÿO9ÿ4(*0-(<ÿ12-3ÿ28ÿ32ÿ%0(*-9ÿ
ÿ
125(9093ÿ-*6ÿ32-3ÿ*+ÿ(*56ÿ:<ÿ*96*5*6.-3+ÿ:.3ÿ*+ÿ329ÿ4-++6ÿ29ÿ32ÿ(3*1*2.+ÿ2(1-9*B-3*29+ÿ5*23-3+ÿ
32ÿ+3-:3*+2093ÿ,3-.+4ÿÿPQÿENEÿR30-9ÿ54ÿ/*0029+7S-((*+ÿ>T7ÿU4/4ÿ7TÿV9 9WXÿY.33(ÿ54ÿ
%339ÿ67TÿU4/4ÿT==ÿV =TW4ÿÿ?2ÿZ.+3*29ÿ28ÿ*96*(3ÿ125(9093ÿ-*6ÿ32ÿ(3*1*2.+ÿ*9+3*3.3*29+ÿ;-+ÿ02+3ÿ
(933<ÿ-66(++6ÿ*9ÿ[I\Dÿ;2(ÿ,2*8ÿ].+3*ÿ!29Z.*+3ÿ;(*3*91ÿ82(ÿ32ÿ0-^2(*3<ÿ28ÿ32ÿ,2.(3ÿ
.4236ÿ-ÿ+3-3ÿ4(21(-0ÿ32-3ÿ4(25*66ÿ3.*3*29ÿ-*6ÿ32ÿ4-(93+ÿ28ÿ2*36(9ÿ*9ÿ8*9-9*-3ÿ96ÿ82(ÿ9(233093ÿ
*9ÿ:232ÿ4.:3*ÿ-96ÿ4(*5-3ÿ+3-(*-9ÿ-96ÿ9297+3-(*-9ÿ+2223+4ÿÿ[I\Dÿ>T7ÿU4/4ÿ-3ÿ7T4ÿÿ?2ÿ,2*8ÿ
].+3*ÿ-443*6ÿ9.3(-3*3<ÿ4(*9*43+ÿ8(20ÿ4(*2(ÿ*96*(3ÿ125(9093ÿ-*6ÿ6*+*29+ÿ32ÿ2236ÿ32-3ÿ32(ÿ*+ÿ
92ÿ+3-:3*+2093ÿ,3-.+ÿ5*23-3*29ÿ@;2(ÿ-ÿ125(9093ÿ-*6ÿ4(21(-0ÿ*+ÿ9.3(-3ÿ;*32ÿ(+43ÿ32ÿ(3*7
1*29Aÿ-96ÿ4(25*6+ÿ-*6ÿ:(2-63<ÿ32ÿ*96*5*6.-3+ÿ;22ÿ32(2.12ÿ@32*(ÿ2;9ÿ19.*9ÿ-96ÿ*9649693ÿ4(*5-3ÿ
22*Aÿ6*(3ÿ32-3ÿ-*6ÿ32ÿ-ÿ+3-(*-9ÿ+22234ÿÿ_MEÿ-3ÿ7>9ÿV(8(9*91ÿ̀LIIHÿ67TÿU4/4ÿ-3ÿT==ÿV =TWXÿ
&*33(+ÿ54ÿ&-+24ÿ"4a34ÿ28ÿ/(5+4ÿ82(ÿ32ÿb3*96ÿ6C6ÿU4/4ÿ6=ÿV =7WXÿR2:(+3ÿ54ÿ,-3-3*9-ÿ'2232*33+ÿ
/24ÿ"*+3Eÿ> ÿU4/4ÿÿV TWW4ÿÿ#9ÿ32ÿ0-^2(*3<a+ÿ5*;ÿ32ÿ@4-(93+ÿ;(ÿ32ÿ29+ÿ32ÿ+33ÿ-ÿ(3*1*2.+ÿ
+2223ÿ-+ÿ32ÿ:+3ÿ3-(9*91ÿ95*(29093ÿ82(ÿ32*(ÿ2-96*-446ÿ2*36Aÿ-96ÿ*9ÿ62*91ÿ+2ÿ@32ÿ*(.*3ÿ
:3;9ÿ125(9093ÿ-96ÿ(3*1*29ÿ;-+ÿ:(29ÿ-96ÿ32ÿ+3-:3*+2093ÿ,3-.+ÿ;-+ÿ923ÿ*043*-364Aÿÿ
[I\Dÿ>T7ÿU4/4ÿ-3ÿ7>94ÿ
J\DHÿGLHDÿ3)3ÿ-204-9<*91ÿ923+ÿ7c ÿdÿ6*+.++*29ÿeHDÿ/3*29ÿ14%44ÿ
ÿ=>4ÿÿÿ
ÿ=74ÿÿÿ/? #$ÿGLHDÿ923ÿ66ÿ-3ÿ674ÿ
ÿ=C4ÿPÿ&#?? ÿfÿ$#,SO/ÿGLHDÿ923ÿT7ÿ-3ÿT9ÿV@%3ÿ32ÿ2-(3ÿ28ÿ-ÿ8(ÿ)(*+ÿ-+ÿ*+ÿ-ÿ2983*3ÿ
:3;9ÿ32ÿ)(*+ÿ28ÿ125(9093-3ÿ42;(ÿ-96ÿ32ÿ)(*+ÿ28ÿ-ÿ4(*5-3ÿ4-(3<a+ÿ(3*1*294ÿÿ?2ÿ4(*5-3ÿ
4-(3<ÿ2-3391+ÿ32ÿ)(*+ÿ28ÿ125(9093-3ÿ42;(ÿ-+ÿ-ÿ5*23-3*29ÿ28ÿ(*123+ÿ4(2336ÿ:<ÿ32ÿ8(ÿ
)(*+ÿ3-.+4AW4ÿ
ÿ==4ÿÿPÿ]229ÿ&*33ÿ](4ÿÿGGDIÿgNGÿDMÿhiHGÿeÿgINÿÿÿj\HDÿJGLk
DIÿH\ÿCÿ$O?! ÿ"%Y ÿ4ÿ! 14ÿTC ÿTC7ÿV 7Wÿ02(*9-83(ÿGGDIÿgNGÿDMÿhiHk
GÿV@%ÿ43.(-3*3<ÿ28ÿ322321*-3ÿ-96ÿ423*3*-3ÿ5*;+ÿ2346ÿ32ÿ*982(0ÿ32ÿ-(3<ÿ%0(*-9ÿ29+3*3.3*29-3ÿ
)4(*093ÿ*9ÿ(3*1*2.+ÿ(*123+ÿ-96ÿ3*:(3*+ÿ-96ÿ32ÿ82(0ÿ32ÿ+27-336ÿ2(*1*9-3ÿ*9393ÿ28ÿ32ÿ
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'()*+,-ÿ./0ÿ-2ÿ-1)2.ÿ222ÿ-1ÿ-)/3*-*2,ÿ22ÿ0-/43*013ÿ)3*5*2,ÿ/,3ÿ/332.ÿ22)ÿ
)3*5*260ÿ)*51-0ÿ/,3ÿ3*4)-*0ÿ-2ÿ2326)*01ÿ/0ÿ-1ÿ72*)0-ÿ2)32+489ÿÿ:1ÿ;26,3<
)0=ÿ30*)ÿ22)ÿ)3*5*260ÿ)*51-0ÿ/,3ÿ3*4)-*0ÿ./0ÿ)22-3ÿ*,ÿ-1ÿ()*,*(3ÿ22ÿ73*4<
)->ÿ22ÿ2,0*,8 ÿ.1*1ÿ()2--3ÿ-1ÿ)*51-ÿ22ÿ()*?/-ÿ@635+,-ÿ)5/)3*,5ÿ
+/--)0ÿ22ÿ43*2ÿ2)ÿ,2,43*24ÿÿ;6)-1)ÿ-1ÿ()*,*(3ÿ22ÿ3*4)->ÿ22ÿ2,0*,ÿ
()21*4*-3ÿ)3*5*260<4/03ÿ3*0)*+*,/-*2,ÿ-1)2651ÿ-1ÿ26,3/+,-/3ÿ,2-*2,ÿ-1/-ÿ
70()02,0ÿ2633ÿ,2-ÿ4ÿ(,/3*A3ÿ22)ÿ-1ÿ)3*5*260ÿ12*0ÿ-1>ÿ+/3ÿ,2)ÿ
0./>3ÿ9-2ÿ+/ÿ)-/*,ÿ12*0ÿ4/60ÿ22ÿ-1ÿ*?*3ÿ/3?/,-/50ÿ/--/13ÿ-2ÿ
-1+48 ÿÿ:1*0ÿ226,3/-*2,/3ÿ()*,*(3ÿ()2?3ÿ-2ÿ4ÿ*,0-)6+,-/3ÿ*,ÿ01/(*,5ÿ-1ÿ
)3*5*260ÿ2)32+0ÿ()0)*43ÿ4>ÿ0-/-ÿ2,C0-*-6-*2,0ÿ/,3ÿ?,-6/33>ÿ-1ÿ;)ÿ
')*0ÿB3/60ÿ22ÿ-1ÿ;*)0-ÿ%+,3+,-4ÿ
:1ÿ3/,56/5ÿ/32(-3ÿ*,ÿD/+0ÿE/3*02,=0ÿ2*)0-ÿ3)/2-ÿ22ÿ-1ÿ;)ÿ')*0ÿ
B3/60ÿ'(3**-3>ÿ'1*4*-3ÿ-1ÿ()*,*(3ÿ22ÿ3*4)->ÿ22ÿ2,0*,8ÿ7:1ÿ*?*3ÿ
)*51-0ÿ22ÿ,2,ÿ01/33ÿ4ÿ/4)*353ÿ2,ÿ/26,-ÿ22ÿ)3*5*260ÿ43*2ÿ2)ÿ.2)01*(ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ
,2)ÿ01/33ÿ-1ÿFGHHÿIJ6ÿKGIHÿLMNÿFÿNÿ4ÿ*,ÿ/,>ÿ+/,,)ÿ2)ÿ2,ÿ/,>ÿ
()-'-ÿ*,2)*,5348 ÿÿ#-ÿ*0ÿ3/)ÿ-1/-ÿ-1ÿ72)ÿ')*0ÿ22ÿ)3*5*2,8ÿ*0ÿ/ÿ,/-6)/3ÿ
ÿ
2,0-*-6-*2,/3ÿ2)/+)04ÿÿ:1ÿ%+)*/,ÿ'()*+,-ÿ*,ÿ)3*5*260ÿ)*51-0ÿ/,3ÿ3*4)-*0ÿ/,,2-ÿ*,ÿ0&*--=0ÿ
?*.ÿ4ÿ)363ÿ-2ÿ-1ÿ;*)0-ÿ%+,3+,-ÿ)3*5*2,ÿ3/600ÿ/32,ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ48O4ÿ
ÿ94ÿÿPJQÿ/-ÿC994ÿÿ$2-/43>ÿ-.3?ÿ/)-*30ÿ22ÿ/+,3+,-ÿ.)ÿ064+*--3ÿ-2ÿ-1ÿ0-/-0ÿ22)ÿ)/-*2*/-*2,ÿ
*,ÿR9 ÿ46-ÿ2,3>ÿ-,ÿ.)ÿ)/-*2*34ÿÿSFFLIMÿÿTLÿLNÿIJÿNIUHNVÿWHIGNNÿ
NGLIÿ,2-ÿXÿ/-ÿC64ÿÿY2ÿ-10ÿ-.3?ÿ/)-*30ÿ-1ÿ-1*)3ÿ/)-*3ÿ2,-/*,3ÿ-1ÿ2)ÿ')*0ÿ/,3ÿ,2<
0-/43*01+,-ÿ3/,56/5ÿ/,3ÿ.1,ÿ-1ÿ2*)0-ÿ-.2ÿ/)-*30ÿ.)ÿ,2-ÿ/(()2?3ÿ4>ÿ-1ÿ0-/-0ÿ-1ÿ-1*)3ÿ/)-*3ÿ
4/+ÿ-1ÿ7;*)0-ÿ%+,3+,-48ÿÿPJQÿ/-ÿC6ÿ,4C4ÿ
ÿ 4ÿÿNNIHÿZMNÿIJÿ[ULNÿNGLIÿ,2-ÿ99ÿ/-ÿC9\ 4ÿÿ:1ÿ0-/-ÿ2,0-*-6-*2,0ÿ22ÿ/1ÿ22ÿ-1ÿ
2)*5*,/3ÿ-1*)-,ÿ232,*0ÿ2,-/*,3ÿ()2?*0*2,0ÿ-1/-ÿ56/)/,-3ÿ3*4)->ÿ22ÿ2,0*,ÿ22)ÿ/33ÿ0-/-ÿ*-*<
A,04ÿÿPJQÿ/-ÿCC4ÿÿ5*03/-*?ÿ1*0-2)>ÿ2)2+ÿ34/-0ÿ*,ÿ-1ÿ]260ÿ22ÿ!()0,-/-*?0ÿ320ÿ,2-ÿ()2?*3ÿ
0622**,-ÿ?*3,ÿ-2ÿ'(3/*,ÿ-1ÿ+/,*,5ÿ22ÿ-1ÿ;)ÿ')*0ÿB3/60ÿ-1)22)ÿ6,3)0-/,3*,5ÿ*0ÿ
()1/(0ÿ40-ÿ*,22)+3ÿ4>ÿ-1ÿ;*)0-ÿB2,5)00=ÿ0600*?ÿ3)/2-0ÿ22ÿ-1ÿ3/604ÿÿE*1/3ÿ&4ÿEB2,,33ÿ
ÿ^LMNÿIJÿ_NLIHÿ`JLNIJMÿFÿTLÿLNÿFÿZHMÿ Cÿ]%!14ÿ4ÿ! 14ÿ6 ÿ
69ÿa Oÿ01)*,/2-)ÿ^LMNÿIJÿ_NLIHÿ̀JLNIJM4ÿ
ÿ 4ÿNNIHÿZMNÿIJÿ[ULNÿNGLIÿ,2-ÿ99ÿ/-ÿC 4ÿÿD/+0ÿE/3*02,ÿ2,-,33ÿ-1/-ÿ)3*5*2,ÿ
7+60-ÿ4ÿ32-ÿ-2ÿ-1ÿ2,?*-*2,ÿ/,3ÿ2,0*,ÿ22ÿ?)>ÿ+/,bÿ/,3ÿ*-ÿ*0ÿ-1ÿ)*51-ÿ22ÿ?)>ÿ+/,ÿ-2ÿ')*0ÿ
*-ÿ/0ÿ02,?*-*2,ÿ/,3ÿ2,0*,ÿ+/>ÿ3*-/-48ÿÿD/+0ÿE/3*02,ÿcVLIHÿIJÿZVNLIÿdMINÿ
ZHMGNÿdNNNNVNÿeÿ ÿ$%:=ÿ%!B]#1 fÿaR9XOÿ1--(08gg226,3)04/)1*?0452?g326+,-0gÿ
E/3*02,g <9<9< 7C4ÿ
ÿ 9QÿNNIHÿZMNÿIJÿ[ULNÿNGLIÿ,2-ÿ99ÿ/-ÿC 4ÿ
PJQÿ/-ÿC64ÿÿ:1ÿ3/,56/5ÿ63-*+/-3>ÿ/32(-3ÿ4>ÿB2,5)00ÿ*,ÿ-1ÿ;)ÿ')*0ÿB3/60ÿ320ÿ,2-ÿ
ÿ C4ÿÿÿ
()363ÿ()2--*2,ÿ22)ÿ3*4)->ÿ22ÿ2,0*,ÿ)/-1)ÿ-1ÿ3/60ÿ*,3630ÿ061ÿ()2--*2,ÿ.*-1*,ÿ()2--<
*,5ÿ-1ÿ2)ÿ')*0ÿ2)ÿ-1ÿ(643*ÿ+/,*20-/-*2,ÿ22ÿ)3*5*2,4ÿÿPJQÿ
ÿ 64ÿ ÿ%$$%fÿY;ÿBY$h4ÿ6XÿaD20(1ÿh/30ÿ34ÿ9C6Oÿa+(1/0*0ÿ/333Oÿa()2(20/3ÿ22ÿD/+0ÿE/3<
*02,ÿD6,ÿ9ÿR9O4ÿ
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'()*+2)ÿ2,ÿ(-ÿ3+./(0ÿ2,ÿ2)*+)ÿ.12*ÿ,/ÿ'/+*ÿ2,ÿ/3+3+2)ÿ)245
61***ÿ7(-ÿ/+3-(ÿ(2ÿ1(ÿ62.3+30ÿ2)ÿ(-ÿ-2+*ÿ2,ÿ2)*+)ÿ2)ÿ418ÿ9+(-5
22(ÿ+)(/28+)3ÿ2)ÿ2/ÿ2.*(/2(+)3ÿ(-ÿ/+3-(*ÿ2,ÿ2(-/*ÿ2/ÿ(-ÿ3)/13ÿ61ÿ2,ÿ(-ÿ
2442)+(04:;ÿÿ<-2*ÿ=18+*2)>*ÿ+)+(+13ÿ8/1,(ÿ2,ÿ(-ÿ?/ÿ'/+*ÿ@312*ÿ*235
3*(*ÿ(92ÿ+462/(1)(ÿ(-2/(+13ÿ,/14
92/*ÿ2)8/30+)3ÿ(-ÿ312*ÿ(-1(ÿ91*ÿ
7
*2.*A2)(30ÿ1826(8ÿ.0ÿ@2)3/**4ÿÿ?+/*(ÿ=18+*2)>*ÿ8/1,(ÿ2)(1+)8ÿ(-ÿ
6-/1*ÿ7BCDDÿ1)8ÿECFDÿ/+3-(*ÿ2,ÿ2)*+):ÿ+4630+)3ÿ(-1(ÿ(-/ÿ1/ÿ.2(-ÿGCHI
GFJÿ1)8ÿECFDKÿ2462))(*ÿ+)-/)(ÿ+)ÿ(-ÿ3+./(0ÿ2,ÿ2)*+)ÿ41)5
+)3ÿ(-1(ÿ3+./(0ÿ2,ÿ2)*+)ÿ+*ÿ)2(ÿ2)30ÿ)(+(38ÿ(2ÿA213ÿ6/2((+2)ÿ2)8/ÿ(-ÿ
319ÿ7.2(ÿ13*2ÿ(2ÿ*24
ÿ1.*232(ÿ41*2/ÿ2,ÿ6/2((+2)ÿ161/(ÿ,/24ÿ4/ÿ32L/)5
M
4)(13ÿ)2(/13+(04: ÿÿN2)8ÿ=18+*2)>*ÿ8/1,(ÿ*(1(8ÿ(-1(ÿ/+3-(*ÿ2,ÿ2)*+)ÿ
*-133ÿ)2(ÿ7+)ÿ1)0ÿ41))/ÿ)2/ÿÿFKÿO:ÿ.ÿ+),/+)38ÿ*233*(+)3ÿ6/2(5
(+2)ÿ,/24ÿ8+/(ÿ1P)8ÿ+)8+/(ÿ1*ÿ933ÿ1*ÿ'6/**ÿ1)8ÿ+463+8ÿ+),/+)34)(ÿ.0ÿ
(-ÿ32L/)4)(4ÿÿ'14+)+)3ÿ(-ÿ(-2/(+13ÿ,22)81(+2)ÿ2,ÿ(-ÿ?/ÿ'/+*ÿ
ÿ
ÿ ;4ÿGGFDÿQRGÿFSÿTHOGÿGCOFÿ)2(ÿPPÿ1(ÿU64ÿÿ$1/30ÿ133ÿ2,ÿ(-ÿ1/30ÿ*(1(*ÿ-18ÿ,/ÿ
'/+*ÿ6/2L+*+2)*ÿ+)ÿ2)ÿ,2/4ÿ2/ÿ1)2(-/ÿ+)ÿ(-+/ÿ/*6(+Lÿ*(1(ÿ2)*(+(2(+2)*4ÿÿVSWÿ1(ÿU;4ÿ
ÿ 74ÿÿXORGÿFSÿYGOFDÿZSOGFSRÿGCOFÿ)2(ÿ ÿ1(ÿ6P4ÿÿ=18+*2)ÿ6/,//8ÿ(-ÿ6-/1*ÿ
7/+3-(*ÿ2,ÿ2)*+):ÿ2L/ÿ(-ÿ6-/1*ÿ7,/ÿ'/+*ÿ2,ÿ/3+3+2):ÿ.2(ÿ(-ÿ33+*31(+Lÿ-+*(2/0ÿ*4*ÿ(2ÿ
+)8+1(ÿ(-1(ÿ(-ÿ(92ÿ6-/1**ÿ9/ÿ2*8ÿ+)(/-1)31.304ÿÿVSWÿ1(ÿ6P94ÿÿ=18+*2)>*ÿ,2/4231(+2)ÿ2,ÿ(-ÿ
?+/*(ÿ%4)84)(ÿ91*ÿ1*(ÿ1*+8ÿ1*ÿ(-ÿ?+/*(ÿ@2)3/**ÿL)(21330ÿ1826(8ÿ(-ÿ7,/ÿ'/+*:ÿ31)3213ÿ
,1(2/8ÿ+)ÿ(-/ÿ2,ÿ(-ÿ,+Lÿ*(1(ÿ6/262*13*ÿ,2/ÿ(-ÿ?+/*(ÿ%4)84)(4ÿÿVSWÿÿ
VSWÿ1(ÿ6Pÿ[46-1*+*ÿ1888\4ÿÿ<-ÿ6-/1*ÿ7,233ÿ1)8ÿA213ÿ/+3-(*ÿ2,ÿ2)*+):ÿ91*ÿ14)88ÿ
ÿ MWÿÿÿ
(2ÿ7A213ÿ/+3-(*ÿ2,ÿ2)*+):ÿ.0ÿ(-ÿ]22*ÿN3(ÿ@244+((ÿL)ÿ.,2/ÿ(-ÿ.+33ÿ91*ÿ8.1(8ÿ2)ÿ
(-ÿ]22*ÿ,322/4ÿÿ^ÿÿ%$$%Nÿ_?ÿ@_$`4ÿM;Mÿ[MP\ÿ[a2*6-ÿ̀13*ÿ84ÿPU6\4ÿÿ#**2*ÿ/31/8+)3ÿ(-ÿ
*(1.3+*-4)(ÿ@312*ÿ/*23(8ÿ+)ÿ(-ÿ1826(+2)ÿ2,ÿ31)3213ÿ(-1(ÿ*(1(8ÿ7@2)3/**ÿ*-133ÿ41ÿ)2ÿ319ÿ
*(1.3+*-+)3ÿ/3+3+2)ÿ2/ÿ(2ÿ6/L)(ÿ(-ÿ,/ÿ'/+*ÿ(-/2,ÿ2/ÿ(2ÿ+),/+)3ÿ(-ÿ/+3-(*ÿ2,ÿ2)*+)4:ÿÿ
VSWÿ1(ÿM7ÿ[6/262*13ÿ2,ÿ?+*-/ÿ%4*\4ÿÿb62)ÿ1//+L13ÿ+)ÿ(-ÿ-22*ÿ423(+63ÿL/*+2)*ÿ2,ÿ(-ÿ312*ÿ9/ÿ
1826(8ÿ+)328+)3ÿ(-ÿ6-/1**ÿ7/+3-(*ÿ2,ÿ2)*+):ÿ1)8ÿ7,/ÿ'/+*ÿ2,ÿ/3+3+2):ÿ.2(ÿ(-ÿ31((/ÿ
23(+41(30ÿ/1(+,+84ÿÿXORGÿFSÿYGOFDÿZSOGFSRÿGCOFÿ)2(ÿ ÿ1(ÿ6P9cP64ÿ
ÿ P4ÿÿVSWÿ1(ÿ6P9ÿ[46-1*+*ÿ1888\4ÿÿ=18+*2)>*ÿ'61)*+Lÿ6/2((+2)ÿ131+)*(ÿ+),/+)34)(ÿ91*ÿ915
(/8ÿ829)ÿ+)ÿ(-ÿL/*+2)ÿ2,ÿ(-ÿ.+33ÿ1826(8ÿ.0ÿ(-ÿ]22*ÿ1*ÿ(-ÿ31)3213ÿ/18ÿ7OJÿ(-ÿ,/ÿ
'/+*ÿ2,:ÿ2/ÿ7BORÿ262)ÿ(-ÿ/+3-(*ÿ2,ÿ2)*+)4:ÿÿ^ÿÿ%$$%Nÿ_?ÿ@_$`4ÿM7ÿ[6/262*13ÿ2,ÿ
?+*-/ÿ%4*ÿ%234ÿ9 ÿMP\ÿ[46-1*+*ÿ1888\4ÿÿ&-)ÿ(-ÿ.+33ÿ14ÿ2)8/ÿ2)*+8/1(+2)ÿ.0ÿ(-ÿN)5
1(ÿ(-ÿL/.ÿ76/L)(:ÿ-18ÿ-1)38ÿ(2ÿ76/2-+.+(:ÿ1)8ÿ/41+)8ÿ2)(+3ÿ(-ÿ.+33ÿ91*ÿ/1(+,+84ÿÿXORGÿ
FSÿYGOFDÿZSOGFSRÿGCOFÿ)2(ÿ ÿ1(ÿ6PU4ÿÿ%3(-223-ÿ(-ÿ2/+3+)*ÿ2,ÿ(-ÿ-1)3ÿ+)ÿL/.+13ÿ
+*ÿ2)31/ÿ(-ÿ+461(ÿ-1*ÿ.)ÿ*+3)+,+1)(ÿ1*ÿ(-ÿN26/4ÿ@22/(ÿ-1*ÿ6/L+22*30ÿ1826(8ÿ1ÿ/*(/+(+Lÿ
/18+)3ÿ2,ÿ(-ÿ(/4ÿ76/2-+.+(:ÿ+)ÿ(-ÿ?/ÿ'/+*ÿ@312*4ÿÿ^ÿ0)3ÿL4ÿ$94ÿ#)8+1)ÿ@4(/0ÿ/2(5
(+Lÿ%**>)4ÿ6P;ÿb4N4ÿ6U ÿ6;c;ÿ[ PP\ÿ[/1*2)+)3ÿ(-1(ÿ(-ÿ(/4ÿ76/2-+.+(:ÿ+)ÿ(-ÿ?/ÿ'/+*ÿ
@312*ÿ782*ÿ)2(ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ+4630ÿ(-1(ÿ+)+8)(13ÿ,,(*ÿ2,ÿ32L/)4)(ÿ6/23/14*ÿ9-+-ÿ410ÿ41ÿ+(ÿ42/ÿ
8+,,+23(ÿ(2ÿ6/1(+ÿ/(1+)ÿ/3+3+2)*ÿ.2(ÿ9-+-ÿ-1Lÿ)2ÿ()8)0ÿ(2ÿ2/ÿ+)8+L+8213*ÿ+)(2ÿ1(+)3ÿ
2)(/1/0ÿ(2ÿ(-+/ÿ/3+3+22*ÿ.3+,*ÿ/A2+/ÿ32L/)4)(ÿ(2ÿ./+)3ÿ,2/91/8ÿ1ÿ24633+)3ÿd2*(+,+1(+2)ÿ,2/ÿ
+(*ÿ2(-/9+*ÿ319,23ÿ1(+2)*:\4ÿ
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(3)*+ÿ,)+ÿ-.ÿ3)/ÿ.0).ÿ102/2,ÿ.0ÿ2*.+.ÿ022ÿ.0ÿ34-.5ÿ6.).+ÿ.0ÿ7/8
94.-24ÿ22ÿ7/+*.-24ÿ74)3.-+ÿ2/ÿ-4)7)-.-+ÿ24ÿ)2*4.ÿ22ÿ/3-:-24ÿ0)+ÿ
+/95ÿ)+ÿ)ÿ2,,24ÿ:/2*45ÿ),24:ÿ)33ÿ.0ÿ9)/-2*+ÿ-4./7/.).-24+ÿ22ÿ/3-:-2*+ÿ
3-;/.<4= ÿ
>?ÿ@ABÿBCDÿEFDGÿ
345/+.)45-4:ÿ22ÿ.0ÿ6*7/,ÿ(2*/.H+ÿ,25/4ÿ-4./7/.).-24ÿ22ÿ.0ÿI/ÿ
J/-+ÿ(3)*+ÿ2*/.0/ÿ3)/-2-+ÿ.0ÿ24+.-.*.-24)3ÿ24+./)-4.+ÿ24ÿ+.).ÿ).-24ÿ
.0).ÿ54-+ÿ)ÿ:4/)33<ÿ)9)-3);3ÿ7*;3-ÿ;42-.ÿ24ÿ.0ÿ;)+-+ÿ22ÿ/3-:-2*+ÿ+.)8
.*+4 ÿÿK0ÿ6*7/,ÿ(2*/.ÿ0)+ÿ-54.-2-5ÿ)ÿ9)/-.<ÿ22ÿ-/*,+.)4+ÿ-4ÿL0-0ÿ
.0ÿI/ÿJ/-+ÿ(3)*+ÿ-+ÿ-,73-).5ÿ)+ÿ)ÿ/+*3.ÿ22ÿ:29/4,4.ÿ).-244 ÿÿ
M2+.ÿ2,,24ÿ)/ÿ-4+.)4+ÿL0/ÿ:29/4,4.ÿ).-24ÿ7/20-;-.+ÿ/.)-4ÿ248
5*.ÿ.0).ÿ-+ÿ/N*-/5ÿ;<ÿ)4ÿ-45-9-5*)3H+ÿ/3-:-2*+ÿ;39-2ÿ2/ÿ/N*-/+ÿ/.)-4ÿ248
5*.ÿ.0).ÿ)4ÿ-45-9-5*)3H+ÿ/3-:-2*+ÿ;3-2ÿ22/;-5+4 ÿÿ&04ÿ+*0ÿ2423-.+ÿ;8
.L4ÿ.0ÿ2/ÿJ/-+ÿ22ÿ/3-:-24ÿ)45ÿ/3-:-2*+3<ÿ4*./)3ÿ3)L+ÿ22ÿ:4/)3ÿ
)773-);-3-.<ÿ2*/ÿ.0ÿ/3-:-2*+ÿ)50/4.ÿ,)<ÿ0)334:ÿ.0ÿ)33':5ÿ;*/54ÿ
-,72+5ÿ24ÿ/3-:-24ÿ;<ÿ.0ÿ4*./)3ÿ)45ÿ:4/)33<ÿ)773-);3ÿ3)L4 ÿÿK2ÿ)339-8
).ÿ.0-+ÿ;*/54ÿ.0ÿ)50/4.ÿ*+*)33<ÿ++ÿ)ÿ1/3-:-2*+8;)+5ÿJ,7.-264=ÿ2/2,ÿ
.0ÿ:4/)33<ÿ)773-);3ÿ3)Lÿ)+ÿ)ÿ22/,ÿ22ÿ/3-:-2*+ÿ)2,,25).-244 ÿ
ÿ
ÿ 4ÿÿOBPQÿCAÿRQBCDÿ345/+.)45-4:ÿQSBCÿ42.ÿ ÿ).ÿ6T64ÿ
ÿ ?ÿÿUÿVBCÿ.J.ÿ)2,7)4<-4:ÿ42.+ÿ WXY4ÿ
ÿ ?ÿÿUÿ(Z M !#$6[\ÿQSBCÿ42.ÿ7ÿ).ÿ7Y6ÿ]5+/-;-4:ÿ.0/ÿ+-.*).-24+ÿ-4ÿL0-0ÿ.0ÿI/ÿJ/8
-+ÿ(3)*+ÿ-+ÿ-4925ÿ-43*5-4:ÿL04ÿ:29/4,4.ÿ).-24ÿ7/20-;-.+ÿ/.)-4ÿ245*.ÿ.0).ÿ-+ÿ/N*-/5ÿ
;<ÿ)4ÿ-45-9-5*)3H+ÿ/3-:-2*+ÿ;3-2ÿL04ÿ:29/4,4.ÿ).-24ÿ/N*-/+ÿ/.)-4ÿ245*.ÿ.0).ÿ)4ÿ-45-9-58
*)3H+ÿ/3-:-2*+ÿ;3-2ÿ22/;-5+ÿ)45ÿL04ÿ)4ÿ-45-9-5*)3ÿ3)-,+ÿ.0).ÿ3)L+ÿ;*/54ÿ/3-:-2*+ÿJ/-+^_ÿQÿ
CDQÿM"24)35ÿQSBCÿ42.ÿT ÿ).ÿ99YW ÿ]J73)-4-4:ÿ.0ÿ.<7+ÿ22ÿI/ÿJ/-+ÿ;)+5ÿ24+.-.*.-24)3ÿ
0)334:+ÿ.0).ÿL-33ÿ-4/)+-4:3<ÿ;ÿ;/2*:0.ÿ-4ÿ.0ÿL)ÿ22ÿ.0ÿ!3-:-2*+ÿI/52,ÿ!+.2/).-24ÿ%.^4ÿ
ÿ 94ÿÿUÿ(Z M !#$6[\ÿQSBCÿ42.ÿ7ÿ).ÿ7Y6_ÿQÿCDQÿ̀ 66 ÿZ4ÿ(Za !ÿKÿ%4ÿ(a$6K#K3K#a$%ÿ
%&ÿ9'Yÿ] .0ÿ54ÿ9 ^ÿ]5-+*++-4:ÿ2423-.+ÿ;.L4ÿ2/ÿJ/-+ÿ)45ÿ+.).ÿ/:*3).-24^4ÿÿK0-+ÿ
%/.-3ÿL-33ÿ42.ÿ*45/.)ÿ)4ÿ)4)3<+-+ÿ22ÿ/3-:-2*+ÿJ,7.-24ÿ)++ÿ;)*+ÿb3)-4ÿ%,45,4.+ÿ2)8
-)33<ÿ5-+/-,-4).ÿ):)-4+.ÿ/3-:-24ÿ)45ÿ.0/22/ÿ)/ÿ4-.0/ÿ:4/)33<ÿ)773-);3ÿ42/ÿ/3-:-2*+3<ÿ4*8
./)34ÿÿUÿ5-+*++-24ÿVBCÿ6.-24ÿ14b4ÿ
ÿ '4ÿÿUÿ6K #$ÿQSBCÿ42.ÿ66ÿ).ÿ679W7'ÿ]5+/-;-4:ÿ.0ÿ2423-.ÿ;.L4ÿ:4/)33<ÿ)773-);3ÿ
3)L+ÿ)45ÿ/3-:-2*+ÿ;3-2+ÿ)+ÿ)ÿ02-ÿ;.L4ÿ7/,-++-;3ÿ5-+7)/).ÿ-,7).ÿ)45ÿ)2,,25).-24^_ÿQÿ
CDQÿM"24)35ÿQSBCÿ42.ÿT ÿ).ÿ9YXÿ]-4./25*-4:ÿ.0ÿ&)//4ÿ(2*/.H+ÿ)77/2)0ÿ.2ÿI/ÿJ/-+ÿ
J,7.-24ÿ)++^4ÿ
ÿ 64ÿÿUÿ[M#(ÿ! 66 !ÿcÿ%6KM%$ÿQSBCÿ42.ÿ6 ÿ).ÿ79ÿ]10d29/4,4.ÿ).-24ÿL0-0ÿ-45-8
/.3<ÿ>SBAQÿ)ÿ/3-:-2*+ÿ7/).-ÿ2)33+ÿL-.0-4ÿ)ÿ24+.-.*.-24)3ÿ3-,-.).-24ÿ24ÿB>Pÿ/3-:-2*+ÿ7/)8
.-4=^4ÿ
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'(ÿ)2*+ÿ2)ÿ,(-+ÿ%.,-3ÿ-+ÿ2/ÿ0/2,(.ÿ1.-20.3ÿ-/+,0/ÿ4(.ÿ,(ÿ5.ÿ
6.-+ÿ730*+ÿ-+ÿ-213-0,88ÿ4(.ÿ0ÿ304ÿ2.ÿ2,(.ÿ92:./2/,ÿ0,-2/ÿ:-2;
30,+ÿ,(ÿ<)*/802/,03ÿ/2/;1.+*,-2/ÿ0/8ÿ/2/;8-+.-2-/0,-2/ÿ1.-/-13ÿ2)ÿ
,(ÿ5-.+,ÿ%2/82/,=ÿ>3ÿ,0.9,-/9ÿ.3-9-2/4?ÿÿ'(ÿ72*.,ÿ(0+ÿ2/+-+,/,33ÿ
-/:03-80,8ÿ304+ÿ,(0,ÿ,0.9,ÿ.73-9-2/ÿ2.ÿ2,(.4-+ÿ8-+.-2-/0,ÿ2/ÿ,(ÿ>0+-+ÿ2)ÿ
.3-9-2*+ÿ+,0,*+ÿ2.ÿ-8/,-,34 ÿÿ602-/-/9ÿ1.-2.ÿ-/+,0/+ÿ-/ÿ4(-(ÿ,(ÿ72*.,ÿ
(0+ÿ.*38ÿ2/ÿ+,0,ÿ0,-2/ÿ,(0,ÿ,0.9,+ÿ.3-9-2/ÿ1.2:-8+ÿ0ÿ30.ÿ1-,*.ÿ2)ÿ1.-/;
-13+ÿ-/(./,ÿ-/ÿ,(ÿ5.ÿ6.-+ÿ730*+4@ÿÿA2.2:.ÿ*/8.+,0/8-/9ÿ,(+ÿ
1.-/-13+ÿ-+ÿ++/,-03ÿ-/ÿ0/033B-/9ÿ4(,(.ÿ+,0,ÿ0,-2/ÿ,2ÿ.+,.0-/ÿ,(ÿ)324ÿ2)ÿ
92:./2/,ÿ0-8ÿ,2C2.ÿ4-,((238ÿ0ÿ9/.0333ÿ0:0-30>3ÿ1*>3-ÿ>/)-,ÿ).22C
.3-9-2*+ÿ2.90/-B0,-2/+ÿ-+ÿ2*,+-8ÿ,(ÿ2/+,-,*,-2/03ÿ3-2-,+ÿ2)ÿ,(ÿ5.ÿ6.-+ÿ
730*+4Dÿ
'(ÿ1.-/-13ÿ2)ÿ/2/;1.+*,-2/ÿ(0+ÿ>/ÿ0ÿ2./.+,2/ÿ2)ÿ,(ÿE*1.2ÿ
72*.,F+ÿ).ÿ6.-+ÿ2)ÿ.3-9-2/ÿG*.-+1.*8/ÿ).22ÿ,(ÿ,-2ÿ,(ÿ5.ÿ6.-+ÿ
730*+ÿ40+ÿ208ÿ0113-0>3ÿ,2ÿ,(ÿ+,0,+ÿ-/ÿHIJKKÿLMÿHN4 ÿÿ#/ÿ0ÿ
*/0/-22*+ÿ8-+-2/ÿ,(ÿHIJKKÿ72*.,ÿ830.8ÿ*/2/+,-,*,-2/03ÿ0ÿ+,0,ÿ+,0,;
*,ÿ,(0,ÿ1.2(->-,8ÿ-/8-:-8*03+ÿ).22ÿ+23--,-/9ÿ)2.ÿ0/3ÿ.3-9-2*+ÿ0*+ÿ*/3++ÿ
,(ÿ0*+ÿ(08ÿ>/ÿ1.:-2*+33ÿ011.2:8ÿ>3ÿ0ÿ+,0,ÿ2))--034 ÿÿ&.-,-/9ÿ)2.ÿ,(ÿ
ÿ
ÿ ?4ÿ7(*.(ÿ2)ÿ,(ÿ**2-ÿO0>03*ÿ%3ÿ#/4ÿ:4ÿ7-,3ÿ2)ÿP-030(ÿ?DÿQ4E4ÿ?9 ÿ?9Rÿ?RRSR6ÿT RUÿ
T.0+2/-/9ÿ,(0,ÿ<0ÿ304ÿ,0.9,-/9ÿ.3-9-2*+ÿ>3-)+ÿ0+ÿ+*(ÿ-+ÿ/:.ÿ1.2-++->3=ÿ/2.ÿ-+ÿ<02))--03ÿ0,-2/ÿ
,(0,ÿ,0.9,+ÿ.3-9-2*+ÿ2/8*,ÿ)2.ÿ8-+,-/,-:ÿ,.0,2/,=U4ÿÿ04+ÿ<8+-9/8ÿ,2ÿ>*.8/ÿ.3-9-2*+ÿ>3-)+ÿ
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ÿ6>4ÿÿÿ
HIJÿ+(ÿ'>'4ÿÿFM)ÿ.(:ÿ29,.3ÿ+62;(6ÿ()-ÿ5925(+,(.7ÿ2-6.,+,5Gÿ()+(ÿ+66-556ÿ()ÿ.559ÿ23ÿ
ÿ664ÿÿÿ
+,.1+3ÿ5+-.3.54ÿHIJÿ+(ÿ'9N4ÿM)ÿ3.-5(ÿ2-6.,+,ÿF63.,5ÿOPQRGÿ+5ÿFS(2ÿ9,,55+-.3:ÿ.33ÿ(2-1,(ÿ
(2-(9-ÿ2-ÿ19(.3+(ÿ+,ÿ+,.1+3ÿ.,ÿ+ÿ;923.ÿ2-ÿ;-.7+(ÿ-.(9+3ÿ2-ÿ-12,:ÿ,2(ÿ32-ÿ()ÿ;-.1+-:ÿ;9-;25ÿ23ÿ
3226ÿ2,591;(.2,@ÿ+,6ÿ;-2).2.(6ÿ28,.,/ÿ2-ÿ;25555.,/ÿ+,ÿ+,.1+3ÿS.,(,6.,/ÿ(2ÿ95ÿ59)ÿ+,.1+3ÿ32-ÿ
3226ÿ;9-;2554@GÿÿHIJÿÿ<287-ÿ()ÿ.(:ÿ29,.3ÿ-5(-.(6ÿ().5ÿ+;;3.+(.2,ÿ23ÿ().5ÿ2-6.,+,ÿF(2ÿ+,:ÿ
.,6.7.69+3ÿ2-ÿ/-29;ÿ()+(ÿS.335ÿ53+9/)(-5ÿ2-ÿ5+-.3.5ÿ+,.1+35ÿ32-ÿ+,:ÿ(:;ÿ23ÿ-.(9+3ÿ-/+-6355ÿ23ÿ
8)()-ÿ2-ÿ,2(ÿ()ÿ335)ÿ2-ÿ23226ÿ23ÿ()ÿ+,.1+3ÿ.5ÿ(2ÿ2ÿ2,59164@GÿÿHIJÿT.,(-,+3ÿU92(+(.2,5ÿ21.((6V4ÿÿ
M)ÿ52,6ÿ2-6.,+,ÿ8,(ÿ2,ÿ(2ÿ63+-ÿ()+(ÿF()ÿ.(:ÿ29,.3ÿS)+5ÿ6(-1.,6ÿ()+(ÿ()ÿ5+-.3..,/ÿ23ÿ
+,.1+35ÿ8.().,ÿ()ÿ.(:ÿ3.1.(5ÿ.5ÿ2,(-+-:ÿ(2ÿ()ÿ;923.ÿ)+3()ÿ5+3(:ÿ833+-0ÿ+,6ÿ12-+35ÿ23ÿ()ÿ
2119,.(:4@GÿÿHIJÿ+(ÿ'9L4ÿÿFM)ÿ3.,+3ÿW-6.,+,ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ63.,6ÿS53+9/)(-@ÿ+5ÿS()ÿ.33.,/ÿ23ÿ+,.1+35ÿ32-ÿ
3226@ÿ+,6ÿ;-2).2.(6ÿ53+9/)(-ÿ29(5.6ÿ23ÿ+-+5ÿ=2,6ÿ32-ÿ53+9/)(-)295ÿ95Gÿ29(ÿF;-27.66ÿ+,ÿE?
1;(.2,ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ32-ÿ()ÿ53+9/)(-ÿ2-ÿ;-255.,/ÿ32-ÿ5+3ÿ23ÿS51+33ÿ,912-5ÿ23ÿ)2/5ÿ+,6X2-ÿ+((3ÿ;-ÿ8ÿ
.,ÿ+2-6+,ÿ8.()ÿ+,ÿE1;(.2,ÿ;-27.66ÿ2:ÿ5(+(ÿ3+84@GÿÿHIJÿ
ÿ6'4ÿÿHIJÿT.(.,/ÿY64ÿ23ÿ694ÿ23ÿ&5(5.6ÿ41(:4ÿ*)4ÿT".5(4ÿ77Vÿ74ÿZ-/,5ÿ67ÿ[4*4ÿ997ÿ96LÿT Vÿ
T;39-+3.(:ÿ2;.,.2,V\ÿ*)4ÿ".5(4ÿ23ÿ]-+,6ÿ!+;.65ÿ74ÿY+33ÿ6N>ÿ[4*4ÿ>N>ÿ>LÿT L'V\ÿ&+33+ÿ74ÿB+33-ÿ
6N9ÿ[4*4ÿ>Lÿ'7ÿT L'V\ÿ;;-52,ÿ74ÿ%-+,5+5ÿ>>ÿ[4*4ÿNÿ 7KNÿT 7LV\ÿ*)4ÿ".5(4ÿ23ÿ%2.,/(2,ÿ74ÿ
*)1;;ÿ>N6ÿ[4*4ÿ9>ÿ99'ÿT 7>V\ÿ7-52,ÿ74ÿY64ÿW3ÿ694ÿ23ÿ8.,/ÿM;4ÿ>>ÿ[4*4ÿ ÿ'K7ÿ
T 6NVV4ÿ
ÿ674ÿÿÿ^_`_aÿ'Lÿ[4*Jÿ+(ÿ'>9K>>ÿTU92(.,/ÿbaÿ66ÿ[4*4ÿ+(ÿLNNV4ÿÿ%5ÿ6.59556ÿ+227ÿB95(.ÿ
C,,6:ÿ,2(6ÿ()+(ÿ.(ÿ8+5ÿF).5(2-.+3ÿ.,5(+,5ÿ23ÿ-3./.295ÿ;-59(.2,ÿ+,6ÿ.,(23-+,ÿ()+(ÿ/+7ÿ2,?
-,ÿ(2ÿ()25ÿ8)2ÿ6-+3(6ÿ()ÿD-ÿE-.5ÿ43+954GÿÿHIJÿTU92(.,/ÿY28,ÿ74ÿ!2:ÿ6N7ÿ[4*4ÿ7>ÿN>ÿ
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(2)*+,ÿ-2ÿ.+ÿ.+.3/0*0ÿ21ÿ-2ÿ+3-4.3*-/ÿ542+,ÿ3+64ÿ78ÿÿ930-*ÿ:+;
+6/ÿ.004-6ÿ-2.-ÿ-.4,-*+,ÿ43*,*230ÿ<3*10ÿ*0ÿ+)4ÿ54=*00*<3ÿ.+6ÿ.ÿ3.>ÿ*0ÿ
+2-ÿ+3-4.3ÿ*1ÿ-2ÿ2<?-ÿ21ÿ-2ÿ3.>ÿ*0ÿ-2ÿ*+14*+,ÿ352+ÿ43*,*2+ÿ40-4*-ÿ43*,*230ÿ
54.-*ÿ24ÿ0355400ÿ43*,*2+ÿ24ÿ43*,*230ÿ2+63-46@ÿÿ#+ÿ6-4=*+*+,ÿ>2-24ÿ
-2ÿ2<?-ÿ24ÿ534520ÿ21ÿ.ÿ3.>ÿ*0ÿ+2-ÿ+3-4.3A.+6ÿ-24124ÿ*=54=*00*<3A
930-*ÿ:++6/ÿ2+0*646ÿ-2ÿ-B-ÿ21ÿ-2ÿ3.6C>ÿ-2ÿ254.-*2+ÿ21ÿ-2ÿ3.>ÿ.+6ÿ
-2ÿ.=23+-ÿ21ÿ43*,*230ÿ2+63-ÿ54204*<64 ÿÿD24ÿ.66*-*2+.3ÿ,3*6.+ÿ2+ÿ6;
-4=*+*+,ÿ>2-24ÿ-2ÿ2<?-ÿ21ÿ.ÿ3.>ÿ*0ÿ+3-4.3ÿ930-*ÿ:++6/ÿ-34+6ÿ-2ÿ-2ÿ
E234-F0ÿG3.3ÿ42--*2+ÿE3.30ÿ?34*05436+ÿ>2*2ÿ*+6*.-6ÿ-2.-ÿ2-24ÿ43;
).+-ÿ)*6+ÿ*+33608ÿH-2ÿ2*0-24*.3ÿ<.,423+6ÿ21ÿ-2ÿ6*0*2+ÿ3+64ÿ
2.33+,ÿ-2ÿ05*1*ÿ04*0ÿ21ÿ)+-0ÿ3.6*+,ÿ-2ÿ-2ÿ+.-=+-ÿ24ÿ211**.3ÿ
523*/ÿ*+ÿG30-*2+ÿ.+6ÿ-2ÿ3,*03.-*)ÿ24ÿ.6=*+*0-4.-*)ÿ2*0-24/ÿ*+336*+,ÿ2+6;
-=524.+230ÿ0-.-=+-0ÿ=.6ÿ</ÿ==<40ÿ21ÿ-2ÿ6*0*2+=.*+,ÿ<26/4I ÿÿ
J52+ÿ2+0*64.-*2+ÿ21ÿ-20ÿ,3*6*+,ÿ1.-240ÿ930-*ÿ:++6/ÿ2+3366ÿ-2.-ÿ
4ÿ+2-ÿ+3-4.3ÿ.+6ÿ*+ÿ1.-ÿH2.6ÿ.0ÿ-2*4ÿ2<?-ÿ
-2ÿ*-/ÿ23+*3F0ÿ246*+.+0ÿ>
-2ÿ0355400*2+ÿ21ÿ43*,*2+4I'ÿ
K34+*+,ÿ-2ÿ.+ÿ.+.3/0*0ÿ21ÿ-2ÿ,+4.3ÿ.553*.<*3*-/ÿ542+,ÿ3+64ÿ78ÿ930;
-*ÿ:++6/ÿ.004-6ÿ-2.-ÿ-2ÿD4ÿ B4*0ÿE3.30ÿH542--00ÿ43*,*230ÿ
ÿ
L C7MM4ÿ
ÿ6@4ÿÿNOPÿ.-ÿ'QQ4ÿ
NOPÿ.-ÿ'QQR64ÿÿ#+ÿB.=*+*+,ÿ-2ÿ-B-ÿ21ÿ-2ÿ3.>ÿ930-*ÿ:++6/ÿ.004-6ÿ-2.-ÿ-2ÿE234-ÿH=30-ÿ
ÿ6C4ÿÿÿ
STÿUÿVÿÿ124ÿ-2ÿ=*+*=3=ÿ4G3*4=+-ÿ21ÿ+3-4.3*-/ÿ*0ÿ-2.-ÿ.ÿ3.>ÿ+2-ÿ6*04*=*+.-ÿ2+ÿ*-0ÿ1.Iÿ
<.30ÿH0.ÿ3.>ÿ3.0ÿ1.*.3ÿ+3-4.3*-/ÿ*1ÿ*-ÿ4140ÿ-2ÿ.ÿ43*,*230ÿ54.-*ÿ>*-223-ÿ.ÿ033.4ÿ=.+*+,ÿ
6*04+.<3ÿ142=ÿ-2ÿ3.+,3.,ÿ24ÿ2+-B-4IÿÿNOPÿ.-ÿ'QQÿL=52.0*0ÿ.666M4ÿÿW2+6ÿ930-*ÿ:++6/ÿ
+2-6ÿ-2.-ÿH0.5.4-ÿ142=ÿ-2ÿ-B-ÿ-2ÿXXÿXÿYÿZYUÿ*+ÿ*-0ÿ4.3ÿ254.-*2+ÿ*0ÿ0-42+,ÿ)*6+ÿ21ÿ*-0ÿ2<?-4Iÿÿ
NOPÿ.-ÿ'Q'ÿL=52.0*0ÿ.666M4ÿÿ[2>)4ÿ.+ÿH.6)40ÿ*=5.-ÿ>*33ÿ+2-ÿ.3>./0ÿ3.6ÿ-2ÿ.ÿ1*+6*+,ÿ21ÿ*=54;
=*00*<3ÿ-.4,-*+,4IÿÿNOPÿÿK2*46ÿ930-*ÿ:++6/ÿ0-.-6ÿ-2.-ÿH0*-ÿ*0ÿ+2-ÿ3+4.02+.<3ÿ-2ÿ*+14ÿ.-ÿ3.0-ÿ
>2+ÿ-24ÿ.4ÿ+2ÿ5403.0*)ÿ*+6*.-*2+0ÿ-2ÿ-2ÿ2+-4.4/ÿ-2.-ÿ.ÿ3.>ÿ>2*2ÿ)*0*-0ÿ\T]Y^^Vÿ]_
V]VFÿ2+ÿ43*,*230ÿ2+63-ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ00ÿ+2-ÿ-2ÿ11-3.-ÿ-2ÿ0-.-6ÿ,2)4+=+-.3ÿ*+-40-0ÿ<3-ÿ-2ÿ
0355400ÿ-2ÿ2+63-ÿ<.30ÿ21ÿ*-0ÿ43*,*230ÿ=2-*).-*2+4IÿÿNOPÿ.-ÿ'QCÿL=52.0*0ÿ.666M4ÿÿ
ÿ64ÿÿNOPÿ.-ÿ'64ÿÿ930-*ÿ:++6/ÿ*-6ÿ930-*ÿ[.43.+F0ÿ25*+*2+ÿ*+ÿ`YZaÿ>2*2ÿB.=*+6ÿ-2ÿ0;
-.<3*02=+-ÿE3.30ÿ.0ÿ4.02+ÿ-2ÿ-34+ÿ-2ÿ-2ÿG3.3ÿ42--*2+ÿE3.304ÿÿNOPÿ.-ÿ'6ÿL*-*+,ÿ&.3bÿ)4ÿK.Bÿ
E2==F+ÿ21ÿ$4c4ÿQ@ÿJ4W4ÿ776ÿ77ÿL @MÿLH$3-4.3*-/ÿ*+ÿ*-0ÿ.553*.-*2+ÿ4G3*40ÿ.+ÿG3.3ÿ542--*2+ÿ
=26ÿ21ÿ.+.3/0*0IMM4ÿ
ÿ'4ÿÿÿ
NOPÿ.-ÿ'694ÿÿ930-*ÿ:++6/ÿ03==.4*3/ÿ542)*668ÿÿ
K2ÿ5.--4+ÿ>ÿ2.)ÿ4*-6ÿ6*03200ÿ.+*=20*-/ÿ-2ÿW.+-4*.ÿ.624+-0ÿ.+6ÿ-2*4ÿ43*,*230ÿ
54.-*0dÿ-2ÿ246*+.+0ÿ</ÿ-2*4ÿ2>+ÿ-4=0ÿ-.4,-ÿ-2*0ÿ43*,*230ÿB4*0dÿ-2ÿ-B-0ÿ21ÿ-2ÿ
246*+.+0ÿ>4ÿ,44/=.+646ÿ>*-2ÿ.4ÿ-2ÿ54204*<ÿ43*,*230ÿ*33*+,0ÿ21ÿ.+*=.30ÿ<3-ÿ-2ÿ
B336ÿ.3=20-ÿ.33ÿ033.4ÿ*33*+,0dÿ.+6ÿ-2ÿ246*+.+0ÿ0355400ÿ=32ÿ=24ÿ43*,*230ÿ2+;
63-ÿ-2.+ÿ*0ÿ+00.4/ÿ*+ÿ2464ÿ-2ÿ.2*)ÿ-2ÿ3,*-*=.-ÿ+60ÿ.004-6ÿ*+ÿ-2*4ÿ61+04ÿÿÿ
NOPÿ
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2()*+*)ÿ,-,./)0ÿ1/21,3ÿ0*,03/04'ÿ,/5ÿ))/0.,3ÿ02ÿ06ÿ7*200.2/ÿ28ÿ
06)ÿ*.-60)ÿ.)ÿ9006ÿ7*./.73ÿ06,0ÿ-2+*/3/0ÿ./ÿ71*)1.0ÿ28ÿ3-.0.3,0ÿ./0*:
)0)ÿ,//20ÿÿ;ÿ<='9>ÿ?;@ÿ.372)ÿ(1*5/)ÿ2/3Aÿ2/ÿ2/510ÿ320.+,05ÿ
(Aÿ*3.-.21)ÿ(3.844 ÿÿB6ÿ.0Aÿ21/.3C)ÿ2*5./,/)ÿD*ÿ28ÿ)16ÿ,ÿ)1)70ÿ
/,01*ÿ06,0ÿE1)0.ÿF//5Aÿ5.5ÿ/20ÿ7*25ÿ81*06*ÿD.06ÿ58././-ÿ06ÿ)0,/5,*5ÿ
82*ÿ50*3././-ÿ-/*,3ÿ,773.,(.3.0Aÿ./)0,5ÿ)0,0./-8ÿ9#/ÿ06.)ÿ,)ÿDÿ/5ÿ
/20ÿ58./ÿD.06ÿ7*.).2/ÿ06ÿ)0,/5,*5ÿ1)5ÿ02ÿ+,31,0ÿD606*ÿ,ÿ7*26.(.0.2/ÿ
.)ÿ28ÿ-/*,3ÿ,773.,0.2/ÿ82*ÿ06)ÿ2*5./,/)ÿ8,33ÿD33ÿ('H32Dÿ06ÿ3./.313ÿ
)0,/5,*5ÿ/)),*Aÿ02ÿ7*200ÿG.*)0ÿ%3/53/0ÿ*.-60)44 ÿÿI2D+*ÿE1)0.ÿ
F//5AC)ÿ,/,3A).)ÿ5.5ÿ821)ÿ2/ÿ06ÿ'16/5*./31).+ÿ/,01*ÿ28ÿ06ÿ2*5./,/)ÿ
D.06ÿ*-,*5ÿ02ÿ/2/*3.-.21)ÿ2/510 ÿ2/315./-ÿ906,0ÿ,6ÿ28ÿI.,3,6C)ÿ2*:
5./,/)ÿ71*)1)ÿ06ÿ.0AC)ÿ-2+*/3/0,3ÿ./0*)0)ÿ2/3Aÿ,-,./)0ÿ2/510ÿ320.:
+,05ÿ(Aÿ*3.-.21)ÿ(3.84ÿ,/5ÿ06,0ÿ06ÿ.0Aÿ21/.3C)ÿ2*5./,/)ÿ96,0+ÿ+*Aÿ
,77,*,/ÿ28ÿ,ÿ7*26.(.0.2/ÿ06,0ÿ)2.0Aÿ.)ÿ7*7,*5ÿ02ÿ.372)ÿ172/ÿ0J,/0*.,ÿ
D2*)6.77*)ÿ(10ÿ/20ÿ172/ÿ.0)38ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿÿB6.)ÿ7*.)ÿ+.3ÿ.)ÿD6,0ÿ06ÿ*21.*3/0ÿ
28ÿ-/*,3ÿ,773.,(.3.0Aÿ.)ÿ5).-/5ÿ02ÿ7*+/044''ÿÿK72/ÿ8./5./-ÿ06,0ÿ06ÿL.0Aÿ
28ÿI.,3,6C)ÿ2*5./,/)ÿD*ÿ/.06*ÿ/10*,3ÿ/2*ÿ-/*,33Aÿ,773.,(3ÿ,/5ÿ./:
)0,5ÿ0,*-05ÿ06ÿL61*6ÿ28ÿ06ÿ113.ÿM,(,31ÿ%Aÿ,/5ÿ.0)ÿ2/-*-,/0)ÿE1):
0.ÿF//5Aÿ,773.5ÿ)0*.0ÿ)*10./Aÿ02ÿ)0*.ÿ52D/ÿ06ÿ2*5./,/)ÿ2/ÿ06ÿ(,).)ÿ
06,0ÿ06ÿ2*5./,/)ÿD*ÿ2+*(*2,5ÿ2*ÿ1/5*./31).+ÿ./ÿ)1()0,/0.,3ÿ*)70)ÿ
,/5ÿ06,0ÿ06ÿ-2+*/3/0,3ÿ./'07*)0)ÿD*ÿ/20ÿ71*)15ÿD.06ÿ*)70ÿ02ÿ,/,32:
-21)ÿ/2/:*3.-.21)ÿ2/5104 ÿÿE1)0.ÿF//5Aÿ*,)2/5ÿ06ÿ-2+*/3/0,3ÿ
./0*)0)ÿ2135ÿ(ÿ,6.+5ÿ(Aÿ/,**2D*ÿ2*5./,/)ÿ06,0ÿ(1*5/5ÿ*3.-.2/ÿ02ÿ
,ÿ8,*ÿ3))*ÿ5-*4'NÿÿK30.3,03Aÿ06ÿL21*0ÿ1/,/.321)3Aÿ)0*1ÿ52D/ÿ06ÿ
ÿ
ÿ'4ÿÿOPQÿR./0*/,3ÿ2120,0.2/ÿ3,*)ÿ23.005SÿR,30*,0.2/)ÿ./ÿ2*.-./,3SÿR2120./-ÿI2((.ÿ+4ÿK/3732A:
3/0ÿ%77,3)ÿL233C/ÿ28ÿG3,4ÿ6TÿK4J4ÿH7ÿ6TÿR TNSÿRJ0+/)ÿE4ÿ2/1**./-SS4ÿÿE1)0.ÿF//5Aÿ
,/2D35-5ÿ06,0ÿ90,33ÿ3,D)ÿ,*ÿ)30.+ÿ02ÿ)23ÿU0/0ÿ(10ÿ,0-2*.)ÿ28ÿ)30.2/ÿ,*ÿ28ÿ7,*,321/0ÿ
2/*/ÿD6/ÿ,ÿ3,Dÿ6,)ÿ06ÿ./.5/0,3ÿ880ÿ28ÿ(1*5/./-ÿ*3.-.21)ÿ7*,0.44ÿÿOPQÿ
ÿ'94ÿÿOPQÿ,0ÿ'6H4ÿ
ÿ'H4ÿÿOPQÿ
ÿ'6QÿÿOPQÿÿB6ÿL.0Aÿ28ÿI.3,6ÿ,*-15ÿ06,0ÿ06ÿ2*5./,/)ÿ,5+,/5ÿ0D2ÿ./0*)0)8ÿ7*200./-ÿ06ÿ71(3.ÿ
6,306ÿ,/5ÿ7*+/0./-ÿ*130Aÿ02ÿ,/.3,3)4ÿÿOPQÿÿV0ÿE1)0.ÿF//5Aÿ821/5ÿ06,0ÿ06ÿ2*5./,/)ÿD*ÿ
91/5*./31).+ÿ82*ÿ062)ÿ/5)4ÿ,/5ÿ98,.305ÿ02ÿ7*26.(.0ÿ/2/*3.-.21)ÿ2/5104ÿ06,0ÿ/5,/-*5ÿ)16ÿ
./0*)0)ÿ9./ÿ,ÿ).3.3,*ÿ2*ÿ-*,0*ÿ5-*ÿ06,/ÿJ,/0*.,ÿ),*.8.ÿ52)44ÿÿOPQÿ
ÿ''4ÿÿOPQÿ,0ÿ'6'W67ÿR2120./-ÿG3,4ÿJ0,*ÿ+4ÿM4E4G4ÿ6 ÿK4J4ÿ'96ÿ'69ÿR TSÿRJ,3.,ÿE4ÿ2/1**./-ÿ./ÿ
7,*0ÿ,/5ÿ2/1**./-ÿ./ÿX15-3/0SÿR./0*/,3ÿ2120,0.2/)ÿ23.005SS4ÿ
ÿ'74ÿOPQÿ,0ÿ'694ÿ
ÿ'N4ÿÿÿ
OPQÿ,0ÿ'6'4ÿÿY/ÿ.0ÿ.)ÿ50*3./5ÿ(Aÿ06ÿL21*0ÿ06,0ÿ90,ÿ3,Dÿ(1*5/./-ÿ*3.-.21)ÿ7*,0.ÿ06,0ÿ.)ÿ
/20ÿ/10*,3ÿ2*ÿ/20ÿ28ÿ-/*,3ÿ,773.,0.2/ÿ31)0ÿ1/5*-2ÿ06ÿ32)0ÿ*.-2*21)ÿ28ÿ)*10./A4ÿ,/5ÿ9002ÿ),0.)8Aÿ
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2)*+,-,.ÿ/23*+,0ÿ1/-1ÿ1/ÿ3-2.ÿ2)ÿ2,1)-)3ÿ12ÿ4)ÿ5)+.ÿ63-7.ÿ8)+,9
+83.ÿ-,*ÿ1/):2)ÿ;2+*4'<ÿ
=>ÿ?@ABÿCDÿEAFGAÿFHBÿIGÿ=JGÿK@L@Aÿ
M+,ÿ1/ÿ627)1N.ÿ-*281+2,ÿ2:ÿO,;23,1ÿ,71)-3+13ÿ1/ÿ2,.1+171+2,-3ÿ
2,.1)-+,1.ÿ83-*ÿ2,ÿ02;),P,1ÿ-+*ÿ12ÿ)3+0+27.ÿ2)0-,+Q-1+2,.ÿO3ÿ1/ÿ.1-O9
3+./P,1ÿ63-7.ÿ/-;ÿO2Pÿ.+0,+:+-,133ÿP2)ÿ8)P+..+;ÿP)33ÿ)R7+)+,0ÿ
1/-1ÿ1/ÿ02;),P,1ÿ8)2'0)-Pÿ+.ÿ:-+-333ÿ,71)-3ÿ-,*ÿ*2.ÿ,21ÿ/-;ÿ1/ÿ87)82.ÿ
2:ÿ-*;-,+,0ÿ)3+0+2,4 ÿÿ%.ÿ-ÿ).731ÿ)3+0+27.ÿ-..ÿ12ÿ02;),P,1ÿ:7,*+,0ÿ
:2)ÿ.73-)ÿ87)82..ÿ*2.ÿ,21ÿ:-ÿ1/ÿ/+0/ÿ-,*ÿ+P8)0,-O3ÿ2-33ÿ2:ÿ.8-)-1+2,ÿ
O12,ÿ/7)/ÿ-,*ÿ.1-1ÿ77,*)ÿ1/ÿ.1-O3+./P,1ÿ63-7.ÿ2,ÿ,;+.+2,*ÿO3ÿ
S7.1+ÿT3-ÿ+,ÿUFA4 ÿ#,.1-*ÿ)3+0+27.ÿ2)0-,+Q-1+2,.ÿ.+,0ÿ0,)-333ÿ
-;-+3-O3ÿ.73-)ÿ-+*ÿ-)ÿ17),*ÿ-2-3ÿ7,*)ÿ.1-1ÿVT3-+,ÿ%P,*P,1.Wÿ
2/+/ÿ8).,1ÿ-,ÿ+P8*+P,1ÿ1/-1ÿ+.ÿP2)ÿ).1)+1+;ÿ2,ÿ02;),P,1ÿ-+*ÿ-9
..+O37ÿO3ÿ)3+0+27.ÿ2)0-,+Q-1+2,.ÿ1/-,ÿ+.ÿ)R7+)*ÿ7,*)ÿ1/ÿ:*)-3ÿ62,.1+9
171+2,4 ÿÿ#,ÿ::1ÿ1/ÿ-883+-1+2,ÿ2:ÿ.1-1ÿT3-+,ÿ%P,*P,1.ÿ/-;ÿ)*9
:+,*ÿ1/ÿ3+P+1-1+2,.ÿ2,ÿ02;),P,1ÿ-+*ÿ12ÿ)3+0+2,ÿO3ÿ-3322+,0ÿ:2)ÿ-ÿP-)*33ÿ
.8-)-1+2,+.1ÿ-88)2-/ÿ12ÿ1/ÿ8)2;+.+2,ÿ2:ÿ-+*ÿ;,ÿ2/)79ÿ1/)ÿ+.ÿ,2ÿO-))+)ÿ
7,*)ÿ1/ÿ.1-O3+./P,1ÿ63-7.ÿ2:ÿ1/ÿ4+).1ÿ%P,*P,14 ÿ
%.ÿ-883+*ÿ.1-1ÿT3-+,ÿ%P,*P,1.ÿ:-+3ÿ12ÿ-*/)ÿ12ÿO,;23,1ÿ,79
1)-3+13ÿ8)+,+8-3.ÿ.827.*ÿO3ÿ1/ÿ627)1ÿ1/)270/271ÿP2*),ÿ.1-O3+./P,1ÿ
63-7.ÿX7)+.8)7*7(,ÿ-,*ÿ+,.1-*ÿ))ÿ2,ÿ1/ÿ.+*ÿ2:ÿ.1)+1ÿ,71)-3+13ÿ+:ÿ,21ÿ.1)+1ÿ
.8-)-1+2,+.P4 ÿÿY/+.ÿ-88)2-/ÿO2P.ÿ8)2O3P-1+ÿ-,*ÿ).731.ÿ+,ÿ/-)0.ÿ
2:ÿ7,2,.1+171+2,-3+13ÿ2/,ÿ-ÿ.1-1ÿ02;),P,1ÿ02.ÿ122ÿ:-)ÿ-,*ÿ+P8)28)33ÿ
*+.-88)2;.ÿ2:ÿ)3+0+2,ÿ+,ÿ0,)-3ÿ*+.)+P+,-1.ÿ-0-+,.1ÿ.2Pÿ2)ÿ-33ÿ)3+0+27.ÿ
ÿ

1/ÿ2PP-,*.ÿ2:ÿ1/ÿ4+).1ÿ%P,*P,1ÿ-ÿ3-2ÿ).1)+1+;ÿ2:ÿ)3+0+27.ÿ8)-1+ÿP7.1ÿ-*;-,ÿZ+,1).1.ÿ
2:ÿ1/ÿ/+0/.1ÿ2)*)Nÿ-,*ÿP7.1ÿOÿ,-))2233ÿ1-+32)*ÿ+,ÿ87).7+1ÿ2:ÿ1/2.ÿ+,1).1.4Wÿÿ?L>ÿ-1ÿ'67ÿ[R721+,0ÿ
\"-,+3ÿ;4ÿ-13ÿ6('ÿ]4M4ÿ7<ÿ79<ÿ[ ^<__4ÿ
ÿ'<4ÿÿÿ
?L>ÿ-1ÿ'6^4ÿ
&#YY ÿ`ÿ$#6abMÿAHFGÿ,21ÿ(7ÿ-1ÿ<cÿAÿGJAÿ\"2,-3*ÿAHFGÿ,21ÿ^ ÿ-1ÿ9 ^d<4ÿ
ÿ'4ÿÿÿ
ÿ74ÿÿÿ
"7,-,ÿAHFGÿ,21ÿ9 ÿ-1ÿ6(cÿAÿGJAÿ"b]e%Mÿ44ÿSba$Mb$ÿ4! "b\ÿb4ÿ! #e#b$8ÿfgEhÿ
i>ÿjKikÿ%$"ÿMY%Y ÿT%#$ ÿ%\ $"\ $YMÿ'ÿ[9 _4ÿÿ
ÿ74ÿÿÿ
"7,-,ÿAHFGÿ,21ÿ9 ÿ-1ÿ6(cÿAÿGJAÿ"42)).1ÿAHFGÿ,21ÿ(ÿ-1ÿ''6d''ÿ[-..)1+,0ÿ1/-1ÿ
T3-+,ÿ%P,*P,1.ÿ8)2;+*ÿ1/ÿ.1)2,0.1ÿ30-3ÿ-)07P,1ÿ-0-+,.1ÿ./223ÿ/2+ÿ;27/)._4ÿ
ÿ794ÿÿÿ
Iÿ"7,-,ÿAHFGÿ,21ÿ9 ÿ-1ÿ6(4ÿÿ
ÿ
7(4ÿ )+-ÿMP+1/ÿ=JGÿK@L@AÿGLÿÿlAHGJmÿnÿJHLBÿoJBHAÿgAÿ
nF@ÿIJÿEÿpFBFG@Aÿ<ÿ4 " !%#MYÿMb6Nqÿ! 14ÿ6<ÿ6ÿ[9 ^_ÿ0/)+,-:1)ÿ=JGÿ
K@L@AÿGLÿlAHGJm4ÿ
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(3)*+ÿ2,ÿ)-.2++ÿ+.)/3ÿ0)+/()3)1)+ÿ22ÿ13ÿ(/+)+ÿ2*ÿ,3)4)25+ÿ+1/15+476ÿÿ67
*2,ÿ/2/389)24ÿ13ÿ22+1)151)22/3)18ÿ2*ÿ+1/1ÿ22+1)151)22/3ÿ.,2:)+)22+ÿ13/1ÿ+ÿ
12ÿ-/)21/)2ÿ/ÿ3)43ÿ;/33ÿ(1;2ÿ35,3ÿ/20ÿ+1/1ÿ/2ÿ520,+1/20)24ÿ2*ÿ173'ÿ
2,)4)2+ÿ2*ÿ+53ÿ+1/1ÿ22+1)151)22/3ÿ.,2:)+)22+ÿ.,2:)0+ÿ2++/,8ÿ221<14 ÿ
4ÿ=2--227>3223+ÿ/20ÿ!3)4)25+ÿ=22*3)1ÿ
#2ÿ13ÿ/,38ÿ? +ÿ.5(3)ÿ05/1)22ÿ)2ÿ%-,)/ÿ;/+ÿ+./,+ÿ/20ÿ-2+1ÿ07
5/1)22/3ÿ)2+1,51)22ÿ;/+ÿ/0-)2)+1,0ÿ7(78ÿ35,3+ÿ/20ÿ3,48ÿ;32ÿ2-()20ÿ
05/1)22ÿ;)13ÿ,3)4)25+ÿ)2+1,51)224 ÿÿ@3ÿ,)+ÿ2*ÿ%-,)/2ÿ2--227
+3223+ÿ)2ÿ13ÿ3/1ÿ?A+ÿ5+3,0ÿ)2ÿB5+1)22+ÿ2:,ÿ13ÿ.,2.,ÿ.3/ÿ2*ÿ,3)4)22ÿ
)2ÿ%-,)/2ÿ05/1)2247Cÿÿ=2--227+3223+ÿ;,ÿD*25200ÿ22ÿ13ÿ.,12+ÿ
13/1ÿ,3)4)22ÿ3/0ÿ22ÿ34)1)-/1ÿ.3/ÿ)2ÿ.5(3)ÿ05/1)22Eÿ/20ÿF2,/ÿG/22ÿ
13ÿ,/12,ÿ2*ÿ13ÿ2/1)22H+ÿ*),+1ÿ.5(3)ÿ+3223ÿ+8+1-ÿ7D?/330ÿ*2,ÿ13ÿI21),ÿ
<35+)22ÿ2*ÿ,3)4)25+ÿ1/3)24Hÿ*,2-ÿ.5(3)ÿ+3223+4E ÿÿ"+.)1ÿ/ÿ.,2*++70ÿ
00)/1)22ÿ12ÿ+53/,ÿ05/1)22ÿ13/1ÿ.,2-)+0ÿ12ÿ(ÿ*,ÿ2*ÿD+1/,)/2)+-E ÿ
ÿ
ÿ764ÿÿÿ
JÿKLÿMD63/)2ÿ%-20-21+ÿ3/:ÿ(213ÿ13ÿ.5,.2+ÿ/20ÿ13ÿ**1ÿ2*ÿ0)+,)-)2/1)24ÿ/4/)2+1ÿ
,3)4)22ÿ/20ÿ13)+ÿ0)+,)-)2/1)22ÿ/2221ÿ(ÿN5+1)*)0ÿ(8ÿ/ÿ2-.33)24ÿ42:,2-21ÿ,/1)22/34EO4ÿ
ÿ7'4ÿÿ"P2,,+1ÿQRSTÿ221ÿ7 ÿ/1ÿ''74ÿ
ÿ774ÿÿ"52/2ÿQRSTÿ221ÿ9 ÿ/1ÿ'9UAVÿW2+.3ÿ4ÿ1)1,)11)ÿXYTZQÿ[T\]ÿJYÿ^_ÿÿ̀SQÿ
abKb_ÿTKÿJTÿ^QRTYÿcTdÿ9ÿF%!14ÿW44ÿeÿf64ÿgHhÿ7'Cÿ77AÿM ?OVÿQÿTYQÿ
% i#>ÿ" ÿ@g=jf 1# ÿ" Gg=!%=hÿ#$ÿ%G !#=%ÿA9ÿ246ÿM3)33).+ÿ6,/038ÿ04ÿ!/202-ÿF25+ÿ
6'ÿ04OÿM?AOÿM/22;304)24ÿ13/1ÿ/1ÿ13ÿ1)-ÿ)2ÿ%-,)/ÿD0/3-2+1ÿ/33ÿ05/1)22ÿ0;/+ÿ21,5+10ÿ
12ÿ13ÿ3,48EO4ÿ,2*++2,ÿ%3)3ÿ%-/,ÿ/++,1+ÿ13/1ÿ@2B5:)33H+ÿ2(+,:/1)22ÿ2*ÿ13ÿ,23ÿ,3)4)22ÿ.3/80ÿ
)2ÿ05/1)22ÿ)2ÿ%-,)/ÿ)+ÿ22ÿ)335+1,/1)22ÿ2*ÿ13ÿ*,ÿ<,)+ÿ3/5+ÿ/1ÿ;2,ÿ)2ÿ25,ÿ0-2,/84ÿÿ%3)3ÿ
!0ÿ%-/,ÿÿXYYÿkÿlmQÿTQÿTÿ^QRÿ ÿh% ÿ4W4ÿ A ÿ 79ÿM OÿMD0@3ÿ*,ÿ<,7
)+ÿ3/5+ÿ.,2110ÿ221ÿ+)-.38ÿ13ÿI.,):/1Hÿ;2,+3).ÿ2*ÿ/2ÿ)20):)05/3ÿ(51ÿ/3+2ÿ13ÿ22242:,2-21/3ÿ
81ÿI.5(3)HÿM@2B5:)33H+ÿ;2,0Oÿ05/1)22ÿ2*ÿ)1)92+n13ÿ:,8ÿ*2520/1)22ÿ2*ÿ0-2,/84EO4ÿ
ÿ7C4ÿÿ1)1,)11)ÿQRSTÿ221ÿ77ÿ/1ÿ77'4ÿ
ÿ7?4ÿÿÿ
oKLÿ/1ÿ7774ÿÿG/22ÿ,/10ÿ13ÿ2/1)22H+ÿ*),+1ÿ.5(3)ÿ+3223ÿ+8+1-ÿ)2ÿ?ACÿ/+ÿ13ÿ>,1/,8ÿ2*ÿ
05/1)22ÿ*2,ÿ13ÿ=2--22;/313ÿ2*ÿG/++/35+11+4ÿÿoKLÿ
ÿ74ÿ@3ÿ1,-ÿD+1/,)/2Eÿ3/+ÿ(2ÿ/.10ÿ(8ÿ-/28ÿ34/3ÿ/20ÿ3)+12,)/3ÿ+323/,+ÿ/+ÿ2)21213ÿ
215,8ÿ2--22ÿ./,3/2ÿ*2,ÿD=/1323)Eÿ/20ÿ)20)/1):ÿ2*ÿ13ÿ/21)7=/1323))+-ÿ.,:/321ÿ/1ÿ13ÿ1)-ÿ
/+ÿ0)+5++0ÿkST4ÿÿJ_ÿLmLÿf4>4ÿ=gGG4ÿg$ÿ=#14ÿ!@>4ÿ>=Fggÿ=Fg#= 8ÿ@F ÿ6%#$ ÿ%G $"G $@>ÿ
ÿeÿ%$@#7=%@Fg#=#>Gÿ ÿM9 COÿ311.+8pp;;;45+,442:p.5(+p02+p63/)2!.2,14.0*ÿ03,)2/*1,ÿ
f>==!ÿM+1/1-21ÿ2*ÿ%213228ÿ!4ÿ)/,332ÿW,4OÿM3/)-)24ÿ13/1ÿD22ÿ3)+12,)/3ÿ:)02ÿ;/+ÿ.,+210ÿ
(8ÿ/28ÿ0ÿÿ;)12++ÿ12ÿ221,/0)1ÿ13ÿ+5(+1/21)/3ÿ3)+12,)/3ÿ:)02ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ120)24ÿ12ÿ+32;ÿ13/1ÿ/21)7=/7
1323))+-ÿ;/+ÿ)200ÿ/2ÿ/2)-/1)24ÿ*2,ÿ(3)20ÿ13ÿ*0,/3ÿ/20ÿ+1/1ÿ63/)2ÿ%-20-21+EOVÿKLÿ/1ÿ6ÿ
M+1/1-21ÿ2*ÿ!)3/,0ÿ"4ÿq2-,OÿM.2+)1)24ÿ13/1ÿDI+1/,)/2Hÿ;/+ÿ520,+1220ÿ12ÿ(ÿ/ÿ20ÿ;2,0ÿ*2,ÿ
=/1323)EOVÿ!)3/,0ÿr4ÿ6/22ÿlRb_ÿlbTQbÿTKÿlbS]ÿsRTYÿtSÿTKÿÿXYTÿabKu
bÿÿJTÿ^QRQÿ7ÿ" 4ÿ4ÿ! 14ÿÿ9U'ÿM9 AOÿM*25+)24ÿ22ÿ/21)7=/1323)ÿ*/12,+ÿ/+ÿ,/1)24ÿ
63/)2ÿ.,2:)+)22+OVÿW/8ÿ>4ÿ68(ÿeÿ"/:)0ÿ&4ÿ$;122ÿvkÿvSTQÿTKÿwRSQ]ÿxyTKTZQÿzcYÿ
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()ÿ2**2+,-)223ÿ.//0.3.*ÿ1(.1332ÿ3/2*.341(5ÿ1ÿ4+/0ÿ/2(-(1+(0-*ÿ
6)0)ÿ)15ÿ72*ÿ0+8.-5ÿ0+ÿ*10+-(/1*ÿ.3(./<ÿ1-ÿ()ÿ52*0+1+(ÿ906320+(ÿ
1+5ÿ61-ÿ+2(ÿ9065ÿ1-ÿ:-(1/01+;ÿ0+ÿ+1(./4 ÿÿ=2-(ÿ%*/01+-ÿ9065ÿ
>)/0-(01+0(2ÿ1+5ÿ*2/130(2ÿ1-ÿ-2ÿ0+-31/173ÿ()1(ÿ()ÿ3/2*.341(02+ÿ28ÿ/2(-,
(1+(0-*ÿ9+ÿ60()0+ÿ2**2+,-)223-ÿ61-ÿ73095ÿ(2ÿ7ÿ/0(013ÿ(2ÿ()ÿ3/2,
*2(02+ÿ28ÿ5*2/1(0ÿ913.-ÿ1+5ÿ()ÿ3/-/91(02+ÿ28ÿ1ÿ/3.7301+ÿ82/*ÿ28ÿ-2,
0(24<ÿ?)0-ÿ82.+51(<092+ÿ2+ÿ/2(-(1+(ÿ/30402-0(2ÿ:61-ÿ0+(23/1+(ÿ28ÿ()2-ÿ6)2ÿ
/ÿ+2(ÿ
6/ÿ+2+,7309/-; ÿ1+5ÿ4+/1332ÿ@3.55ÿ2()/ÿ/30402+-ÿ()1(ÿ6
<
C
2(ÿ*10+-(/1*ÿ0+3.50+4ÿ>1()230-ÿA6-ÿ1+5ÿA)291)B-ÿ&0(+---4 ÿ
?)ÿ2+5*+1(02+ÿ28ÿ:-(1/01+;ÿ5.1(02+ÿ60()0+ÿ/2(-(1+(,52*0+1(5ÿ
2**2+,-)223-ÿ-/95ÿ1-ÿ1ÿ3/2@2ÿ71((34/2.+5ÿ82/ÿ1ÿ4/1(/ÿ-20(13ÿ2+830(ÿ
72ÿ:30((0+4ÿ>1()230-Bÿ5-0/-ÿ82/ÿ5.1(02+13ÿ1+5ÿ-2013ÿD.130(2ÿ1410+-(ÿE+1,
(090-(Bÿ/2(-(1+(-Bÿ81/-ÿ28ÿ>1()230ÿ0+83.+4;<6ÿÿ%+ÿ0+83.@ÿ28ÿ>1()230ÿ0*,
*04/1+(-ÿ)15ÿ-)1/332ÿ0+/1-5ÿ()ÿ>1()2<'30ÿ323.31(02+ÿ0+ÿ%*/01ÿ8/2*ÿ2+ÿ
3/+(ÿ0+ÿ<Fÿ(2ÿ(+ÿ3/+(ÿ72ÿF77 ÿ1+5ÿ1-ÿ1ÿ/-.3(ÿ()ÿ2+(*32/1/2ÿ
-2013ÿ1+5ÿ3230(013ÿ30*1(ÿ61-ÿ/08ÿ60()ÿ1+(0,>1()230ÿ1+0*.-ÿ3/0*1/032ÿ
ÿ
GHIÿJKLKMÿILÿÿNOOPÿQÿRHSOTÿUIPIÿÿUOVHÿUPSPIKTÿ9ÿ$ 14ÿ4A4ÿ'' ÿ
''6W'7ÿX9 9YÿX-1*YZÿGHIÿJKLKTÿILÿ[TOIH\ÿTOPIÿ+2(ÿ7CÿX-1*YZÿTÿS]
PIHH\ÿ!27/(ÿ^4ÿ$1(3-2+ÿ_\ÿ̀ÿaOP\ÿGITÿÿbcIPIMÿJLÿJPÿNIIHH\ÿ[T]
OIHdÿ`eÿfLÿÿUHIÿgISÿ ÿh " !%#i?ÿij>Bkÿ! 14ÿFÿ CÿX9 FYÿX50-.--0+4ÿ
/30402.-ÿ307/(2ÿ1+5ÿ()ÿl310+ÿ%*+5*+(-Y4ÿ
ÿ<4ÿÿÿ
mii>!nÿTOPIÿ+2(ÿ7 ÿ1(ÿFÿX+2(0+4ÿ()1(ÿ/2(-(1+(ÿ(1)0+4-ÿ6/ÿ3/2*.341(5ÿ()/2.4)ÿ1ÿ
.//0.3.*ÿ()1(ÿ0+3.55ÿ/150+4-ÿ28ÿ()ÿo0+4ÿA1*-ÿ(/1+-31(02+ÿ28ÿ()ÿl073ÿ()ÿ/0(13ÿ28ÿ3/12/-ÿ
1+5ÿ()ÿ-0+40+4ÿ28ÿ)2*+-Y4ÿÿÿ
ÿ<4ÿÿÿ
i(9+ÿo4ÿ^/+ÿÿGHIÿJKLKÿRTLPLnÿC7ÿ%=4ÿA4ÿ ^%ÿp#i?4ÿCFÿ6'ÿX 9Yÿ
X:=2-(ÿ+0+(+()ÿ+(./2ÿ%*/01+-ÿ73095ÿ()1(ÿ*2/130(2ÿ1+5ÿ>)/0-(01+0(2ÿ6/ÿ0+-31/173ÿ1+5ÿ
()1(ÿ72()ÿ6/ÿ+--1/2ÿ82/ÿ()ÿ3/-/91(02+ÿ28ÿ/3.7301+ÿ-20(24ÿÿp269/ÿ(22ÿ*1+2ÿ3233ÿ81035ÿ
(2ÿ1((+5ÿ)./)ÿ(2ÿ/0-ÿ3190+4ÿ()ÿ0+-(/.(02+ÿ28ÿ*2/130(2ÿ(2ÿ/30402.-ÿ0+-(0(.(02+-4ÿÿ?).-ÿ()ÿ2**2+ÿ
-)223ÿD.032ÿ71*ÿ()ÿ3/0*1/2ÿ0+-(0(.(02+ÿ82/ÿ0+.31(0+4ÿ3.730ÿ*2/130(24;YZÿTÿIHTÿ"h2//-(ÿ
TOPIÿ+2(ÿ7 ÿ1(ÿ''74ÿÿ=1++ÿ1+5ÿ2()/ÿ15921(-ÿ73095ÿ()1(ÿ()ÿ/2(-(1+(ÿ/30402-0(2ÿ2+(10+5ÿ0+ÿ
()ÿ2**2+,-)223ÿ.//0.3.*ÿ3/29055ÿ1ÿ*2/13ÿ5.1(02+ÿ()1(ÿ61-ÿ+(/13ÿ(2ÿ:1--0*031(00+4ÿ0**0,
4/1+(-ÿ1+5ÿ()0/ÿ)035/+ÿ0+(2ÿ%*/01+ÿ-20(2ÿ72ÿ+.3(./1(0+4ÿ()*ÿ60()ÿ%*/01+ÿ913.-ÿ1+5ÿ1((0,
(.5-4;ÿÿqLrÿ1(ÿ''4ÿ
ÿ<94ÿÿ10(/0((0ÿTOPIÿ+2(ÿ77ÿ1(ÿ7774ÿ
ÿ<C4ÿÿ".+1+ÿTOPIÿ+2(ÿ9 ÿ1(ÿ'64ÿ
ÿ<64ÿÿqLrÿ1(ÿ''ZÿTÿIHTÿ=0()33ÿ94ÿp3*-ÿ'Cÿm4i4ÿ<CÿF9FW9ÿX9 YÿX33./130(2ÿ230+02+YÿX:0#(ÿ
61-ÿ1+ÿ23+ÿ-/(ÿ()1(ÿE-(1/01+Bÿ61-ÿ25ÿ82/ÿ>1()2304;YZÿ"h2//-(ÿTOPIÿ+2(ÿ7 ÿ1(ÿ''ÿX:?)ÿ
3/913+(ÿ2+5*+1(02+-ÿ2+ÿE-(1/01+Bÿ5.1(02+ÿ6/ÿ50/(5ÿ(261/5ÿ()ÿ>1()230ÿ>)./)4;Y4ÿ
ÿ<'4ÿÿÿ
?272ÿA4ÿp2(+-ÿ$2(ÿcHÿaÿILÿcIÿaTOTÿF7ÿ1%4ÿ4ÿ! 14ÿ <ÿC'ÿsÿ++4ÿ
W ÿX9 YÿX3/29050+4ÿ1ÿ-(1(0-(013ÿ29/906ÿ28ÿ()ÿm4i4ÿ>1()230ÿ323.31(02+ÿ8/2*ÿ<Fÿ()/2.4)ÿ
9Y4ÿÿ
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()2*(+ÿ,-ÿ./ÿ01.232(.ÿ42.(.10.ÿ)2)*31.220457ÿÿ%(ÿ./ÿ61./232ÿ)2)*31.220ÿ
748ÿ1+/40.(ÿ1..9).+ÿ.2ÿ)*(/ÿ,1ÿ17120(.ÿ42.(.10.:,21(+ÿ29920:
(/223(ÿ,-ÿ2))2(207ÿ42.(.10.ÿ432722*(ÿ)41.2(ÿ203*+207ÿ1+321.207ÿ;24ÿ
<4923013ÿ2;ÿ./ÿ=207ÿ>19(ÿ?2,3ÿ;429ÿ./ÿ*442*3*9ÿ10+ÿ0+207ÿ42.(.10.ÿ
+32.22013ÿ1.232.-ÿ20ÿ./ÿ31((4229(4@55ÿÿ61./232ÿ31+4(ÿ10+ÿ)232.2210(ÿ*0:
+4.22ÿ1ÿ(-(.91.2ÿ;;24.ÿ.2ÿ32,,-ÿ(.1.ÿ372(31.*4(ÿ;24ÿ)*,32ÿ;*0+207ÿ.2ÿ
+332)ÿ./24ÿ280ÿ61./232ÿ)142/213ÿ+*1.220ÿ(-(.945Aÿÿ%.ÿ2.(ÿ24ÿ./ÿ
B*(.ÿ.2ÿ2,.120ÿ7234090.ÿ;*0+207ÿ;24ÿ61./232ÿ(/223(ÿ81(ÿ1ÿB*(.ÿ;24ÿB:
*2.-ÿ1(ÿ<61./232(ÿ84ÿ;24+ÿ.2ÿ)1-ÿ.1C(ÿ.2ÿ(*))24.ÿ./ÿ42.(.10.ÿ29920ÿ
(/223(ÿ10+ÿ2.ÿ81(ÿ203-ÿ;124ÿ;429ÿ./ÿ61./5232ÿ)4().23ÿ./1.ÿ61./232ÿ
(/223(ÿ13(2ÿ,ÿ3272,3ÿ;24ÿ)*,32ÿ;*0+2074@ ÿÿ%..9).(ÿ,-ÿ61./232(ÿ20ÿ./ÿ
A'(ÿ.2ÿ)*(/ÿ,1ÿ17120(.ÿ./ÿ42.(.10.ÿ(.1,32(/90.ÿ<)4232+ÿ1ÿ+2()31-ÿ
2;ÿ91D242.14210ÿ)232.2(ÿ2;ÿ*0)4+0.+ÿ,4*.132.-@Aÿ10+ÿ4(*3.+ÿ20ÿ./ÿ)1(:
(17ÿ2;ÿ./ÿ;24(.ÿ(A.1.ÿ318ÿ.2ÿ)42/2,2.ÿ10-ÿ+234(220ÿ2;ÿ)*,32ÿ12+ÿ.2ÿ(.14210ÿ
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/./ÿ(2)9ÿ9'2ÿD,17ÿ(269*ÿ.(ÿ+).741).(9ÿ133ÿ53).93ÿ2,ÿ73.9.2(ÿ,72-ÿ9257(0
-()4E ÿ
#(ÿ)*ÿ(/ÿB31.(F3ÿ472423/ÿ1-(/-()ÿ917(7/ÿ):();0.9*)ÿ52)3ÿ.(ÿ
,1527ÿ1(/ÿ3.+)(ÿ52)3ÿ191.(3)ÿ,19336.(9ÿ,267ÿ52)3ÿ3*27)ÿ2,ÿ)*ÿ(3317;ÿ):20
)*.7/3ÿ-1<27.);ÿ)2ÿ4133ÿ)*ÿC(1)4 ÿÿ?*ÿ52)ÿ:13ÿ343.)ÿ/2:(ÿ417);ÿ3.(3ÿ:.)*ÿ
133ÿ4739(G)ÿ!4683.1(3ÿ52).(9ÿ.(ÿ,1527ÿ1(/ÿ133ÿ473()ÿ"-271)3ÿ52).(9ÿ
191.(3)4 ÿÿB31.(ÿ323)ÿ.()73)ÿ.(ÿ)*ÿ472423/ÿ1-(/-()ÿ1,)7ÿ*ÿ323)ÿ*.3ÿ
423.).13ÿ24427)6(.);ÿ8;ÿ,1.3.(9ÿ)2ÿ367ÿ)*ÿ!4683.1(ÿ17);F3ÿ(2-.(1).2(Hÿ
*ÿ,1.3/ÿ)2ÿ5(ÿ3*2:ÿ64ÿ)2ÿ)*ÿ2(9733.2(13ÿ/8917)3ÿ1(/ÿ)*ÿ3683>6()ÿ
C(1)ÿ52)ÿ2(ÿ)*ÿ73236).2(ÿ*ÿ.(.).133;ÿ472423/4 ÿÿI2:57ÿ)*ÿB31.(ÿ
%-(/-()F3ÿ,1.367ÿ)2ÿ917(7ÿ)*ÿ(3317;ÿ52)3ÿ)2ÿ4133ÿ)*ÿC(1)ÿ1(/ÿ80
2-ÿ1ÿ,/713ÿ2(3).)6).2(193Kÿ1-(/-()ÿ:263/ÿ(2)ÿ8ÿ)*ÿ(/ÿ2,ÿ!473()10
).5ÿJ1-3ÿB31.(F3ÿ391;4 ÿÿ?*ÿ472423/ÿ,/713ÿ1-(/-()ÿ,1.3/ÿ)2ÿ4133ÿ
.(ÿ=2(9733ÿ8163ÿ2,ÿ417).31(ÿ423.).3ÿ86)ÿ3)1)ÿ39.331)673ÿ891(ÿ)2ÿ
ÿ
ÿ9 4ÿÿÿ
LÿMNÿ1)ÿG72O74ÿ
PMNÿ
ÿ9 4ÿÿÿ
LÿMNÿ1)ÿGKOK94ÿÿ#(ÿ1(ÿ1))1ÿ2(ÿ)*ÿ472423/ÿ1-(/-()ÿC(1)27ÿ&*;)ÿ2,ÿQ17;31(/ÿ:*2ÿ
ÿ994ÿÿÿ
./().,./ÿ*.-33,ÿ13ÿ1ÿ72)3)1()ÿ,72-ÿ)*ÿC(1)ÿ,3227ÿ/317/ÿ)*1)ÿ)*ÿ1-(/-()ÿ:13ÿ1(ÿ1))1ÿ2(ÿ
)*ÿ32;13);ÿ2,ÿ)*ÿ=1)*23.ÿ.).R(7;4ÿÿ6ÿ=S$T4ÿ! =4ÿGG2 ÿGG2'ÿ@2K7Aÿ@3)1)-()ÿ2,ÿC(4ÿ&*;)A4ÿÿ#(ÿ
7342(3ÿC(1)27ÿQ27)2(ÿ1ÿ364427)7ÿ2,ÿ)*ÿ1-(/-()ÿ891(ÿ)2ÿ/(26(ÿ)*ÿ=1)*23.ÿ.).R(7;ÿ13ÿ
1ÿD3179ÿ1(/ÿ972:.(9ÿ3133ÿ2,ÿ4243ÿ.(ÿ)*.3ÿ26()7;ÿ:*2ÿ17ÿ6))73;ÿ24423/ÿ)2ÿ267ÿ473()ÿ3;3)-ÿ2,ÿ
2--2(ÿ3*2233ÿ1(/ÿ:*2ÿ17ÿ24423/ÿ)2ÿ1(;ÿ3*223ÿ)*1)ÿ/23ÿ(2)ÿ)1*ÿ)*.7ÿ73.9.2(4EÿÿPMNÿ1)ÿGG2Gÿ
@3)1)-()ÿ2,ÿC(4ÿQ27)2(A4ÿÿ
ÿ9'4ÿÿ"6(1(ÿUVWXÿ(2)ÿ9 ÿ1)ÿG 4ÿ
ÿ964ÿÿ6ÿ=S$T4ÿ! =4ÿ1)ÿGGG4ÿ
ÿ9G4ÿÿÿ
PMNÿ
T7(ÿUVWXÿ(2)ÿK ÿ1)ÿ7KO724ÿÿB;ÿ)*ÿ).-ÿB31.(F3ÿ1-(/-()ÿ1-ÿ)2ÿ1ÿ52)ÿ.(ÿ.)*7ÿ
ÿ974ÿÿÿ
I2633ÿ2,ÿ=2(9733ÿJ1-3ÿB31.(ÿ*1/ÿ8(ÿ1442.()/ÿ13ÿ1ÿC(1)27ÿ1(/ÿ5(ÿ,1.3/ÿ)2ÿ1))(/ÿ)*ÿC(1)ÿ
52)ÿ2(ÿ)*ÿ1-(/-()ÿ817.(9ÿ*.3ÿ2:(ÿ(1-4ÿÿPMNÿ
ÿ9K4ÿÿLÿ"Y2773)ÿUVWXÿ(2)ÿ'ÿ1)ÿGK'Hÿ"6(1(ÿUVWXÿ(2)ÿ9 ÿ1)ÿG94ÿ
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'()3(*+ÿ,+-+ÿ2*,+'+.+'2*-3ÿ)/20','2*,ÿ1.'+ÿ,'('3-/ÿ+2ÿ+22,ÿ)/2)2,3ÿ'*ÿ
42*5/,,496ÿ
74ÿ%32)+'2*ÿ28ÿ93-'*ÿ%(*3(*+ÿ-*5.-5ÿ'*ÿ:+-+ÿ42*,+'+.+'2*,ÿ
;2ÿ93-'*ÿ%(*3(*+<,ÿ8-'3./ÿ+2ÿ)-,,ÿ'*ÿ+2ÿ:*-+ÿ(-/3ÿ+2ÿ=5'*>
*'*5ÿ28ÿ,+-+ÿ35',3-+'2*ÿ-'(3ÿ-+ÿ)/22'9='+'*5ÿ+2ÿ.,ÿ28ÿ).=3'ÿ8.*3,ÿ82/ÿ+2ÿ
,.))2/+ÿ28ÿ?,+-/'-*@ÿ/3'5'2.,ÿ*+'+',4 ÿÿ9Aÿ+2ÿ*3ÿ28ÿ6B7ÿ82./+*ÿ,+-+,ÿ
2-3ÿ)-,,3ÿ93-'*>3'ÿ35',3-+'2*ÿ)/'(-/'3Aÿ'*ÿ+2ÿ82/(ÿ28ÿ2*,+'+.+'2*-3ÿ
-(*3(*+,ÿ+2/=Aÿ-32)+'*5ÿ+2ÿ,)-/-+'2*',+ÿ-.,ÿ)9/92(2+3ÿ=Aÿ/,'3*+ÿ
C/-*+ÿ!)/,*+-+'0ÿ93-'*ÿ-*3ÿ+2ÿ!).=3'-*ÿ-/+A4 ÿÿ9Aÿ6 ÿ+2ÿ*.(>
=/ÿ28ÿ,+-+,ÿ+2-+ÿ2-3ÿ'*2/)2/9-9+3ÿ93-'*>3'ÿ)/20','2*,ÿ'*+2ÿ+2'/ÿ2*,+'+.>
+'2*,ÿ,D333ÿ+2ÿ+D*+A>*'*4 ÿÿ;2ÿ,)/-3ÿ28ÿ,+-+ÿ93-'*>3'ÿ)/20','2*,ÿ
2*+'*.3ÿ+2/2.52ÿ+2ÿ8'/,+ÿ3-3ÿ28ÿ+2ÿ*'*+*+2ÿ*+./Aÿ=/'*5'*5ÿ+2ÿ+-33Aÿ
28ÿ,+-+,ÿD'+2ÿ93-'*>3'ÿ2*,+'+.+'2*-3ÿ)/20','2*,ÿ+2ÿ+2'/+A>,'E4999ÿÿ;2ÿ-3(',>
,'2*ÿ28ÿ%3-,-ÿ-*3ÿF-D-''ÿ'*+2ÿ+2ÿG*'2*ÿ'*ÿ Hÿ/-',3ÿ+2ÿ+2+-3ÿ+2ÿ+2'/+A>
'52+99ÿ-7,ÿ-2ÿ,+-+ÿ=/2.52+ÿ93-'*>3'ÿ2*,+'+.+'2*-3ÿ)/20','2*,ÿ.)2*ÿ-3(',>
,'2*4 ÿ
%3+22.52ÿ(-*Aÿ,+-+ÿ35',3-+./,ÿ-32)+3ÿ93-'*>3'ÿ2*,+'+.+'2*-3ÿ)/2>
0','2*,ÿ023.*+-/'3Aÿ-ÿ,'5*'8'-*+ÿ8-+2/ÿ'*ÿ+2ÿ,./5ÿ28ÿ+2,9ÿ9,6+-+ÿ2*,+'+.>
+'2*-3ÿ)/20','2*,ÿ-*ÿ=ÿ-++/'=.+3ÿ+2ÿ)/,,./ÿ8/2(ÿ42*5/,,4 ÿÿ;2ÿ!).=>
3'-*ÿ-/+A<,ÿ0','2*ÿ82/ÿ2((2*>,2223,ÿ-*3ÿ,23'3'8A'*5ÿ/2+,+-*+ÿ2*+/23ÿ
-*3ÿ'*83.*ÿ2-3ÿ=2(ÿ-*ÿ-5*3-ÿ',,.ÿ+2-+ÿD2.33ÿ=ÿ'()/,,3ÿ.)2*ÿ
,+-+,ÿ,'*5ÿ+2ÿ/'0ÿ-'3ÿ82/ÿ3.-+'2*ÿ8/2(ÿ83/-3ÿ5/-*+,ÿ2/ÿ+//'+2/',ÿ
,'*5ÿ-3(',,'2*ÿ+2ÿ+2ÿG*'2*ÿ-,ÿ*Dÿ,+-+,499HÿÿG3+'(-+3Aÿ+2ÿ)/23'8/-+'2*ÿ
ÿ

ÿ964ÿÿÿ
IÿJKLÿ*2+,ÿ9 M97ÿ-*3ÿ-2()-*A'*5ÿ+E+4ÿ
ÿ9 4ÿÿÿ
1'+/'++'ÿNOKLÿ*2+ÿ77ÿ-+ÿ7B74ÿ
PQRSÿNÿLTNÿF-(=./5/ÿNOKLÿ*2+ÿB7ÿ-+ÿ799ÿU-,,/+'*5ÿ+2-+ÿ/,'3*+ÿC/-*+<,ÿ6BHÿ,)2,ÿ
ÿ994ÿÿÿ
?(-3ÿ,)-/-+'2*ÿ)-/+ÿ28ÿ+2ÿ!).=3'-*,<ÿ-5*3-@ÿ-*3ÿ,2.52+ÿ+2ÿ=3*3ÿ?!).=3'-*ÿ'3-,ÿ-=2.+ÿ83>
/-3ÿ)/2++'2*ÿ-*3ÿ*-+'0',+ÿ2*)+,ÿ28ÿV%(/'-*<ÿ3'=/+A@W4ÿ
ÿ994ÿC/*ÿNOKLÿ*2+ÿB ÿ-+ÿ67ÿU'+'*5ÿ&4ÿ93-3AÿXYKLÿILÿZLKNÿ97BM77ÿU6 WW4ÿ
ÿ9994ÿÿ".*-*ÿNOKLÿ*2+ÿ9 ÿ-+ÿH94ÿ
ÿ9974ÿÿPQRÿ-+ÿH9M94ÿ
ÿ9964ÿÿ"[2//,+ÿNOKLÿ*2+ÿ7 ÿ-+ÿHB74ÿ
ÿ99H4ÿÿ1'+/'++'ÿNOKLÿ*2+ÿ77ÿ-+ÿ7B9MB7ÿU'+'*5ÿ"%1#"ÿ;\%4]ÿ;ÿ%4ÿ%&ÿ%$"ÿ;F ÿ:F%#$Cÿ^[ÿ
G9#4ÿ "G4%;#^$ÿB6HM H6ÿ-+ÿ99ÿU 6BWWSÿNÿ"[2//,+ÿNOKLÿ*2+ÿ7ÿ-+ÿHB7MB64ÿÿ%ÿ)/'(ÿ
E-()3ÿ28ÿ2*5/,,'2*-3ÿ2().3,'2*ÿ28ÿ+2ÿ-32)+'2*ÿ28ÿ,+-+ÿ93-'*>3'ÿ)/20','2*,ÿD-,ÿ+2ÿ*-=3'*5ÿ
%+ÿ28ÿ66ÿ'*ÿD2'2ÿ42*5/,,ÿ/1.'/3ÿ+2ÿ2*,+'+.+'2*-3ÿ2*0*+'2*ÿ28ÿ-2ÿ*Dÿ,+-+ÿ+2ÿ'*3.3ÿ-ÿ
93-'*ÿ%(*3(*+ÿ)/20','2*ÿ'*ÿ'+,ÿ,+-+ÿ2*,+'+.+'2*4ÿÿ[/-*ÿ_4ÿ42*3'*ÿ`ÿ_-(,ÿa4ÿ1-2ÿÿ
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2(ÿ)*+*ÿ,3+-./3-ÿ2.)*-*0*-2.+3ÿ+1.21.*)ÿ+32)ÿ20*ÿ2(ÿ*4ÿ2.(30.ÿ2(ÿ
33-5-20)ÿ2.(3-*ÿ6-*4-.ÿ%13-+7)ÿ2112./)4223)ÿ+.2ÿ*4ÿ823-*-+3ÿ28823/
*0.-)1ÿ2(ÿ3)-2.*ÿ93+.*ÿ+.2ÿ!83).*+*-:ÿ,3+-.ÿ*432054ÿ*4-3ÿ+88+3)ÿ*2ÿ
*4ÿ)9*9372.5ÿ.+*-:-)*ÿ+.2ÿ+.*-/;+*423-ÿ).*-1.*ÿ2(ÿ*4ÿ1-2/.-.*.*4ÿ./
*03<4 ÿÿ=.(23*0.+*3<ÿ*4ÿ,3+-./3-ÿ832:-)-2.)ÿ+228*2ÿ><?+.2ÿ-.ÿ1+.<ÿ
-.)*+.)ÿ*430)*ÿ082.?)*+*ÿ35-)3+*03)ÿ*26+32)ÿ*4ÿ3+**3/4+3(ÿ2(ÿ*4ÿ.-./
*.*4ÿ.*03<ÿ4+:ÿ31+-.2ÿ+3>-*ÿ2231+.*ÿ+.2ÿ3.*3<ÿ4+:ÿ>99A.ÿ-.3+)/
-.53<ÿ0)2ÿ*2ÿ03*+-3ÿ+-2ÿ*2ÿ33-5-20)ÿ235+.-@+*-2.)ÿ123ÿ>32+23<4 ÿ
###4ÿ;=!! $BÿCB%B ÿDEÿBF ÿ%&ÿ
B4ÿ2.*32:3)-+3ÿ23-5-.)ÿ+.2ÿ.+*03ÿ2(ÿ)*+*ÿ,3+-.ÿ%1.21.*)ÿ-.:-*)ÿ
-.G0-3<ÿ+)ÿ*2ÿ64<ÿ*4)ÿ)*+*ÿ2.)*-*0*-2.+3ÿ832:-)-2.)ÿ4+:ÿ>.ÿ3+353<ÿ2-)/
35+322ÿ(23ÿ2:3ÿ+ÿ.*03<499HÿÿD.ÿ2.*3->0*-.5ÿ(+*23ÿ-)ÿ*4+*ÿ104ÿ2(ÿ*4ÿ
;203*7)ÿI03-)8302.ÿ)-.ÿ!83).*+*-:ÿ,3+-.7)ÿ(+-32ÿ2.)*-*0*-2.+3ÿ
+1.21.*ÿ4+)ÿ>.ÿ(20)2ÿ2.ÿ3(-.-.5ÿ*4ÿJ>30332ÿ-.2-)*-.*ÿ+.2ÿ:+3-+>939ÿ
>+33-3Kÿ>*6.ÿ4034ÿ+.2ÿ)*+*ÿ+33022ÿ*2ÿ><ÿL0)*-ÿ,3+ÿ-.ÿMN4 ÿÿ
B4ÿ)4-(*ÿ*26+32)ÿ*4ÿ;203*7)ÿ>.:23.*ÿ.0*3+3-*<ÿ+8832+4ÿ*2ÿ*4ÿ832:-)-2.ÿ
2(ÿ52:3.1.*ÿ+-2ÿ(326-.5ÿ*2ÿ33-5-20)ÿ235+.-@+*-2.)ÿ*4+*ÿ4+)ÿ20332ÿ)-.ÿ
*4ÿ>5-..-.5ÿ2(ÿ*4ÿ!4.G0-)*ÿ;203*O-.ÿ1+32ÿ2-)*-.*-2.ÿ*2ÿ*4ÿ83-23ÿ+8/
832+4ÿ0.23ÿ*4ÿ,0353ÿ;203*O4+)ÿ32632ÿ>+33-3)ÿ+.2ÿ+33262ÿ(23ÿ*4ÿ-./
30)-2.ÿ2(ÿ33-5-20)ÿ235+.-@+*-2.)ÿ-.ÿ)03+3ÿ5.3+33<ÿ+:+-3+>3ÿ52:3.1.*ÿ
+-2ÿ83253+1)49PÿÿB4ÿ)2(*.-.5ÿ2(ÿ(23+3ÿ2.)*-*0*-2.+3ÿ>+33-3)ÿ*4+*ÿ+((*ÿ*4ÿ
ÿ
QRSTQNÿUTRVQÿRWÿÿXYÿYQÿUTRVQÿZÿÿ[RQ\ÿUQV]^ÿ_YQRTÿÿ
ÿ̀VYNÿUVYÿHÿ=4ÿ=9 BÿCD=$"ÿ4ÿ! 14ÿ6 ÿ6P7ÿa H'b4ÿÿC8-(-+33<ÿ*4ÿ%*ÿ3G0-32ÿ*4+*ÿ
+4ÿ)*+*ÿ832:-2ÿ(23ÿJ)*+>3-)41.*ÿ+.2ÿ1+-.*.+.ÿ2(ÿ)<)*1)ÿ2(ÿ80>3-ÿ)4223)ÿ64-4ÿ)4+33ÿ>ÿ
28.ÿ*2ÿ+33ÿ*4ÿ4-323.ÿ2(ÿ)+-2ÿC*+*)ÿ+.2ÿ(3ÿ(321ÿ)*+3-+.ÿ2.*3234KÿÿcWdÿ
ÿ9974ÿÿ̀ÿ1-*3-**-ÿQVYRÿ.2*ÿ77ÿ+*ÿ7A'4ÿ
ÿ99A4ÿÿ̀ÿWdÿ+*ÿ7A6eÿ"0.+.ÿQVYRÿ.2*ÿ9 ÿ+*ÿ''ÿa+.26325-.5ÿ*4+*ÿ*22+<ÿ)*+*ÿ,3+-./3-ÿ832/
:-)-2.)ÿJ+3ÿ+ÿ6-2)83+2ÿ14+.-)1ÿ(23ÿ)8+3+*-.5ÿ80>3-ÿ>.(-*)ÿ(321ÿ+33ÿ33-5-20)ÿ-.)*-*0*-2.)ÿ+.2ÿ
33-5-20)ÿ-.2-:-20+3)Kb4ÿ
ÿ99H4ÿÿÿ̀ÿQVYRÿC*-2.ÿ##4,ÿa2-)0))-.5ÿ*4ÿ-330)*3-20)ÿ4-)*23<ÿ2(ÿ*4ÿE23+3ÿ,3+-.ÿ%1.21.*ÿ+.2ÿ
)0>)G0.*ÿ)*+*ÿ,3+-.ÿ%1.21.*)b4ÿ
ÿ994ÿÿÿ
12.ÿ:4ÿf03*@1+.ÿ6Pÿ=4C4ÿ79ÿ76ÿa Ab4ÿ
ÿ9Pdÿÿ̀ÿÿgQRhQÿÿ2ÿQVYRÿ.2*ÿ'ÿ+*ÿ99Aÿa.2*-.5ÿ*4+*ÿJ*4ÿ!4.G0-)*ÿ;203*ÿ4+.52ÿ
2-3*-2.ÿ+.2ÿ831-**2ÿ*4ÿ-.30)-2.ÿ2(ÿ33-5-20)ÿ-.)*-*0*-2.)ÿ-.ÿ123ÿ+.2ÿ123ÿ(0.2-.5ÿ83253+1)Kbeÿ
QÿRTQÿ"0.+.ÿQVYRÿ.2*ÿ9 ÿ+*ÿ6Peÿa2-)0))-.5ÿ*4ÿ-.3+)-.5ÿ33:+.ÿ2(ÿ)*+*ÿ,3+-.ÿ%1.2/
1.*)beÿLDF$CD$ÿQVYRÿ.2*ÿ7 ÿ+*ÿ'eÿa2-)0))-.5ÿ*4ÿ!4.G0-)*ÿ;203*7)ÿ-18+*beÿQÿ\YRTTiÿ
j"2.+32ÿQVYRÿ.2*ÿAÿa2-)0))-.5ÿ*4ÿ-18+*ÿ2(ÿ*4ÿ4+.5-.5ÿ;203*)ÿ2.ÿ33-5-20)ÿ3->3*<ÿ
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'32(ÿ2'ÿ)2*+,-,.ÿ/01ÿ.2ÿ+30)0223ÿ2+)/,04/.02,3ÿ5/3ÿ+323.1ÿ0,ÿ/6630/.02,ÿ
2'ÿ3./.ÿ73/0,ÿ%-,1-,.3ÿ/3ÿ/ÿ-/,39ÿ;89ÿ(505ÿ3./.3ÿ-/9ÿ:321ÿ+30)0223ÿ
2+)/,04/.02,3ÿ'+2-ÿ325ÿ/01ÿ6+2)+/-34 ÿ
<503ÿ1*326-,.ÿ5/3ÿ+/031ÿ2,3.0.2.02,/3ÿ2,+,ÿ2*+ÿ(5.5+ÿ3./.3ÿ
/,ÿ:321ÿ+30)0223ÿ0,3.0.2.02,3ÿ'+2-ÿ),+/339ÿ/*/03/83ÿ323/+ÿ/01ÿ6+2=
)+/-3ÿ/,1ÿ+/.1ÿ/ÿ,2*3ÿ0332ÿ'2+ÿ.5ÿ>22+.ÿ360/339ÿ(0.50,ÿ.5ÿ6+3,.ÿ
'+/-(2+ÿ?2:./6230,)ÿ+3/:1ÿ'1+/3ÿ2,3.0.2.02,/3ÿ8/++0+3ÿ/)/0,3.ÿ-25ÿ
3.+0.+ÿ3./.ÿ73/0,ÿ%-,1-,.34ÿÿ#,ÿ+,.ÿ9/+3ÿ.5ÿ>22+.ÿ5/3ÿ0.5+ÿ5/+1ÿ
/33ÿ+3/.1ÿ.2ÿ3./.ÿ73/0,ÿ%-,1-,.3ÿ2+ÿ10+.39ÿ/11+331ÿ325ÿ6+2*0=
302,3ÿ0,ÿ10./ÿ2,ÿ'22+ÿ2/302,3ÿ82.ÿ0,ÿ/5ÿ2'ÿ.53ÿ0,3./,3ÿ@.5ÿ73/0,ÿ
03323ÿ(+9ÿ;39/+)39ÿ./,),.0/3ÿ.2ÿ.5ÿ/3ÿ/,1ÿ(+ÿ.523ÿ,2.ÿ6+26+39ÿ8'2+ÿ
.5ÿ>22+.4A ÿÿB2(*+ÿ.5ÿ>22+.C3ÿ10323302,ÿ2'ÿ73/0,ÿ%-,1-,.3ÿ/,1ÿ
/66+2/5ÿ.2ÿ/..-6.3ÿ89ÿ3./.3ÿ.2ÿ30-0.ÿ.5ÿ'32(ÿ2'ÿ)2*+,-,.ÿ/01ÿ.2ÿ+30)02,ÿ
03ÿ,33/+9ÿ0,ÿ2+1+ÿ.2ÿ6+26+39ÿ/11+33ÿ.5ÿ2,3.0.2.02,/30.9ÿ2'ÿ3./.ÿ73/0,ÿ
%-,1-,.3ÿ(+0.ÿ3/+)49;;ÿ
DEÿFGÿHIGÿDJKJLÿGKÿÿFMNJÿOMNÿ
4ÿPIIÿQEÿRIJLÿ
#,ÿPIIÿ30:ÿ--8+3ÿ2'ÿ.5ÿ>22+.ÿ26531ÿ.5ÿ23ÿ2'ÿ'1+/3ÿ'2,13ÿ89ÿ
32/3ÿ35223ÿ103.+0.3ÿ.2ÿ6+2*01ÿ12/.02,/3ÿ-/.+0/33ÿ/,1ÿS206-,.ÿ.2ÿ62830ÿ
/,1ÿ6+0*/.ÿ35223349;6ÿÿ<5ÿ3./.ÿ6+2)+/-ÿ+S20+1ÿ.5/.ÿ/332/.02,ÿ2'ÿ.5ÿ'2,1=
0,)ÿ8ÿ@8/31ÿ2,ÿ.5ÿ,2-8+ÿ2'ÿ5031+,ÿ,+2331ÿ0,ÿ/5ÿ35223Aÿ/,1ÿ.5/.ÿ.95;Tÿ
-/.+0/33ÿ/,1ÿS206-,.ÿ@-23.ÿ8ÿ323/+ÿ,2.+/3ÿ/,1ÿ,2,=01232)0/34A ÿÿ
ÿ
0,.+6+./.02,U4ÿ
ÿ9;EÿFÿÿPLGVLÿÿ2ÿLMNGÿ,2.ÿTÿ/.ÿ99WÿX/33+.0,)ÿ.5/.ÿ2,1+ÿ.5ÿ!5,S203.ÿ>22+.C3ÿ
5/,)ÿ@.5ÿ6+330,)ÿ2,3.0.2.02,/3ÿS23.02,ÿ8/-ÿ(5.5+ÿ.5ÿY+ÿ:+03ÿ/,1ÿY+ÿZ65ÿ
>3/233ÿ6+-0.ÿ)2*+,-,.ÿ.2ÿIMKÿ+30)0223ÿ0,3.0.2.02,3ÿ'+2-ÿ6+2)+/-3ÿ.5/.ÿ'2,1ÿ6+0*/.ÿ323/+ÿ
0,3.0.2.02,3Aÿ(505ÿ@/+23ÿ8/23ÿ-/,9ÿ3./.3ÿ/+ÿ3039ÿ.2ÿ:321ÿ+30)0223ÿ352233ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ8/23ÿ2'ÿ
3./.ÿ2,3.0.2.02,/3ÿ+3.+0.02,3ÿ2,ÿ6+2*010,)ÿ'2,13ÿ.2ÿ[3./+0/,Cÿ0,3.0.2.02,3ÿ2+ÿ0,3.+2.02,AU4ÿ
ÿ9;94ÿFÿ\]B$Z]$ÿLMNGÿ,2.ÿ7 ÿ/.ÿ;^4ÿ
ÿ9;;4ÿÿ_KEÿ/.ÿ ÿX13+080,)ÿ.5ÿ0-62+./,ÿ2'ÿ2,1+3./,10,)ÿ.5ÿ>22+.C3ÿ10302,ÿ0,ÿ̀VU4ÿ
ÿ9;64ÿÿa0.533ÿ*4ÿB3-3ÿT;ÿb4Z4ÿW;ÿ^ c94ÿX9 U4ÿÿZ60'0/339ÿ.5ÿ'1+/3ÿ6+2)+/-ÿ/.ÿ0332ÿ
(/3ÿ>5/6.+ÿ9ÿ2'ÿ.5ÿ12/.02,ÿ>2,32301/.02,ÿ/,1ÿ#-6+2*-,.ÿ%.ÿ2'ÿ ^ ÿ(505ÿ6+2*011ÿ'1+/3ÿ
'2,13ÿ.2ÿ32/3ÿ12/.02,/3ÿ/),03ÿ2,303.0,)ÿ6+0-/+039ÿ2'ÿ62830ÿ35223ÿ103.+0.3ÿ@.2ÿ0-63-,.ÿ6+2=
)+/-3ÿ.2ÿ/3303.ÿ5031+,ÿ0,ÿ3-,./+9ÿ/,1ÿ32,1/+9ÿ3522334Aÿÿ_KEÿ
ÿ9;T4ÿÿ_KEÿ/.ÿ^9ÿX0,.+,/3ÿS22./.02,ÿ-/+3ÿ2-0..1U4ÿÿ>5/6.+ÿ9ÿ6+2*013ÿ/01ÿ@'2+ÿ.5ÿ/S2030.02,ÿ/,1ÿ
23ÿ2'ÿ0,3.+2.02,/3ÿ/,1ÿ12/.02,/3ÿ-/.+0/33ÿ0,3210,)ÿ308+/+9ÿ3+*03ÿ/,1ÿ-/.+0/33ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ
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#(ÿ)*+,ÿ2-ÿ,.)ÿ/01+/2(,)ÿ,.ÿ),3,4)ÿ*/25/32ÿ63)ÿ.333(57ÿ3)ÿ8+233,+(5ÿ
,.ÿ),393+).2(,ÿ:331)ÿ931)ÿ3**/2;+23,3<ÿ,.+/,<ÿ*/(,ÿ2-ÿ,.ÿ*/2=
5/324)ÿ3+7ÿ63)ÿ33323,7ÿ,2ÿ*/+83,ÿ).223)ÿ3ÿ83),ÿ23>2/+,<ÿ2-ÿ6.+.ÿ6/ÿ
:3,.23+ÿ+(),+,1,+2()49?7ÿÿ&/+,+(5ÿ-2/ÿ3ÿ*31/33+,<ÿ2-ÿ,.ÿ:21/,ÿ@1),+ÿA.223)ÿ
3**3+7ÿ,.ÿBCÿ,),ÿ3)ÿ227+-+7ÿ+(ÿDEFÿ,2ÿ.237ÿ,.3,ÿ,.ÿ),3,ÿ*/25/32ÿ
3,ÿ+))1ÿ7+7ÿ(2,ÿ8+233,ÿ,.ÿ),393+).2(,ÿ:331)ÿ931)ÿ+,ÿ2--/7ÿ9/237ÿ3+=
5+9+3+,<ÿ-2/ÿ,.ÿ),3,ÿ3+7ÿ*/25/32ÿ3(7ÿ7+7ÿ(2,ÿ)+(53ÿ21,ÿ/3+5+21)ÿ+(),+,1,+2()ÿ
)*+-+333<ÿ3)ÿ9(-++3/+)ÿ-2/ÿ,.3,ÿ3+7ÿ3(7ÿ,./-29/?'ÿ7+7ÿ(2,ÿ.38ÿ,.ÿ--,ÿ
2-ÿ3783(+(5ÿ/3+5+2(ÿ1(7/ÿBC4)ÿ)2(7ÿ*/2(54 ÿ
%-,/ÿ1*.237+(5ÿ,.ÿ2(),+,1,+2(33+,<ÿ2-ÿ,.ÿ3+7ÿ*/25/32ÿ3,ÿ+))1ÿ@1),+ÿ
A.223)ÿ,.(ÿ,1/(7ÿ,2ÿ3ÿ7+)1))+2(ÿ2-ÿ2(ÿ-3,2/ÿ,.3,ÿ,.ÿ7+))(,+(5ÿ@1),+)ÿ
*/2--/7ÿ3)ÿ/383(,ÿ,2ÿ,.ÿ2(),+,1,+2(33+,<ÿ2-ÿ,.ÿ).223ÿ3+7ÿ*/25/32ÿ3,ÿ+))18ÿ
G6.,./ÿ03(ÿ+(),+,1,+2(ÿ,.3,ÿ/+8)ÿ3+7ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ+)ÿ*/83)+83<ÿ),3/+3(4H9?Iÿÿ#(ÿ
/)*2()ÿ@1),+ÿA.223)ÿ),3,7ÿ,.3,ÿG0,.ÿ7+))(,ÿ+)ÿ2//,ÿ,.3,ÿ,./ÿ63)ÿ3ÿ
*/+27ÿ6.(ÿ,.+)ÿ-3,2/ÿ23,,/7ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ091,ÿ,.3,ÿ*/+27ÿ+)ÿ2(ÿ,.3,ÿ,.ÿ:21/,ÿ
).2137ÿ/5/,ÿ3(7ÿ+,ÿ+)ÿ,.3(-133<ÿ32(9?5ÿ*3),Hÿ3(7ÿ-1/,./ÿ*/28+77ÿ-+8ÿ/3)2()ÿ
,2ÿ7+)*()ÿ2-ÿ)1.ÿ3ÿ2()+7/3,+2(4 ÿÿJ3,+23,3<ÿ@1),+ÿA.223)ÿ2(3177ÿ
ÿ
3))))2(,)ÿ/-/(ÿ23,/+33)ÿ22*1,/ÿ)2-,63/ÿ3(7ÿ.3/763/ÿ-2/ÿ+(),/1,+2(33ÿ1)ÿ3(7ÿ2,./ÿ1/=
/+133/ÿ23,/+33)4HÿÿKLMÿN012,+(5ÿ9ÿJ4O4:4ÿPÿ'?QN9RN9RR4ÿÿ
ÿ9?74ÿÿSTTÿQ?ÿJ4O4ÿ3,ÿI?U64ÿÿV(ÿ38/35ÿ3**/2;+23,3<ÿ,.+/,<ÿ*/(,ÿ2-ÿ,.ÿ:.3*,/ÿ9ÿ-1(7)ÿ
)*(,ÿ+(ÿ@--/)2(ÿ3/+).ÿ21+)+3(3ÿ6/ÿ33323,7ÿ,2ÿ*/+83,ÿ).223)4ÿÿKLMÿ3,ÿI?4ÿÿ#(ÿ I7UI'ÿ67ÿ
*/+83,ÿ).223)ÿ*3/,++*3,7ÿ+(ÿ:.3*,/ÿ9ÿ3(7ÿ2-ÿ,.2)ÿ*3/,++*3,+(5ÿG?6ÿ6/ÿ!223(ÿ:3,.23+Wÿ'ÿ6/ÿ
2,./6+)ÿ/3+5+21)3<ÿ3--+3+3,7Wÿ3(7ÿQÿ6/ÿ(2,ÿ/3+5+21)3<ÿ3--+3+3,74HÿÿKLMÿÿ#(,/),+(53<ÿ,.ÿ3(,+=-1(7=
+(5ÿ*/28+)+2()ÿ+(ÿ,.ÿ2(),+,1,+2(ÿ2-ÿ21+)+3(3X,.ÿ),3,ÿ6.2)ÿ33323,+2(ÿ2-ÿ-7/33ÿ-1(7)ÿ,2ÿ92,.ÿ
*193+ÿ3(7ÿ*/+83,ÿ).223)ÿ63)ÿ3,ÿ+))1ÿ+(ÿSTTX6/ÿ/2287ÿ6.(ÿ+,ÿ63)ÿ/8+)7ÿ+(ÿ '64ÿÿ"1(=
3(ÿFYZ[ÿ(2,ÿ9 ÿ3,ÿQIÿ(4 4ÿÿ\C[Zÿ]33+(ÿ%2(72(,)ÿ7+)1))7ÿFYZ[ÿ(2,ÿ(2,ÿ9 ÿ^ÿ
%4ÿ:V$OA4ÿV_ÿI'ÿ3/,4ÿ#ÿNI'RÿNG$2ÿ22(<ÿ).333ÿ8/ÿ9ÿ,3(ÿ-/22ÿ,.ÿ*193+ÿ,/3)1/<ÿ7+/,3<ÿ
2/ÿ+(7+/,3<ÿ+(ÿ3+7ÿ2-ÿ3(<ÿ.1/.ÿ),ÿ2/ÿ7(22+(3,+2(ÿ2-ÿ/3+5+2(ÿ2/ÿ+(ÿ3+7ÿ2-ÿ3(<ÿ*/+),ÿ*/3./ÿ
2+(+),/ÿ2/ÿ,3./ÿ,./2-ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4HRÿ[Lÿ%4ÿ:V$OA4ÿV_ÿI'ÿ3/,4ÿ::``1###ÿN*/28+7+(5ÿ,.3,ÿ(2ÿ).223ÿ
-1(7)ÿG).333ÿ9ÿ3**/2*/+3,7ÿ,2ÿ2/ÿ1)7ÿ-2/ÿ,.ÿ)1**2/,ÿ2-ÿ3(<ÿ),3/+3(ÿ).223)HRÿ[Lÿ%4ÿ:V$OA4ÿV_ÿ
I'ÿ3/,4ÿ:`ÿNI7IRÿN/3,+(5ÿ3(ÿ3(,+-1(7+(5ÿ*/28+)+2(ÿ*/+2/ÿ,2ÿ,.ÿ3(,+=:3,.23+ÿ2282(,ÿ,.3,ÿ
*/2.+9+,7ÿ3**/2*/+3,+2(ÿ,2ÿG3(<ÿ*/+83,ÿ).223ÿ2/ÿ3(<ÿ*/+83,ÿ+(),+,1,+2(ÿ2-ÿ33/(+(5ÿ6.3,8/Hÿ91,ÿ
33+(5ÿ3(<ÿ/-/(ÿ,2ÿG),3/+3(Hÿ).223)R4ÿ
ÿ9?'4ÿÿÿ
STTÿQ?ÿJ4O4ÿ3,ÿI'UI4ÿÿA.ÿ/)*2(7(,)ÿG07+7ÿ(2,ÿ.333(5ÿ,.ÿ"+),/+,ÿ:21/,4)ÿ.237=
+(5ÿ,.3,ÿ:.3*,/ÿ9ÿ.3)ÿ3ÿ)133/ÿ*1/*2)Hÿ3(7ÿG,.ÿ_+-,.ÿ:+/1+,ÿ33)2ÿ7+7ÿ(2,ÿ01),+2(ÿ,.3,ÿ.237+(5Hÿ
6.+.ÿ37ÿ@1),+ÿA.223)ÿ,2ÿG2()+7/ÿ2(3<ÿ:.3*,/ÿ94)ÿ--,4HÿÿKLMÿ3,ÿII4ÿ
KLMÿ3,ÿI974ÿÿA.ÿ/)*2(7(,)ÿ2(,(77ÿG,.3,ÿ,.ÿ),393+).2(,ÿ:331)ÿ/01+/)ÿ,.3,ÿ3+7ÿ,2ÿ/3+=
ÿ9?I4ÿÿÿ
5+21)ÿ).223)ÿ(2,ÿ9ÿ+2*/2+))+93<ÿ/3+5+21)ÿ+(ÿ(3,1/ÿ2/ÿ9ÿ7+8/,+93ÿ,2ÿ/3+5+21)ÿ1)4HÿÿKLMÿ3,ÿI94ÿ
ÿ9?4ÿÿÿ
KLMÿ3,ÿI97U94ÿÿ@1),+ÿA.223)4)ÿ*31/33+,<ÿ2*+(+2(ÿ*/28+7)ÿ,.ÿ-23326+(5ÿ/3)2()ÿ6.<ÿ,.ÿ*/=
83)+83<ÿ),3/+3(ÿ72,/+(ÿ).2137ÿ9ÿ7+)*()7ÿ2-8ÿNRÿ,.ÿ/383(ÿ2-ÿ,.ÿ*/83)+83<ÿ),3/+3(ÿ72=
,/+(ÿ+(ÿ,.ÿ:21/,4)ÿ*/7(,)ÿ+)ÿ+(ÿ73+(ÿLMÿ3,ÿI97U9'WÿN9RÿG,.ÿ/3+5+21)ÿ(3,1/ÿ2-ÿ3ÿ/+*+(,ÿ).2137ÿ
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()*(ÿ()ÿ+0,-.*/0.31ÿ/(*-0*2ÿ32(-02ÿ42-2ÿ25ÿ4062(-1ÿ/)2733ÿ4ÿ47-038ÿ
4*7/ÿ+22()026ÿ02ÿ()ÿ/(*430/)92(ÿ:3*7/ÿ-;70-/ÿ()ÿ<37/022ÿ25ÿ,-=
.*/0.31ÿ/(*-0*2ÿ/)223/ÿ5-29ÿ2()->0/ÿ,-90//043ÿ*03ÿ,-26-*9/ÿ*23ÿ2()-ÿ
32(-02/ÿ25ÿ0()ÿ:27-(ÿ4*-ÿ0(4896ÿÿ?)0/ÿ30/90//*3ÿ25ÿ()ÿ,-.-/31ÿ/(*-0*2ÿ
32(-02ÿ41ÿ@7/(0ÿ?)29*/ÿ*22>3363ÿ()ÿ,306-ÿ723-31026ÿ)2/(030(1ÿ
(2ÿ*03ÿ52-ÿ,-.*/0.31ÿ/(*-0*2ÿ/)223/A()ÿ/*9ÿ,306-ÿ()*(ÿ-/73(3ÿ02ÿ
B3*02C/ÿ5*033ÿ22/(0(7(022*3ÿ*92392(496ÿÿ"/,0(ÿ@7/(0ÿ?)29*/C/ÿ*33ÿ(2ÿ
47-1ÿB3*02ÿ%92392(/ÿ4*7/ÿ25ÿ()0-ÿ<37/022*-1ÿ*23ÿ)2/(03ÿ*,,-2*)ÿ
(2ÿ62.-292(ÿ*03ÿ52-ÿ/(*-0*2ÿ/)223/ÿ()ÿ,37-*30(1ÿ2,0202926ÿ9-,-/2(3ÿD7/(ÿ
527-ÿ@7/(0/ÿ25ÿ()ÿ:27-(ÿ*23ÿ()7/ÿ/(ÿ22ÿ4023026ÿ*7()2-0(14 ÿ
94ÿEFGHÿIJÿKGGLMNHOOLÿ
?>2ÿ1*-/ÿ*5(-ÿPFFÿ02ÿEFGHÿIJÿKGGLMNHOOLÿ*ÿ50.ÿ(2ÿ527-ÿ
9*D2-0(19ÿ26R5ÿ()ÿ:27-(ÿ7,)33ÿ()ÿ22/(0(7(022*30(1ÿ25ÿ*2ÿQ)02ÿ/)223ÿ.27)-ÿ
,-26-*9 ÿ()*(ÿ,-2.033ÿ(70(022ÿ*03ÿ(2ÿ()ÿ,*-2(/ÿ25ÿ/(732(/ÿ52-ÿ7/ÿ02ÿ42()ÿ
,7430ÿ*23ÿ,-0.*(ÿ/)223/4966ÿÿ:)05ÿ@7/(0ÿ!)2;70/(C/ÿ9*D2-0(1ÿ2,02022ÿ
ÿ
22(ÿ9*((-ÿ(2ÿ()ÿ22/(0(7(022*3ÿ*2*31/0/ÿ/2ÿ3226ÿ*/ÿ()ÿ-0,02(ÿ*3;7*(31ÿ57-()-/ÿ()ÿ62.-292(C/ÿ
/73*-ÿ,7-,2/8ÿSJÿ*(ÿ'9TUÿVRWÿ+02;70-1ÿ02(2ÿ()ÿ-0,02(C/ÿ-306027/ÿ.0>/ÿ-;70-3ÿ41ÿ*ÿ527/ÿ22ÿ
>)()-ÿ*ÿ/)223ÿ0/ÿ,-.*/0.31ÿ/(*-0*2ÿ0/ÿ22(ÿ2231ÿ722//*-1ÿ47(ÿ*3/2ÿ2552/0.8ÿSJÿ*(ÿ'9'UÿV6Wÿ
+()ÿ*,,30*(022ÿ25ÿ()ÿX,-.*/0.31ÿ/(*-0*2Cÿ032(-02ÿ23303/ÿ>0()ÿ0()ÿ:27-(C/ÿ30/022/ÿ()*(ÿ)*.ÿ
,-2)040(3ÿ62.-292(/ÿ5-29ÿ30/-0902*(026ÿ02ÿ()ÿ30/(-047(022ÿ25ÿ,7430ÿ4250(/ÿ4*/3ÿ7,22ÿ-306027/ÿ
/(*(7/ÿ2-ÿ/02-0(18ÿSJÿ*(ÿ'9'Uÿ*23ÿ+)2/(030(1ÿ(2ÿ*03ÿ(2ÿ,-.*/0.31ÿ/(*-0*2ÿ/)223/ÿ)*/ÿ*ÿ/)*9573ÿ
,306-ÿ()*(ÿ0()ÿ:27-(ÿ32/ÿ22(ÿ)/0(*(ÿ(2ÿ30/*.2>48ÿÿYSJÿ
ÿ964ÿÿYSJÿ*(ÿ'94ÿ
ÿ964ÿÿÿ
YSJÿ*(ÿ'9'Z94ÿ
Kÿ@Q[$\Q$ÿL]OHÿ22(ÿ7 ÿ*(ÿ6R4ÿÿ?)ÿ,37-*30(1ÿ2,02022ÿ>-0((2ÿ41ÿ@7/(0ÿ?)29*/ÿ>*/ÿ
ÿ9694ÿÿÿ
D2023ÿ41ÿ:)05ÿ@7/(0ÿ!)2;70/(ÿ*23ÿ@7/(0/ÿ^2231ÿ*23ÿ\*30*ÿ*23ÿ52723ÿ()*(ÿ-306027/31ÿ27(-*3ÿ
*03ÿ2733ÿ4ÿ60.2ÿ(2ÿ/)223/ÿ>0()27(ÿ.023*(026ÿ()ÿ/(*430/)92(ÿ:3*7/ÿ.2ÿ>)-ÿ()ÿ/)223/ÿ>-ÿ
,-.*/0.31ÿ/(*-0*2ÿ*23ÿ()ÿ*03ÿ>*/ÿ30.-(043ÿ(2ÿ-306027/ÿ7//4ÿPFFÿ_Rÿ̀4\4ÿ*(ÿ'9Z9'4ÿ@7/(0ÿ
QC:2222-C/ÿ227--2ÿ02ÿ()ÿD73692(ÿ>*/ÿD2023ÿ41ÿ@7/(0ÿB-1-ÿ*23ÿ52723ÿ()*(ÿ-306027/31ÿ27=
(-*3ÿ*03ÿ,-26-*9/ÿ/)2733ÿ4ÿ7,)33ÿ723//ÿ()-ÿ>*/ÿ*ÿ/)2>026ÿ()*(ÿ()ÿ*03ÿ>*/ÿ*(7*331ÿ30.-(3ÿ52-ÿ
-306027/ÿ,7-,2//4ÿÿYSJÿ*(ÿ'R7ÿ'_7ÿVQC:2222-ÿ@4ÿ*23ÿB-1-ÿ@4ÿ227--026W4ÿ
ÿ96R4ÿÿÿ
a39*2ÿ.4ÿ\09922/Z[*--0/ÿ_R7ÿ̀4\4ÿ7R ÿ766Z67ÿV9 9W4ÿÿQ)02C/ÿ032(ÿ-2D(ÿ\)23*-/)0,ÿ
-26-*9ÿ>*/ÿ2*(3ÿ02ÿ-/,22/ÿ(2ÿ*ÿb3-*3ÿ"0/(-0(ÿ:27-(ÿ,3*026ÿ+()ÿ2(0-ÿ:3.3*23ÿ/)223ÿ
30/(-0(ÿ723-ÿ/(*(ÿ22(-238ÿ4*7/ÿ+:3.3*23C/ÿ,7430ÿ/)223/ÿ>-ÿ02ÿ()ÿ903/(ÿ25ÿ*ÿX-0/0/ÿ()*(ÿ0/ÿ
,-)*,/ÿ72,-32(3ÿ02ÿ()ÿ)0/(2-1ÿ25ÿ%9-0*2ÿ37*(0224C8ÿÿYSJÿ*(ÿ766ÿV;72(026ÿ:3.3*23ÿ\)223ÿ
"0/(-0(ÿ-52-9*2ÿ%730(ÿb2-9ÿ9ZÿVc*-)ÿ 7WW4ÿ
ÿ9664ÿÿEFGHÿ_R7ÿ̀4\4ÿ*(ÿ779Z7R4ÿÿQ)02C/ÿ,-26-*9ÿ,-2.033ÿ(>2ÿ023/ÿ25ÿ*//0/(*2ÿ(2ÿ,*-2(/ÿ25ÿ
)033-2ÿ02ÿ()ÿ:3.3*23ÿ\)223ÿ"0/(-0(4ÿÿYSJÿ*(ÿ76_4ÿÿ+b0-/(ÿ()ÿ,-26-*9ÿ,-2.0303ÿ(70(022ÿ*03ÿ52-ÿ
/(732(/ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ(2ÿ*((23ÿ*ÿ,*-(00,*(026ÿ,7430ÿ2-ÿ,-0.*(ÿ/)223ÿ25ÿ()0-ÿ,*-2(C/ÿ)22/0264ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿÿ\223ÿ
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'((3)*ÿ+,ÿ-./012ÿ+3+ÿ4253)67ÿ26ÿ8,+,9ÿ+,ÿ(9279':ÿ,'*ÿ+,ÿ
):(9:)33);3ÿ44+ÿ24ÿ'*<'6)67ÿ93)7)26ÿ9)66>ÿ29*9ÿ+2ÿ*+9:)6ÿ8,+,9ÿ+,ÿ
(9279':ÿ<)23'+*ÿ+,ÿ3+';3)3,:6+ÿ=3'534 ÿÿ=,)4ÿ?53+)ÿ!,6@5)3+A3ÿ:'B
C29)+Dÿ2()6)26ÿ@5)3Dÿ:'*ÿ+,ÿE*)3+)6+)26ÿ;+86ÿ72<96:6+ÿ(9279':3ÿ
+,'+ÿ(92<)*ÿ')*ÿFGHIÿ+2ÿ93)7)253ÿ3,2233ÿ'6*ÿ(9279':3ÿ24ÿGJÿGKLÿ
ÿ)6ÿ8,),ÿ72<96:6+ÿ')*ÿ9',3ÿ93)7)253ÿ3,2233ÿ263Dÿ'3ÿ'ÿ9353+ÿ24ÿ
+,ÿ765)6ÿ'6*ÿ)6*(6*6+ÿ,2)3ÿ24ÿ(9)<'+ÿ)6*)<)*5'334M967ÿÿN(26ÿO':B
)6)67ÿ+,ÿ=259+A3ÿ(9*6+ÿE264926+0)67ÿ3+';3)3,:6+ÿ=3'53ÿ,'33673ÿ
+2ÿ65+9'3ÿ72<96:6+ÿ(9279':3ÿ+,'+ÿ(92<)*ÿ')*ÿ*)9+3Dÿ+2ÿ'ÿ;92'*ÿ3'33ÿ24ÿ
)6*)<)*5'33ÿ8,2ÿ)6ÿ+596ÿ*)9+ÿ+,ÿ')*ÿ+2ÿ93)7)253ÿ3,2233ÿ29ÿ)63+)+5+)263ÿ24ÿ
+,)9ÿ286ÿ,223)67Mÿ+,ÿ=,)4ÿ?53+)ÿ2635**ÿ+,'+ÿ35,ÿ(9279':3ÿ+,'+ÿ4'B
+59ÿ'ÿ+95ÿE(9)<'+ÿ,296)PMÿ'9ÿE62+ÿ9'*)3Dÿ35;C+ÿ+2ÿ,'3367ÿ56*9ÿ+,ÿ
3+';3)3,:6+ÿ=3'534M ÿ
#6ÿQH.Lÿ+,ÿ=259+ÿ*)*ÿ62+ÿ,'<ÿ+,ÿ2((29+56)+Dÿ+2ÿ263)*9ÿR,)2A3ÿ
S3')6B3)ÿ263+)+5+)26'3ÿ(92<)3)26396Tÿ;'53ÿ+,ÿR,)2ÿU5(9:ÿ=259+ÿ,'*ÿ
'39'*Dÿ953*ÿ+,'+ÿ+,ÿ<25,9ÿ(9279':ÿ'+ÿ)335ÿ*)*ÿ62+ÿ<)23'+ÿ+,ÿ3+'+A3ÿ
S3')6ÿ%:6*:6+ÿ+,9;Dÿ(9<6+)67ÿ+,ÿ3+'+ÿS3')6ÿ%:6*:6+ÿ)+334ÿ
492:ÿ(92(93Dÿ'(('9)67ÿ;429ÿ+,ÿ=259+496ÿÿ=,)4ÿ?53+)ÿ!,6@5)3+ÿ*)*ÿ62+ÿ
*)3533ÿS3')6ÿ%:6*:6+3ÿ)6ÿ,)3ÿ:'C29)+Dÿ2()6)26ÿ;5+ÿ?53+)ÿS9D9A3ÿ*)3B
36+ÿ9256+*ÿ+,ÿ,)3+29)'3ÿ*<32(:6+3ÿ+,'+ÿ53:)6'+*ÿ)6ÿ+,ÿ'*2(+)26ÿ24ÿ
ÿ
+,ÿ(9279':ÿ(92<)*0*ÿ+5+29)'3ÿ')*ÿ429ÿ3+5*6+3ÿ8,2ÿ0,23ÿ+2ÿ9:')6ÿ69233*ÿ)6ÿ(5;3)ÿ3,2234MÿÿVFWÿ
X)6+96'3ÿ)+'+)263ÿ2:)++*Y4ÿ
ÿ96>4ÿÿVFWÿ'+ÿ764ÿÿZ,ÿ=,)4ÿ?53+)ÿ*+9:)6*ÿ+,'+ÿE0+,9ÿ)3ÿ62ÿ*)3(5+ÿ+,'+ÿ+,ÿ(9279':ÿ,'3367*ÿ
,9ÿ8'3ÿ6'+*ÿ429ÿ+,ÿ<'3)*ÿ353'9ÿ(59(23ÿ24ÿ(92<)*)67ÿ*5'+)26'3ÿ'33)3+'6ÿ+2ÿ(229ÿ,)3*96ÿ)6ÿ
'ÿ*:263+9';3Dÿ4')3)67ÿ(5;3)ÿ3,223ÿ3D3+:4MÿVFWÿZ,53ÿ3)ÿ[HHÿ+,ÿ4253ÿ8'3ÿ'7')6ÿ26ÿE8,+,9ÿ
+,ÿR,)2ÿ(9279':ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ,'0*ÿ+,ÿ429;)**6ÿ\44+Aÿ24ÿ'*<'6)67ÿ29ÿ)6,);)+)67ÿ93)7)264MÿÿVFWÿ
ÿ9674ÿVFWÿX:(,'3)3ÿ'***YÿX)6+96'3ÿ)+'+)263ÿ2:)++*Y4ÿ
ÿ96P4ÿÿÿ
QH.Lÿ>]7ÿN4U4ÿ'+ÿ76 ÿ7>94ÿÿN(26ÿO':)6)67ÿ+,ÿ=259+A3ÿ(9*6+ÿ+,ÿ=,)4ÿ?53+)ÿ26B
35**ÿ+,'+ÿ62ÿ3+';3)3,:6+ÿ=3'53ÿ<)23'+)26ÿO)3+3ÿE8,9ÿ'ÿ72<96:6+ÿ')*ÿ(9279':ÿ)3ÿ65+9'3ÿ8)+,ÿ
93(+ÿ+2ÿ93)7)26ÿ'6*ÿ(92<)*3ÿ'33)3+'6ÿ*)9+3Dÿ+2ÿ'ÿ;92'*ÿ3'33ÿ24ÿ)+)^63ÿ8,2ÿ)6ÿ+596ÿ*)9+ÿ
72<96:6+ÿ')*ÿ+2ÿ93)7)253ÿ3,2233ÿ8,233Dÿ'3ÿ'ÿ9353+ÿ24ÿ+,)9ÿ286ÿ765)6ÿ'6*ÿ)6*(6*6+ÿ(9)<'+ÿ
,2)4MÿÿVFWÿ'+ÿ7>94ÿ
ÿ96T4ÿÿ_ÿR`#Rÿ=R$UZ4ÿ'9+4ÿ1#ÿaÿ94ÿÿ%9+)3ÿ1#ÿ3+)26ÿ9ÿ24ÿ+,ÿR,)2ÿ=263+)+5+)26ÿ3+'+3ÿ+,'+ÿE62ÿ
93)7)253ÿ29ÿ2+,9ÿ3+ÿ29ÿ3+3ÿ3,'33ÿ<9ÿ,'<ÿ'6DÿO353)<ÿ9)7,+ÿ+2ÿ29ÿ26+923ÿ24ÿ'6Dÿ('9+ÿ24ÿ+,ÿ
3,223ÿ456*3ÿ24ÿ+,)3ÿ3+'+4MÿÿVFWÿ
ÿ964ÿÿ_ÿU)::263B`'99)3ÿ<4ÿb244ÿP ÿ$449*ÿ9]ÿ99ÿXR,)2ÿ Ycÿ3ÿLH2ÿ?R`$UR$ÿ2JGLÿ62+ÿ
7 ÿ'+ÿ664ÿÿZ,ÿR,)2ÿU5(9:ÿ=259+ÿ2635**ÿ+,'+ÿE+,ÿU,223ÿ125,9ÿ9279':ÿ*23ÿ62+ÿ9353+ÿ)6ÿ
'ÿ3+'9)'6ÿ3,223ÿ,'<)67ÿ'6ÿ\O353)<ÿ9)7,+ÿ+2ÿ29ÿ26+923ÿ24ÿ'6Dÿ('9+ÿ24ÿ+,ÿ3,223ÿ456*3ÿ24ÿ+,)3ÿ
3+'+AMÿ'6*ÿ+,9429ÿ*)*ÿ62+ÿ<)23'+ÿ+,ÿS3')6B3)ÿ3+'+ÿ263+)+5+)26'3ÿ(92<)3)264ÿÿdeeÿP ÿ$449*ÿ
'+ÿ99ÿX@52+)67ÿR`#Rÿ=R$UZ4ÿ'9+4ÿ1#ÿaÿ9Y4ÿ
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()*)ÿ+3*,-ÿ%.-/.-)(490ÿÿ12(),ÿ+343ÿ*-253/6/ÿ)7*)ÿ32)()*-)ÿ
83*),(ÿ,-ÿ)7ÿ-*),2-9(ÿ:,3()ÿ82;3,ÿ(7223(ÿ.*4ÿ7*<ÿ/,(3,.,-*)/ÿ*6*,-()ÿ
..;3(ÿ2:ÿ.,-23,)4ÿ33,6,2-(ÿ4)ÿ(3,22(ÿ(2,*3ÿ2-:3,)ÿ/,/ÿ-2)ÿ*3,(ÿ2-),3ÿ
,..,63*),2-ÿ*-9/0ÿ6325)7ÿ7*-6/ÿ%.3,*-ÿ(2,)4ÿ*322-/ÿ)7ÿ.,/=-,-=
)-)7ÿ-)2344 ÿÿ12(),ÿ+343ÿ82(,)/ÿ)7*)ÿ5,)7ÿ)7,(ÿ(2,*3ÿ7*-6ÿ)7ÿ
>*)723,ÿ.,-23,)4ÿ?;6*-ÿ)2ÿ3(,()ÿ)7ÿ32)()*-)ÿ/2.,-*),2-ÿ2:ÿ)7ÿ82;3,ÿ
(7223(@ÿ*-/ÿ,-ÿ3(82-(ÿ)7ÿ32)()*-)ÿ.*A23,)4ÿ;6*-ÿ)2ÿ)3323,Bÿ>*)723,(ÿ
3(23)9,-096ÿ,-ÿ;*),-6(ÿ23ÿC823(,2-(ÿ:23ÿ3:2(,-6ÿ)2ÿ*/73ÿ)2ÿ32)()*-)ÿ)3*/,=
),2-(4 ÿÿD7ÿ2-32(,2-ÿ2:ÿ12(),ÿ+3439(ÿ7,()23,*3ÿ*22-)ÿ/(3,;(ÿ)7ÿ
:*3322)ÿ:32.ÿ)7ÿ33,6,22(ÿ2-:3,)ÿ2:ÿ)7ÿ),.ÿ*(ÿ?>*)723,(ÿ(2267)ÿE920F*3ÿ62<=
3-.-)ÿ(28823)ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ,-ÿ)7ÿ:23.ÿ2:ÿ*,/ÿ:23ÿ83,<*)ÿ>*)723,ÿ(7223(@ ÿ57,3ÿ
32)()*-)(ÿ/.*-//ÿ)7*)ÿ82;3,ÿ(7223(ÿ;ÿ-2-()*3,*-ÿ*-/ÿ)7*)ÿ82;3,ÿ
.2-49ÿ0?6-2)ÿ(28823)ÿG()*3,*-9ÿ(7223(ÿH57,7ÿ,-ÿ83*),*3ÿ)3.(ÿ.*-)ÿ>*)7=
23,I4@ ÿÿ12(),ÿ+343ÿ3/,)/ÿ)7(ÿ(-),.-)(ÿ*(ÿ83*4,-6ÿ?*ÿ(,6-,:,*-)ÿ
323ÿ,-ÿ3*),-6ÿ*ÿ.2<.-)ÿ)7*)ÿ(2267)ÿ)2ÿ*.-/ÿ(<3*3ÿ()*)ÿ2-(),)2),2-(ÿ
H2:)-ÿ(2((:2334Iÿ*-/ÿ)2ÿ*.-/ÿ)7ÿJ-,)/ÿK)*)(ÿ>2-(),)2),2-ÿH2-(2((=
:2334Iÿ)2ÿ.*ÿ3)*,-ÿ)7*)ÿ62<3-.-)ÿ5223/ÿ-2)ÿ738ÿ8*4ÿ:23ÿG()*3,*-9ÿH,44ÿ
>*)723,Iÿ(7223,-6ÿ:23ÿ7,3/3-4@900ÿ
D7ÿLMMÿ8323*3,)4ÿ28,-,2-ÿ)7*)ÿ*((3)/ÿ+3*,-ÿ%.-/.-)(ÿ53ÿ
?;23-ÿ2:ÿ;,62)34@ÿ*-/ÿ?(7223/ÿ;ÿ;23,9/0@7ÿ6*3-3/ÿ)7ÿ<2)(ÿ2:ÿ12(),(ÿ
D72.*(ÿK*3,*ÿ!7-E2,()ÿ*-/ÿN--/44 ÿÿ12(),ÿ+3439(ÿ/,((-)ÿ,-ÿOMP
QRS57,7ÿ*-253/6/ÿ/,(3,.,-*),2-ÿ*6*,-()ÿ33,6,22(ÿ.,-23,),(ÿ*-/ÿ
)7ÿ(2;(E2-)ÿ;*))3ÿ;)5-ÿ32)()*-)(ÿ*-/ÿ>*)723,(ÿ2<3ÿ62<3-.-)ÿ*,/ÿ
:23ÿ(7223(S5*(ÿA2,-/ÿ;4ÿ12(),(ÿK)<-(ÿ*-/ÿK22)3ÿ;3,-6,-6ÿ)7ÿ-2.;3ÿ
2:ÿA2(),(ÿ2-ÿ)7ÿ>223)ÿ572ÿ*-253/6/ÿ)7ÿ*-),=>*)723,ÿ,-)-)ÿ*-/ÿ83=
(2.8),<ÿ2-2-(),)2),2-*3,)4ÿ2:ÿ()*)ÿ+3*,-ÿ%.-/.-)(ÿ)2ÿ(<-490'ÿÿ%(ÿ*ÿ
ÿ

ÿ904ÿOMQRÿ0F7ÿJ4K4ÿ*)ÿ' T9ÿH+343ÿ14ÿ/,((-),-6I4ÿÿ12(),ÿ+343ÿ*-253/6/ÿ)7*)ÿ?/23,-6ÿ
)7ÿ*334ÿ4*3(ÿ2:ÿ)7ÿ!82;3,ÿ%.3,*-ÿ(7223(U,-32/,-6ÿ)7ÿ:,3()ÿ82;3,ÿ(7223(U53ÿ32)()*-)ÿ
,-ÿ7*3*)34ÿÿD7,3ÿ()2/-)(ÿ3,)/ÿ32)()*-)ÿ83*43(ÿ3*/ÿ)7ÿN,-6ÿ1*.(ÿ<3(,2-ÿ2:ÿ)7ÿ+,;3ÿ*-/ÿ
3*3-/ÿ32)()*-)ÿ33,6,22(ÿ,/*3(4@ÿÿVWXÿ*)ÿ'94ÿ
ÿ904ÿVWXÿ*)ÿ'94ÿÿ
ÿ9094ÿÿVWXÿÿ
ÿ90F4ÿOMQRÿ0F7ÿJ4K4ÿ*)ÿ'94ÿ
ÿ9064ÿVWXÿH,-)3-*3ÿE22)*),2-(ÿ2.,))/IÿHE22),-6ÿ127-ÿ>4ÿ1::3,(ÿ134ÿYÿ1*.(ÿ4ÿ!4*-ÿZÿ[MRMÿ
\]^_ÿÿ̀ÿ]RaM]QÿbMRc]ÿ ÿd#>e4ÿ4ÿ! 14ÿ9' ÿF ÿH9 II4ÿ
ÿ9004ÿÿOMQRÿ0F7ÿJ4K4ÿ*)ÿ'94ÿ
d,)733ÿ<4ÿe3.(ÿ0FÿJ4K4ÿ'Fÿf9ÿH9 Igÿÿ
]ÿ]c^Rÿ-2)(ÿ9F7T6ÿ*-/ÿ*2.8*-4,-6ÿ)C)4ÿ
ÿ9074ÿÿÿ
ÿ90'4ÿÿÿ
hÿ]c^Rÿ-2)(ÿ90T00ÿ*-/ÿ*2.8*-4,-6ÿ)C)4ÿ
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()*3+ÿ,+ÿ)-.ÿ/)ÿ+02*10ÿ)+/+ÿ23/,3ÿ%-3.-3+)ÿ4(ÿ.22-.ÿ*3+,3ÿ+0ÿ
52*(+ÿ)+--.ÿ+0ÿ+,.ÿ,3ÿ67ÿ89ÿ:;8<49=>ÿ
?9ÿ@ABCÿDECFÿ;Cÿ@AGCÿ:HAB;ÿAIFÿÿJHÿ
KÿL;ÿMCÿ
N0ÿ23)+,+*+,23/3ÿO*)+,23ÿ2Pÿ40+0(ÿ+0ÿQ(ÿR(,)ÿ53/*)ÿS(-,+)ÿ
2(ÿS(20,T,+)ÿ/ÿ)+/+ÿP(2-ÿ),313,31ÿ2*+ÿ(3,1,2*)ÿ2(1/3,U/+,23)ÿTVÿ4,+0023.,31ÿ
13(/33Vÿ/W/,3/T3ÿ)*3/(ÿ/,.ÿ,3ÿS9*=()*,+ÿ2Pÿ/3+,)+/T3,)0-3+ÿ,3+()+)ÿ0/.ÿ32+ÿ
V+ÿT3ÿS3/.ÿTP2(ÿ+0ÿ52*(+4 ÿÿX24W(ÿ,3ÿ67ÿ89ÿ:;8<ÿ+0ÿ52*(+ÿ
/..()).ÿ/ÿ),-,3/(ÿO*)+,238ÿ40+0(ÿ/ÿ)+/+ÿ/3ÿ4,+0023.ÿ+0ÿP*3.,31ÿT3P,+)ÿ
2Pÿ/ÿ)023/()0,SÿS(21(/-ÿP(2-ÿ(3,1,2*)ÿ)+*.3+)ÿ402ÿ02)ÿ+2ÿS*()*ÿ(3,Y
1,2*)ÿ,3)+(*+,23ÿ2(ÿ40+0(ÿ)*0ÿ/3ÿ/+,23ÿW,23/+)9ÿ+70ÿQ(ÿR(,)ÿ53/*)ÿ
TVÿ.,)(,-,3/+,31ÿ/1/,3)+ÿS()23/3ÿ(3,1,2*)ÿ02,4 ÿ
4ÿ67ÿ89ÿ:;8<ÿ/3.ÿ+0ÿ!W,W/3ÿ2PÿZ3/Vÿ,3ÿ+0ÿ[2,3+)\ÿ
#3ÿ67ÿ/ÿ)W3Y--T(ÿ-/]2(,+Vÿ2Pÿ+0ÿ52*(+ÿ03.ÿ+0/+ÿ+0ÿ^+/+ÿ2Pÿ
&/)0,31+23ÿ.,.ÿ32+ÿW,23/+ÿ+0ÿQ(ÿR(,)ÿ53/*)ÿTVÿR3*.,31ÿ)+*.3+)ÿ
402ÿ4(ÿS*()*,31ÿ/ÿ.1(ÿ,3ÿ.W2+,23/3ÿ+02321VÿP(2-ÿ/ÿ)023/()0,SÿS(2Y
1(/-ÿ.),13.9ÿ7+2ÿ/)),)+ÿ//.-,/33VÿO*/3,PV,31ÿ)+*.3+)ÿ4,+0ÿ0,10(ÿ.*/Y
+,23ÿRS3))4 ÿÿ&/)0,31+23_)ÿ)023/()0,SÿS(21(/-ÿ23+/,3.ÿ/3ÿ3(233-3+ÿ
(O*,(-3+ÿ+0/+ÿ/3324.ÿ)+*.3+)ÿ(,W,31ÿ/ÿ)023/()0,Sÿ+2ÿ/++3.ÿS(,W/+ÿ,3Y
)+,+*+,23)ÿ,33*.,31ÿ+02)ÿ+0/+ÿ4(ÿ(3,1,2*)3Vÿ/PP,3,/+.ÿT*+ÿS(20,T,+.ÿ)+9*7Y9
.3+)ÿP(2-ÿS*()*,31ÿ/ÿ.1(ÿ,3ÿ+02321Vÿ40,3ÿ(,W,31ÿ+0ÿ)023/()0,S4 ÿÿ
22+0ÿS/(+,)ÿ,3ÿ67ÿ23..ÿ+0/+ÿ+0,)ÿ()+(,+,23ÿ23ÿS*()*,31ÿ/ÿ.1(ÿ,3ÿ
+02321Vÿ4/)ÿ/ÿ-(ÿ2.,P,/+,23ÿ2Pÿ&/)0,31+23_)ÿ23/,3ÿ%-3.-3+Y3,ÿ
23)+,+*+,23/3ÿS(2W,),23ÿ40,0ÿ(/.ÿ,3ÿ(3W/3+ÿS/(+ÿ+0/+ÿZ032ÿS*T3,ÿ-23Vÿ
2(ÿS(2S(+Vÿ)0/33ÿTÿ/SS(2S(,/+.ÿP2(ÿ2(ÿ/SS3,.ÿ+2ÿ/3Vÿ(3,1,2*)ÿ429(7)`0,SÿRY
(,)ÿ2(ÿ,3)+(*+,23ÿ2(ÿ+0ÿ)*SS2(+ÿ2Pÿ/3Vÿ(3,1,2*)ÿ)+/T3,)0-3+4\ ÿ
ÿ
ÿ9=>4ÿ=6ÿa4^4ÿ'9ÿb9 6cdÿHÿ.,)*)),23ÿKA;ÿ^+,23ÿ###4244ÿ
ÿ9=4ÿLÿ67ÿ=6ÿa4^4ÿ/+ÿ'>e 4ÿÿ
ÿ974ÿÿfC9ÿ/+ÿ' 4ÿ
ÿ974ÿÿÿ
fC9ÿ/+ÿ'=4ÿ
ÿ9794ÿfC9ÿ/+ÿ'74ÿ
ÿ97`4ÿÿfC9ÿ/+ÿ'9ÿbO*2+,31ÿ&%^X4ÿ5g$^N4ÿ/(+4ÿ#ÿhÿ ÿb>>cc4ÿÿN0(ÿ/(ÿ)+(231ÿ,3.,/+,23)ÿ+0/+ÿ%(+,3ÿ
#ÿhÿ ÿ2Pÿ+0ÿ&/)0,31+23ÿ)+/+ÿ23)+,+*+,23ÿ,)ÿZT2+0ÿ+R+*/33Vÿ/3.ÿ,.2321,/33Vÿ3,3.ÿ+2ÿ+0ÿ+0(ÿ
W(),23)ÿ2Pÿ+0ÿP/,3.ÿ23/,3ÿ%-3.-3+4\ÿi/(ÿ.4/(.ÿ"Q2(()+ÿ2ÿW4ÿ"/WVjÿÿkÿ
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#(ÿ)*+,(-ÿ+.ÿ/)ÿ 0),1ÿ32,3ÿ2+ÿ,114ÿ,(ÿ56ÿ7.,8ÿ941+,ÿ
!.(:4,1+ÿ);,;<ÿ+.ÿ=>32?ÿ,(ÿ+.ÿ*2,(+1@ÿ)2+,2(23ÿ,(,+,233?ÿ)2,1<ÿA?ÿ7.,8ÿ
941+,ÿB4)-)ÿ,(ÿCDEFÿ+2ÿ2<<)11ÿ+.ÿ,(+)2+,2(ÿA+G(ÿ+.ÿ1+2A3,1.3(+ÿ
73241ÿ2(<ÿ+.ÿ/)ÿ0),1ÿ732414976ÿÿ7.,8ÿ941+,ÿB4)-)H1ÿ)212(,(-ÿ,(ÿ
CDEFÿ2>)2+<ÿ8)23ÿ2(ÿ4(<)1+2(<,(-ÿ+.2+ÿ+.)ÿ,1ÿ2(ÿ,(.)(+ÿ+(1,2(ÿA+G(ÿ
+.ÿ+G2ÿ)3,-,2(ÿ32411ÿ,(ÿ+.ÿ/,)1+ÿ%3(<3(+ÿG,+.ÿ+.ÿ>)1>+,;ÿ+.2+ÿ
=A2+.ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ2)ÿ21+ÿ,(ÿ2A1234+ÿ+)31ÿ2(<ÿ,+.)ÿ28ÿG.,.97ÿI,8ÿ0>2(<<ÿ+2ÿ2ÿ
32-,23ÿ0+)3ÿG243<ÿ+(<ÿ+2ÿ321.ÿG,+.ÿ+.ÿ2+.)4@ ÿÿ7.,8ÿ941+,ÿ
!.(:4,1+ÿ2>>3,<ÿ+.,1ÿ)2+,2(23ÿ8)23ÿCDEFÿ2(<ÿ)212(<ÿ+.2+ÿ+.)ÿ,1ÿ1>2ÿ
82)ÿ1+2+ÿ2+,2(ÿA+G(ÿ+.ÿ)3,-,2(ÿ32411ÿA241ÿ=+.)ÿ2)ÿ123ÿ1+2+ÿ2J
+,2(1ÿKLMÿA?ÿ+.ÿ1+2A3,1.3(+ÿ73241ÿA4+ÿ9ÿ7K7NOKMÿA?ÿ+.ÿ/)ÿ0J
),1ÿ73241@ÿ2(<ÿ+.2+ÿ56ÿ833ÿG,+.,(ÿ+.,1ÿ1>24 ÿ
7.,8ÿ941+,ÿ!.(:4,1+H1ÿ32*2),+?ÿ2>,(,2(ÿ,(ÿ56ÿ2<<)11<ÿ+G2ÿ2)-4J
3(+18ÿ+.ÿ8,)1+ÿG21ÿ+.ÿ2(1+,+4+,2(23,+?ÿ28ÿ+.ÿP+2+H1ÿ<(,23ÿ28ÿ84(<,(-ÿ2(<ÿ
+.ÿ12(<ÿG21ÿ+.ÿP+2+H1ÿ2(+,J19+72'A3,1.3(+ÿ,(+)1+ÿ,(ÿ<(?,(-ÿ84(<,(-ÿ82)ÿ
+.ÿ<;2+,2(23ÿ+)2,(,(-ÿ28ÿ3)-?4 ÿÿQ.ÿ7.,8ÿ941+,ÿ)*+<ÿ+.ÿ2)-43(+ÿ
ÿ
RSÿÿTMKDEÿREDÿULMLÿDMÿUKEÿVWÿXXÿYÿÿCDZ[ÿ\Dÿ]ZOWÿ6ÿ
Q^P%ÿ4ÿ! 1ÿ9Iÿ_ `94ÿÿ"/2))1+ÿ2(34<1ÿ+.2+ÿ=0+.ÿ32(-42-ÿ28ÿ%)+,3ÿ#ÿaÿ ÿ3213?ÿ>2)J
23331ÿ32(-42-ÿ+.2+ÿG21ÿ,(34<<ÿ,(ÿ+.ÿ;2),241ÿ;)1,2(1ÿ28ÿ+.ÿB32,(ÿ%3(<3(+@ÿ+.ÿ,(341,2(ÿ28ÿ
+.ÿ1+,2(ÿ=G21ÿ1+)2(-3?ÿ14>>2)+<ÿA?ÿ+.ÿ&21.,(-+2(ÿP+2+ÿ72(1+,+4+,2(23ÿ72(;(+,2(ÿ2ÿ2(;(+,2(ÿ
<23,(2+<ÿA?ÿ!>4A3,2(1ÿ32?23ÿA2+.ÿ>)12(233?ÿ2(<ÿ,<232-,233?ÿ+2ÿ+.ÿ1>2(12)ÿ28ÿ+.ÿB32,(ÿ
%3(<3(+ÿ9231ÿB32,(@ÿ2(<ÿ=+.ÿ&21.,(-+2(ÿP4>)3ÿ724)+ÿ.21ÿ2(1,1+(+3?ÿ;,G<ÿ%)+,3ÿ#ÿ
aÿ ÿ21ÿ2ÿ3,(<ÿ>)2;,1,2(ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿG,+.ÿ%)+,3ÿ#bÿaÿ6ÿ2ÿ>)2;,1,2(ÿ28ÿ+.ÿ&21.,(-+2(ÿ72(1+,+4+,2(ÿG.,.ÿ
;)?ÿ32)3?ÿ.21ÿ,+1ÿ2),-,(1ÿ,(ÿ+.ÿB32,(ÿ%3(<3(+ÿ2(<ÿ+.ÿ(2A3,(-ÿ%+ÿ28ÿcc4@ÿÿVMdÿ2+ÿ_94ÿ
ÿ9764ÿÿ56ÿI6ÿ^4P4ÿ2+ÿ'c` eÿ&23fÿ;4ÿQ20ÿ7233H(ÿ_'ÿ^4P4ÿ776ÿ77`'ÿg 'hÿg=Q.ÿ-()23ÿ
>),(,>3ÿ<<4,A3ÿ8)23ÿ+.ÿ/,)1+ÿ%3(<3(+ÿ2(<ÿ233ÿ+.2+ÿ.21ÿA(ÿ12,<ÿA?ÿ+.ÿ724)+ÿ,1ÿ+.,18ÿ+.2+ÿGÿ
G,33ÿ(2+ÿ+23)2+ÿ,+.)ÿ-2;)(3(+233?ÿ1+2A3,1.<ÿ)3,-,2(ÿ2)ÿ-2;)(3(+23ÿ,(+)8)(ÿG,+.ÿ)3,-,2(4ÿÿ
P.2)+ÿ28ÿ+.21ÿ0>)113?ÿ>)21),A<ÿ-2;)(3(+23ÿ2+1ÿ+.)ÿ,1ÿ)223ÿ82)ÿEDiÿÿÿjZÿ>)2<4+,;ÿ
28ÿ2ÿklEÿOKDEiÿG.,.ÿG,33ÿ>)3,+ÿ)3,-,241ÿ0),1ÿ+2ÿ0,1+ÿG,+.24+ÿ1>2(12)1.,>ÿ2(<ÿG,+.J
24+ÿ,(+)8)(4@ÿg3>.21,1ÿ2<<<hh4ÿÿ\ÿDEZÿ9mn$Pm$ÿZOKDÿ(2+ÿ7 ÿ2+ÿ ÿg0>32,(,(-ÿ+.2+ÿ1+2+ÿ
2(1+,+4+,2(23ÿ>)2;,1,2(1ÿ1,(-ÿ+2ÿ,(.,A,+ÿ-2;)(3(+ÿ2,<ÿ+2ÿ)3,-,2(ÿ=G,33ÿ8233ÿ,(+2ÿ+.ÿo>32?ÿ,(ÿ+.ÿ
*2,(+1HÿA+G(ÿ+.ÿ1+2A3,1.3(+ÿ2(<ÿ/)ÿ0),1ÿ32411ÿ28ÿ+.ÿ^(,+<ÿP+2+1ÿ72(1+,+4+,2(@h4ÿ
ÿ97I4ÿÿCDEFÿ_'ÿ^4P4ÿ2+ÿ77c`7eÿZÿDEZÿ7n p !#$PqrÿZOKDÿ(2+ÿ7ÿ2+ÿ7'6ÿg0>32,(,(-ÿ+.ÿ>)J
1>+,;ÿ+.2+ÿ+(1,2(ÿ,1ÿ,(.)(+ÿA+G(ÿ+.ÿ1+2A3,1.3(+ÿ2(<ÿ/)ÿ0),1ÿ732411h4ÿ
ÿ9774ÿÿ56ÿI6ÿ^4P4ÿ2+ÿ'c` ÿg=Q.,1ÿ21ÿ,(;23;1ÿ+.2+ÿo>32?ÿ,(ÿ+.ÿ*2,(+1Hÿ<1),A<ÿ2A2;4@hÿ
g3>.21,1ÿ2<<<heÿZÿDEZÿ74++)ÿ;4ÿ&,3,(12(ÿI66ÿ^4P4ÿ' ÿ'_ÿg9 Ihÿg2>>3?,(-ÿ+.ÿ>32?ÿ,(ÿ+.ÿ
*2,(+1ÿ)2+,2(23ÿ1+2+,(-8ÿ=0#(ÿ56ÿldÿsDliÿ+.ÿ724)+ÿ)288,)3<ÿ+.2+ÿo+.)ÿ,1ÿ)223ÿ82)ÿ>32?ÿ,(ÿ+.ÿ
*2,(+1ÿA+G(Hÿ+.ÿ/)ÿ0),1ÿ2(<ÿ1+2A3,1.3(+ÿ732411ÿ2332G,(-ÿ+.ÿ-2;)(3(+ÿ+2ÿDLLt
MDÿ)3,-,2(ÿA?2(<ÿ8)ÿ0),1ÿ):4,)3(+1ÿG,+.24+ÿ288(1ÿ+2ÿ+.ÿ1+2A3,1.3(+ÿ732414@ÿg3J
>.21,1ÿ2<<<hÿg,+2+,2(1ÿ23,++<hÿg:42+,(-ÿ56ÿI6ÿ^4P4ÿ2+ÿ'chh4ÿ
ÿ97'4ÿÿ56ÿI6ÿ^4P4ÿ2+ÿ'9`964ÿ
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)*+)ÿ)*ÿ,)+)-.ÿ.*23+/.*01ÿ1/22/+3ÿ4+.ÿ1/.531)0637ÿ5828.)0)5)028+3ÿ589
:/ÿ;<=<>ÿ?@+5.ÿ0)ÿ04+.ÿ82)ÿA+0+337ÿ85)/+3ÿ40)*ÿ/.1)ÿ)2ÿ/3020284B97Cÿÿ
#8.)+:ÿ)*ÿD*0AÿE5.)0ÿ:0.)08250.*:ÿ;<=<>ÿ/+.28082ÿ)*+)ÿ?)*ÿ,)+)-.ÿ:0.9
A+62/ÿ2Aÿ/302028Bÿ08ÿ)*ÿ1/.8)ÿ+.ÿ4+.ÿ?2Aÿ+ÿA+/ÿ303:/ÿ08:Bÿ@+5.ÿ0)ÿ
0312.:ÿ?80)*/ÿ/0308+3ÿ82/ÿ0603ÿ.+8)028.ÿ28ÿ+87ÿ)71ÿ2Aÿ/302025.ÿ./60ÿ
2/ÿ/0)Bÿ:0:ÿ82)ÿ?:87ÿ)2ÿ3080.)/.ÿ)*ÿ/02*)ÿ)2ÿ1+/)001+)ÿ08ÿ)*ÿ1230)0+3ÿ+AA+0/.ÿ
2Aÿ)*ÿ233580)7Bÿ+8:ÿ:0:ÿ82)ÿ?/F50/ÿ.)5:8).ÿ)29ÿ7*22.ÿ@)48ÿ)*0/ÿ/9
302025.ÿ@30A.ÿ+8:ÿ/06082ÿ+ÿ226/838)ÿ@8A0)4B ÿ
G5/8082ÿ)2ÿ)*ÿ.28:ÿ+/2538)ÿ)*ÿD*0AÿE5.)0ÿ2835::ÿ)*+)ÿ)*ÿ,)+)ÿ
*+:ÿ+ÿ.5@.)+8)0+3ÿ08)/.)ÿ08ÿ:87082ÿA58:082ÿA2/ÿ)/+08082ÿ08ÿ)*ÿ3080.)/749'ÿÿ#8ÿ
/+*082ÿ)*0.ÿ2835.028ÿ)*ÿD*0AÿE5.)0ÿ:0.)08250.*:ÿ@)48ÿ?)/+08082ÿA2/ÿ
/302025.ÿ1/2A..028.ÿ+8:ÿ)/+08082ÿA2/ÿ.53+/ÿ1/2A..028.9'Bÿ.)+)082ÿ)*+)ÿ)/+08082ÿ
A2/ÿ3080.)/7ÿ4+.ÿ?+8ÿ..8)0+337ÿ/302025.ÿ8:+62/4B ÿÿ#8ÿ51*23:082ÿ)*ÿ
,)+)-.ÿ/A5.+3ÿ)2ÿA58:ÿ/302025.ÿ08.)/5)028ÿ)*+)ÿ1/1+/ÿ.)5:8).ÿA2/ÿ3080.)/7ÿ
)*ÿ3+H2/0)7ÿ2108028ÿ+8243:2:ÿ)*ÿ3+ÿ2Aÿ+8035.ÿ2/ÿ*2.)030)7ÿ2Aÿ)*ÿ
,)+)-.ÿ.*23+/.*01ÿ1/22/+3ÿ4*0*ÿ+2/:082ÿ)29ÿ')*9ÿD*0AÿE5.)0ÿ48)ÿ?+ÿ
3282ÿ4+7ÿ)24+/:ÿ0835:082ÿ/302028ÿ08ÿ0).ÿ@8A0).4B ÿD*0AÿE5.)0ÿ!*8F50.)ÿ
A5/)*/ÿ82):ÿ)*+)ÿ)/+)082ÿ?/302025.ÿ:5+)028ÿA2/ÿ)*ÿ3080.)/7Bÿ:0AA/8)37ÿ
)*+8ÿ:5+)028ÿA2/ÿ2)*/ÿ+33082.ÿ4+.ÿ?82)ÿ60:8ÿ2Aÿ*2.)030)7ÿ)24+/:ÿ/309
2028Bÿ@5)ÿ0.ÿ08.)+:ÿ+ÿ1/2:5)9ÿ'2(Aÿ)*ÿ:0.)08)ÿ604.ÿ)*ÿD28.)0)5)028ÿ*+.ÿ/9
2+/:082ÿ)*ÿ.5@H)ÿ2Aÿ/3020284 ÿ
ÿ
ÿ97C4ÿÿÿ
IJKÿ+)ÿ'9ÿL:0.5..082ÿD*5/*ÿ2Aÿ)*ÿ5530ÿM+@35ÿ%7ÿ#84ÿ64ÿD0)7ÿ2AÿN0+3+*ÿOCÿP4,4ÿO9ÿ
L (QQ4ÿÿE2.*5+ÿ"+67ÿ)*ÿ.)5:8)ÿ*+3382082ÿ&+.*082)28-.ÿ.*23+/.*01ÿ1/22/+3ÿ+3.2ÿ28)8::ÿ
)*+)ÿ)*ÿ1/22/+3ÿ4+.ÿ+8ÿ5828.)0)5)028+3ÿ6041208)ÿ/.)/0)028ÿ28ÿ.1*ÿ+8:ÿ)*+)ÿ0)ÿ6023+):ÿ)*ÿF5+3ÿ
/2))028ÿD3+5.ÿ@7ÿ:0./0308+)082ÿ28ÿ)*ÿ@+.0.ÿ2Aÿ/3020284ÿÿIJKÿ+)ÿ'9ÿ84(4ÿÿD*0AÿE5.)0ÿ!*8F50.)ÿ
F5037ÿ:0.12.:ÿ2Aÿ)*.ÿ3+03.ÿ@7ÿ+../)082ÿ)*+)ÿ)*ÿ.*23+/.*01ÿ1/22/+3ÿ4+.ÿ82)ÿ+ÿA2/53ÿA2/ÿ.1*ÿ
+8:ÿ)*+)ÿ)*ÿ,)+)-.ÿ08)/.).ÿ1+..:ÿ)*ÿ/+)028+39@+.0.ÿ./5)087ÿ/F50/:ÿ58:/ÿ)*ÿF5+3ÿ/2))028ÿ
D3+5.ÿ+8:ÿ)*+)ÿ.1*ÿA2/539/3+):ÿ+/2538).ÿ4/ÿ?.03137ÿ08+1130+@34BÿÿIJKÿ
IJKÿ+)ÿ'9R94ÿÿG*0.ÿ/71)0ÿ:0.)08)028ÿA/23ÿ;<=<>ÿ@7ÿD*0AÿE5.)0ÿ!*8F50.)ÿ.522.).ÿ)*+)ÿ
ÿ974ÿÿÿ
)*ÿD25/)-.ÿ*23:082ÿ08ÿ;=ÿ253:ÿ+1137ÿ)2ÿ+87ÿ/A5.+3ÿ@7ÿ)*ÿ,)+)ÿ)2ÿA58:ÿ32/ÿ@/2+:37ÿ)*+8ÿ)*ÿ
.)+)-.ÿ:0.028ÿ82)ÿ)2ÿA58:ÿ)/+08082ÿA2/ÿ)*ÿ3080.)/7ÿ)*+)ÿ4+.ÿ+)ÿ0..5ÿ08ÿ;=4ÿS<TUVÿWXYZ[T<JUVÿ
\]T>ÿ^XXYTUÿU<TYÿ82)ÿ ÿ+)ÿO4ÿ
ÿ9'4ÿÿÿ
;=ÿO6ÿP4,4ÿ+)ÿ'9O4ÿ
IJKÿ+)ÿ'94ÿ
ÿ9'4ÿÿÿ
ÿ9'94ÿÿÿ
IJKÿ+)ÿ'964ÿÿ#8ÿA08:082ÿ)*+)ÿ)*ÿ.)+)ÿ.*23+/.*01ÿ1/22/+3ÿ+)ÿ0..5ÿ3+:ÿ+8035.ÿD*0AÿE5.)0ÿ
!*8F50.)ÿ82):ÿ)*+)ÿ)*ÿ1/22/+3ÿ?1/30)0):ÿ.)5:8).ÿ)2ÿ+))8:ÿ1/6+.0637ÿ/302025.ÿ.*223.ÿ.2ÿ3282ÿ
+.ÿ)*7ÿ+/ÿ+/:0):Bÿ+8:ÿ+3324:ÿ.)5:8).ÿ)2ÿ)+ÿ:62)028+3ÿ)*23227ÿ25/..ÿ.2ÿ3282ÿ+.ÿ)*ÿ.)59
:8).ÿ4/ÿ82)ÿ15/.5082ÿ.5*ÿ+ÿ:2/4ÿÿIJKÿ+)ÿ'96R97ÿ844ÿ
IJKÿ+)ÿ'9ÿL?0G*ÿ.5@H)ÿ2Aÿ/302028ÿ0.ÿ28ÿ08ÿ4*0*ÿ@2)*ÿ)*ÿP80):ÿ,)+).ÿ+8:ÿ.)+)ÿ28.)0)59
ÿ9'(4ÿÿÿ
)028.ÿ3@2:7ÿ:0.)08)ÿ604._08ÿA+62/ÿ2AÿA/ÿ`/0.ÿ@5)ÿ2112.:ÿ)2ÿ.)+@30.*38)_)*+)ÿA08:ÿ82ÿ
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()ÿ*2+,ÿ-*.2/,01,ÿ,00203ÿ4/2*ÿ56ÿ-+ÿ42718ÿ-1ÿ0ÿ*/ÿ422,12,ÿ
2)/ÿ,)ÿ9)-4ÿ:7+,-ÿ;./++33ÿ3-*-,8ÿ,)ÿ<,0,=+ÿ-1,/+,ÿ0,ÿ-++7ÿ-1ÿ,)ÿ
0+ÿ,2ÿ>12,ÿ4718-1?ÿ,)ÿ/3-?-27+ÿ,/0-1-1?ÿ24ÿ3/?3@ÿ018ÿ12,ÿ,)ÿ<,0,=+ÿ
A/208/ÿ.)-32+2.)-03ÿ./4/1+49'6ÿÿ()ÿ*0B2/-,3ÿ2.-1-21ÿ;./++33ÿ12,8ÿ
,)-+ÿ3-*-,0,-21ÿ-1ÿ/+.21+ÿ,2ÿ:7+,-ÿ<03-0=+ÿ8-++1,ÿ2)-)ÿ20/18ÿ,)0,ÿ,)ÿ
*0B2/-,3=+ÿ8-+-21ÿ22738ÿ03322ÿ42/ÿ+,0,+ÿ,2ÿ>B7+,-43ÿ,)ÿ+-1?3-1?ÿ27,ÿ24ÿ/3-C
?-21ÿ42/ÿ;37+-21ÿ4/2*ÿ.7A3-ÿ./2?/0*+ÿ-1ÿD-/,70333ÿ013ÿ21,;,4@9'Eÿÿ%+ÿ0ÿ
/+73,ÿ24ÿ,)ÿ927/,=+ÿ8-+-21ÿ-1ÿ56ÿ:7+,-ÿ<03-0=+ÿ2*-127+ÿ42/0+,ÿ)0+ÿ
2*ÿ,/7ÿ0+ÿ+,0,+ÿ21,-17ÿ,2ÿ+-1?3ÿ27,ÿ/3-?-27+ÿ-1+,-,7,-21+ÿ42/ÿ;37+-21ÿ
4/2*ÿ?1/0333ÿ0..3-0A3ÿ?2D9'/71*1,ÿ0-8ÿ./2?/0*+ÿ12,ÿB7+,ÿ,)2+ÿ4718-1?ÿ
,)ÿ/3-?-27+ÿ,/0-1-1?ÿ24ÿ3/?34 ÿ
FGÿ(/-1-,3ÿ7,)/01ÿD4ÿ92*/ÿ
#1ÿHIÿ5JHKÿ0ÿ+D1C**A/ÿ*0B2/-,3ÿ24ÿ,)ÿ927/,ÿ)38ÿ,)0,ÿ,)ÿ
<,0,ÿ24ÿL-++27/-ÿD-230,8ÿ,)ÿ/-?),+ÿ24ÿ(/-1-,3ÿ7,)/01ÿ9)7/)ÿ718/ÿ,)ÿM/ÿ
;/-+ÿ9307+ÿA3ÿ;./++33ÿ813-1?ÿ,)ÿ>N703-4-9'8'ÿ/3-?-27+ÿ1,-,3ÿ0ÿ.7A3-ÿ
A14-,ÿ+2333ÿA07+ÿ24ÿ-,+ÿ/3-?-27+ÿ)0/0,/4@ ÿÿ%,ÿ-++7ÿ-1ÿHIÿ5JO
HKÿ20+ÿ0ÿ+,0,ÿ?/01,ÿ./2?/0*ÿ,)0,ÿ+27?),ÿ>,2ÿ)3.ÿ.7A3-ÿ018ÿ./-D0,ÿ
ÿ
271,/.0/,ÿ2-,)ÿ/+.,ÿ,2ÿ2,)/ÿ033-1?+ÿ2/ÿ./24++-21+4ÿÿ()0,ÿ0ÿ<,0,ÿ22738ÿ803ÿ8-44/1,33ÿ2-,)ÿ
/3-?-27+ÿ870,-21ÿ42/ÿ,)ÿ*-1-+,/3ÿ,)01ÿ2-,)ÿ870,-21ÿ42/ÿ2,)/ÿ033-1?+ÿ-+ÿ0ÿ./287,ÿ24ÿ,)+ÿD-2+ÿ
12,ÿD-81ÿ24ÿ)2+,-3-,3ÿ,220/8ÿ/3-?-214@P4ÿ
QRGÿ0,ÿ'99ÿ14EÿS12,-1?ÿ,)0,ÿ>,)ÿ2133ÿ-1,/+,ÿ0,ÿ-++7ÿ)/ÿ-+ÿ,)ÿ<,0,T+ÿ-1,/+,ÿ-1ÿ12,ÿ4718-1?ÿ
ÿ9'64ÿÿÿ
,)ÿ/3-?-27+ÿ,/0-1-1?ÿ24ÿ3/?3@ÿ018ÿ,)0,ÿ>012,)-1?ÿ-1ÿ0,)ÿ927/,=+ÿ2.-1-21ÿ+7??+,+ÿ,)0,ÿ,)ÿ<,0,ÿ
*03ÿB7+,-43ÿ013ÿ-1,/+,ÿ,)0,ÿ-,+ÿU.)-32+2.)-03ÿ./4/1=ÿ2**018+@P4ÿ
ÿ9'E4ÿÿVÿRGÿ0,ÿ'99ÿ'WÿS<03-0ÿ:4ÿ8-++1,-1?P4ÿ
ÿ9'74ÿÿVXÿGYGÿ(0;.03/+ÿ42/ÿ7A4ÿ874ÿD4ÿ"27?30+ÿ9,3ÿ<)4ÿ"-+,4ÿWEÿ4W8ÿ67ÿS92324ÿ9 EPÿ
S)238-1?ÿA3ÿ,)ÿ9232/082ÿ<7./*ÿ927/,ÿ,)0,ÿ,)ÿ-137+-21ÿ24ÿ/3-?-27+ÿ+)223+ÿ-1ÿ"1D/=+ÿ+)223ÿ
)2-ÿ./2?/0*ÿD-230,8ÿ9232/082=+ÿZ30-1ÿ%*18*1,ÿS9[[4ÿ9[$<(4ÿ0/,ÿ#\ÿ]ÿ'PÿD1ÿ,)27?)ÿ,)ÿ
./2?/0*ÿ2*.3-8ÿ2-,)ÿ,)ÿ+,0A3-+)*1,ÿ9307+ÿ0+ÿ-1,/./,8ÿA3ÿ,)ÿ<7./*ÿ927/,ÿ-1ÿ^_`KPaÿ
L2++ÿD4ÿ<018/0ÿW7'ÿ4W8ÿbWbÿS$4L4ÿ9 EPÿS)238-1?ÿA3ÿ,)ÿ$2ÿL;-2ÿ<7./*ÿ927/,ÿ,)0,ÿ-1C
378-1?ÿ./-D0,ÿ+)223+ÿ-1ÿ0ÿ+,0,2-8ÿ./2?/0*ÿ,)0,ÿ./2D-88ÿ,;,A22+ÿ018ÿ870,-2103ÿ*0,/-03+ÿ,2ÿ
+,781,+ÿ-1ÿ.7A3-ÿ018ÿ./-D0,ÿ+)223+ÿD-230,+ÿ$2ÿL;-2=+ÿZ30-1ÿ%*18*1,ÿS$4L4ÿ9[$<(4ÿ0/,4ÿ
\##ÿ]ÿWPP4ÿÿ#1,/+,-1?33ÿ/,-2/0/-ÿ20+ÿ?/01,8ÿ-1ÿA2,)ÿKKIHcÿdHÿeJf_ÿRJKÿ018ÿgccÿ
A7,ÿ,)ÿB78?*1,+ÿ2/ÿ+7A+N71,33ÿD00,8ÿ018ÿ/*0188ÿ-1ÿ,)ÿ20ÿ24ÿ,)ÿ927/,=+ÿ8-+-21ÿ-1ÿ
HIÿ5JHK4ÿÿVÿ"27?30+ÿ9,34ÿ<)4ÿ"-+,4ÿD4ÿ(0;.03/+ÿ42/ÿ7A4ÿ874ÿW'ÿ<4ÿ9,4ÿ9W9'ÿS9 'Pÿ
S**4Paÿ92324ÿ<,0,ÿZ84ÿ24ÿ874ÿD4ÿ(0;.03/+ÿ42/ÿ7A4ÿ874ÿW'ÿ<4ÿ9,4ÿ9W9EÿS9 'PÿS**4Paÿ"233ÿ
D4ÿ(0;.03/+ÿ42/ÿ7A4ÿ874ÿW'ÿ<4ÿ9,4ÿ9W96ÿS9 'PÿS**4PaÿL2++ÿD4ÿ<018/0ÿW7'ÿ4W8ÿbWbÿS$4L4ÿ
9 EPÿhKKRÿcJfÿ`4ÿ$4Lÿ4ÿ%++=1ÿ24ÿ$21C7A4ÿ<)4ÿD4ÿL2++ÿW'ÿ<4ÿ9,4ÿ9W9EÿS9 'P4ÿ
ÿ9''4ÿÿ(/-1-,3ÿ7,)/01ÿ9)7/)ÿ24ÿ9237*A-0ÿ#14ÿD4ÿ92*/ÿW'ÿ<4ÿ9,4ÿ9 9ÿ996ÿS9 'Pÿ0)/-104,/ÿ
HIÿ5JHK4ÿ
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)*223)ÿ+2+,-2./0ÿ1232-ÿ+0-)ÿ2+1ÿ20*-ÿ+2+,-2./0ÿ+0/0/)ÿ,4-*2)ÿ-456
5-ÿ,3237-24+1ÿ)4-.2)ÿ821ÿ.-28ÿ-331ÿ0/-)499':ÿÿ"4ÿ02ÿ0*ÿ)020;)ÿ3/86
/01ÿ-)24-)ÿ7-2+0)ÿ<-ÿ2<2-11ÿ2+ÿ2ÿ298,
0/0/=ÿ52)/)ÿ02ÿ2,,3/2+0)ÿ0*20ÿ
)2-1ÿ0*ÿ*/7*)0ÿ52)1ÿ2+ÿ)=-23ÿ-/0-/24'ÿÿ>*ÿ>-/+/03ÿ40*-2+ÿ?*4-*ÿ
?*/31ÿ2-+/+7ÿ?+0-ÿ2ÿ,-)*223ÿ2+1ÿ1232-ÿ+0-ÿ-2+1ÿ./.0*ÿ282+7ÿ
0*ÿ.2-036.24-ÿ2,,3/2+0)ÿ.2-ÿ0*ÿ7-2+0ÿ,-27-28@ÿ540ÿ1),/0ÿ/0)ÿ*/7*ÿ)2-ÿ0*ÿ
?+0-ÿ<2)ÿ181ÿ/+3/7/53ÿ.2-ÿ0*ÿ,-27-28ÿ2)ÿ2ÿ-3/7/24)652)1ÿ2-72+/A92:6
0/2+ÿ0*20ÿ/)ÿB2<+1ÿ2-ÿ2+0-2331ÿ53ÿ2ÿ*4-*ÿ)0ÿ2-ÿ20*-ÿ-3/7/24)ÿ+0/0349 ÿÿ
>*ÿC020ÿ2-741ÿ0*20ÿ0*ÿ,-27-28;)ÿD34)/2+2-3ÿ,23/3ÿ<2)ÿ28,331ÿ53ÿ
32+7427ÿ/+ÿ0*ÿ)020ÿ2+)0/040/2+;)ÿE32/+ÿ%8+9:18+0ÿ,-2*/5/0/+7ÿ0*ÿB2/1ÿ2.ÿ
2+3ÿ*4-*ÿ)0ÿ2-ÿ1+28/+20/2+ÿ2.ÿ-3/7/2+49 ÿÿ>*/)ÿ5-247*0ÿ0*ÿ?24-0ÿ02ÿ
0*ÿF4)0/2+ÿ2.ÿ<*0*-ÿ2ÿ)020ÿ2431ÿD341ÿ0*ÿ20*-</)ÿ3/7/53ÿ-3/7/24)ÿ
2-72+/A20/2+ÿ.-28ÿ2ÿ7+-2333ÿ2,,3/253ÿ)432-ÿ2+1ÿ+9:940-2333ÿ2,,3/1ÿ7-2+0ÿ
,-27-28ÿ)2333ÿ524)ÿ0*ÿ2-72+/A20/2+ÿ<2)ÿ2ÿ*4-*4 ÿ
?*/.ÿG4)0/ÿ!25-0)ÿ<-/0/+7ÿ.2-ÿ0*ÿ82H2-/03ÿ2.ÿ0*ÿ24-0ÿ572+ÿ0*ÿ
?24-0;)ÿ2+233)/)ÿ53ÿ272/+ÿ/0/+7ÿ0*ÿB,323ÿ/+ÿ0*ÿH2/+0)9ÿ-20/2+23ÿ2)ÿ1)-/5/+9:7Jÿ
0*ÿ-320/2+)*/,ÿ50<+ÿ0*ÿ )0253/)*8+0ÿ2+1ÿI-ÿ D-/)ÿ?324))4 ÿÿ
ÿ
ÿ9':4ÿÿÿ
KLMÿ20ÿ9 '4ÿ
KLMÿN/+341/+7ÿ2)ÿ-/0-/2ÿ282+7ÿ20*-ÿ0*/+7)ÿB0*ÿ,2=-03ÿ3=3ÿ2.ÿ0*ÿ,2,4320/2+ÿ/+ÿ0*ÿ)4-6
ÿ9'4ÿÿÿ
-24+1/+7ÿ2-2ÿ2+1ÿ0*ÿ2,,3/2+0;)ÿ,32+ÿ02ÿ,-2820ÿ-33/+79O@ÿPÿQRPÿSRQTUVWLÿXVQÿVÿXWVYQÿ
ZQVQRÿ[VQÿ\RQÿKPVWPÿYVÿ]V^ÿ':_96Jÿ`a4ÿ" ;>ÿaIÿ$%>4ÿ! C4ÿN"4ÿ9 6Oÿ
0*-/+2.0-ÿ[VQÿ\RQÿKPVWPÿ*00,8bb1+-482472=b,45)b,45969(4*08ÿ0*00,)8bb,-824bÿ
`!'6Jcd4ÿ
VTÿeWVQÿ6J'ÿC4ÿ?04ÿ20ÿ9 6@ÿ[VQÿ\RQÿKPVWPÿPWVQÿ+20ÿ9'4ÿÿ>*ÿ
ÿ9:4ÿÿÿ
`/))24-/ÿ",2-08+0ÿ2.ÿ$204-23ÿ!)24-)ÿ2<2-11ÿ.24-0+ÿ7-2+0)ÿ0*ÿ32-ÿ0*ÿ?*/31ÿ2-+/+7ÿ?+6
0-ÿ2,,3/1ÿ2+1ÿ0*ÿ?+0-ÿ<2431ÿ*2=ÿ<2+ÿ2+ÿ2<2-1ÿ540ÿ.2-ÿ0*ÿD34)/2+ÿ.-28ÿ0*ÿ,-27-28ÿ52)1ÿ2+ÿ
/0)ÿ-3/7/24)ÿ)0204)4ÿÿVTÿeWVQÿJ'ÿC4ÿ?04ÿ20ÿ9 'f:4ÿ
ÿ9:4ÿÿVTÿeWVQÿJ'ÿC4ÿ?04ÿ20ÿ9 '4ÿÿ>*ÿ?24-0ÿ)0201ÿ0*20ÿ0*ÿÿ
,23/3ÿ2.ÿ1+3/+7ÿ7-2+0)ÿ02ÿ2+3ÿ2,,3/2+0ÿ2<+1ÿ2-ÿ2+0-2331ÿ53ÿ2ÿ*4-*ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ<2)ÿ286
,331ÿ53ÿ%-0/3ÿ#ÿC0/2+ÿ'ÿ2.ÿ0*ÿ̀/))24-/ÿ?2+)0/040/2+ÿ<*/*ÿ,-2=/1)8ÿB>*20ÿ+2ÿ82+3ÿ
)*233ÿ=-ÿ5ÿ02+ÿ.-28ÿ0*ÿ,453/ÿ0-2)4-3ÿ1/-033ÿ2-ÿ/+1/-033ÿ/+ÿ2/1ÿ2.ÿ2+3ÿ*4-*ÿ)0ÿ
2-ÿ1+28/+20/2+ÿ2.ÿ-3/7/2+ÿ2-ÿ/+ÿ2/1ÿ2.ÿ2+3ÿ,-/)0ÿ,-2*-ÿ8/+/)0-ÿ2-ÿ02*-ÿ0*-2.ÿ
2)ÿ)4*@ÿ2+1ÿ0*20ÿ+2ÿ,-.-+ÿ)*233ÿ5ÿ7/=+ÿ02ÿ+2-ÿ2+3ÿ1/)-/8/+20/2+ÿ821ÿ272/+)0ÿ2+3ÿ
*4-*ÿ)0ÿ2-ÿ-1ÿ2.ÿ-3/7/2+ÿ2-ÿ2+3ÿ.2-8ÿ2.ÿ-3/7/24)ÿ.2/0*ÿ2-ÿ<2-)*/,49ÿÿ
KLMÿ
ÿ9:94ÿÿgWVPhÿSRQTUVWLPhÿ[iV^ÿjRRQVPÿPWVQÿ+20ÿ ÿ20ÿJ(ÿN2-0/4320/+7ÿ0*ÿ/))4ÿ,-6
)+01ÿ2)8ÿB0823ÿ2+ÿ20*-</)ÿ3/7/53ÿ2-72+/A20/2+ÿ5ÿD3411ÿ.-28ÿ2ÿ7-2+0ÿ,-27-28ÿ02ÿ,-200ÿ0*ÿ
)2.03ÿ2.ÿ*/31-+ÿ<*-ÿ0*ÿ2+33ÿ-2)2+ÿ.2-ÿD34)/2+ÿ/)ÿ0*20ÿ0*ÿ2-72+/A20/2+ÿ/)ÿ2ÿ*4-*k9O4ÿ
ÿ9:J4ÿÿVTÿeWVQÿJ'ÿC4ÿ?04ÿ20ÿ9 ÿN?*/.ÿG4)0/ÿ!25-0)ÿ)020/+7ÿ0*20ÿB<ÿ*2=ÿ-27+/A1ÿ
0*20ÿ0*-ÿ/)ÿl,323ÿ/+ÿ0*ÿH2/+0);ÿ50<+ÿ<*20ÿ0*ÿ)0253/)*8+0ÿ?324)ÿ,-8/0)ÿ2+1ÿ0*ÿI-ÿD-/)ÿ
?324)ÿ28,3)9ÿN/0/+7ÿ2ÿ=4ÿ"2=3ÿ(6ÿm4C4ÿ'9ÿ':ÿN9 6OO4ÿÿ>*/)ÿ240*2-ÿ2-74)ÿ0*20ÿ=+ÿ
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()*+,+-ÿ.2ÿ/ÿ*2)+.,+-ÿ20ÿ.1ÿ22)*.34ÿ5*ÿ6*,4ÿ7)*,48*)9+ÿ.1ÿ21,0ÿ
:)4.,ÿ4.ÿ02*.1ÿ.1ÿ8*,+,83ÿ.1/.ÿ.1ÿ23/)4ÿ;<8*2..04ÿ*3,-,2)4ÿ2=4*>*4ÿ
/-/,+4.ÿ)+?)/3ÿ.*/.@+.3ÿ/+9ÿ4)=7.4ÿ.2ÿ.1ÿ4.*,.4.ÿ4*).,+Aÿ3/B4ÿ.1/.ÿ./*-.ÿ
.1ÿ*3,-,2)4ÿ02*ÿ<48,/3ÿ9,4/=,3,.,43ÿ=/49ÿ2+ÿ.1,*ÿ<*3,-,2)4ÿ4./.)43Cÿ/+9ÿ1ÿ
0)*.1*ÿ+2.9ÿ.1/.ÿ0*2@ÿ.1,4ÿ8*,+,83ÿ.1ÿ22)*.ÿ1/4ÿ2+4,4.+.3Aÿ139ÿ;9+AD
,+-ÿ/ÿ-+*/33Aÿ/>/,3/=3ÿ=+0,.ÿ4233Aÿ2+ÿ/2)+.ÿ20ÿ*3,-,2)4ÿ,9+.,.Aÿ,@D
8244ÿ/ÿ8+/3.Aÿ2+ÿ.1ÿ0*ÿ6*,4ÿ209ÿE*63,-,2+ÿ.1/.ÿ/+ÿ=ÿ7)4.,0,9ÿ2+3Aÿ=Aÿ/ÿ
4./.ÿ,+.*4.ÿ<20ÿ.1ÿ1,-14.ÿ2*9*43C ÿÿ(1ÿ21,0ÿ:)4.,ÿ/*0)33Aÿ9,4.,+D
-),419ÿ.1ÿ22)*.34ÿ1239,+-4ÿ*7.,+-ÿ5*ÿ69*EI,4ÿ1/33+-4ÿ.2ÿ3/B4ÿ.1/.ÿ
/*ÿ+).*/3ÿ/+9ÿ-+*/33Aÿ/883,/=3ÿ)+9*ÿFGH ÿÿ%883A,+-ÿ.14ÿ8*,+,834ÿ
.2ÿ.1ÿ0/.4ÿ8*4+.9ÿ.1ÿ21,0ÿ:)4.,34ÿ/+/3A4,4ÿ@/9ÿ3/*ÿ.1/.ÿB1*ÿ.1ÿ
J./.ÿ2+9,.,2+4ÿ.1ÿ=+0,.4ÿ20ÿ/ÿ8)=3,ÿ8*2-*/@ÿ02*ÿB1,1ÿ.1ÿ*3,-,2)4ÿ*D
,8,+.ÿ,4ÿ2.1*B,4ÿ0)33Aÿ?)/3,0,9ÿ2+ÿ.1ÿ*,8,+.34ÿB,33,+-+44ÿ.2ÿ4)**+9*ÿ
,.4ÿ*3,-,2)43Aÿ,@8339ÿ4./.)4ÿ4)1ÿ4./.ÿ/.,2+ÿ;8)+,4104ÿ.1ÿ0*ÿ6*,4ÿ
20ÿ*3,-,2+9EC7ÿ/+9ÿ;00.,>3Aÿ8+/3,K4ÿ.1ÿ0*ÿ6*,4ÿ20ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ2+4.,.).,2+/3ÿ
3,=*.,44C ÿÿ#+ÿ.1ÿ28,+,2+ÿ20ÿ4>+ÿ:)4.,4ÿ20ÿ.1ÿ22)*.ÿ.1ÿJ./.ÿ20ÿ
ÿ
B1+ÿ.1ÿ;83/Aÿ,+ÿ.1ÿ72,+.4Cÿ*/.,2+/3ÿ,4ÿ/883,9ÿ,+ÿ/ÿ@/++*ÿ2+4,4.+.ÿB,.1ÿ.1ÿLMNOÿ22)*.34ÿ/883,D
/.,2+ÿ.1ÿ5*ÿ6*,4ÿ23/)4ÿ/++2.ÿ=ÿ4/,9ÿ.2ÿ2@83ÿ/+Aÿ02*@ÿ20ÿ/.,2+ÿ*/.1*ÿ,.ÿ,4ÿ/ÿ+-/.,>ÿ
*4.*,.,2+ÿ2+ÿ/.,2+4ÿÿFÿ9,4)44,2+ÿPQMÿJ.,2+ÿ14%4ÿ
ÿ9E64ÿÿQRÿSTQMÿU'ÿJ4ÿ2.4ÿ/.ÿ9 ÿV?)2.,+-ÿ))@,ÿW/=3)ÿ%Aÿ#+4ÿ>4ÿ2,.Aÿ20ÿX,/3/1ÿIEÿ
Y4J4ÿI9 ÿIUUÿI69ÿV UZ[ÿ\"/+,3ÿ>4ÿ/.Aÿ6UIÿY4J4ÿ7Eÿ79EÿV 'EZÿV/3.*/.,2+ÿ,+ÿ2*,-,+/3ZZ4ÿÿ(1ÿ
22)*.ÿ/+2B39-9ÿ9,4,2+4ÿ,+ÿ]Q^ÿ/+9ÿ_`MNÿ/4ÿ6/@834ÿ20ÿ8*,2*ÿ9,4,2+4ÿ,+ÿB1,1ÿ.1ÿ
22)*.ÿ139ÿ.1/.ÿ8+/3,K,+-ÿ*3,-,2)4ÿ4./.)4ÿB/4ÿ9@9ÿ)+2+4.,.).,2+/34ÿÿFÿQRÿSTQMÿU'ÿJ4ÿ
2.4ÿ/.ÿ9 a94ÿÿ5*2@ÿ]Q^ÿ.1ÿ21,0ÿ:)4.,ÿ+2.9ÿ:)4.,ÿW3/34ÿ/44*.,2+ÿ.1/.ÿÿ
/ÿJ./.ÿ;/++2.ÿ1/@8*ÿ,.4ÿ,.,K+4ÿ,+ÿ.1ÿ0*ÿ6*,4ÿ20ÿ.1,*ÿ2B+ÿ*3,-,2+4ÿÿ22+4?)+.3Aÿ
,.ÿ/++2.ÿ63)9ÿ,+9,>,9)/3ÿ2/.123,4ÿ).1*/+4ÿ\21/@@9/+4ÿW/8.,4.4ÿ:B4ÿ\.1D
29,4.4ÿ$2+D=3,>*4ÿ*4=A.*,/+4ÿ2*ÿ.1ÿ@@=*4ÿ20ÿ/+Aÿ2.1*ÿ0/,.1ÿbMT^ÿPÿQÿ
PMÿQÿNMcÿPÿÿ0*2@ÿ*,>,+-ÿ.1ÿ=+0,.4ÿ20ÿ8)=3,ÿB30/*ÿ3-,43/.,2+4Cÿ
deHÿ/.ÿ99ÿV?)2.,+-ÿ>*42+ÿ>4ÿW94ÿ20ÿ9)4ÿUUÿY4J4ÿ ÿ7ÿV 6'ZZ4ÿÿ5*2@ÿ_`MNÿ.1ÿ21,0ÿ
:)4.,ÿ+2.9ÿ21,0ÿ:)4.,ÿW)*-*34ÿ/44*.,2+ÿ.1/.ÿ.1ÿ3/Bÿ/.ÿ,44)ÿ;9,4*,@,+/.9ÿ/-/,+4.ÿ\"/+,3ÿ
=Aÿ9+A,+-ÿ1,@ÿ/ÿ=+0,.ÿ4233Aÿ=/)4ÿ20ÿ1,4ÿ<^MT^ÿ/4ÿ/ÿ;@,+,4.*C3Cÿ/+9ÿ.1)4ÿ.1ÿ3/Bÿ;00.,>3Aÿ
8+/3,K09ÿ.1ÿ0*ÿ6*,4ÿ20ÿ0\"/+,334ÿ2+4.,.).,2+/3ÿ3,=*.,44CÿÿdeHÿV?)2.,+-ÿ_`MNÿ6UIÿ
Y4J4ÿ/.ÿ797a9'ZÿV42+9ÿ/3.*/.,2+ÿ,+ÿ2*,-,+/3Z4ÿ
ÿ9EI4ÿÿQRÿSTQMÿU'ÿJ4ÿ2.4ÿ/.ÿ99a94ÿÿ(1ÿ21,0ÿ:)4.,ÿ48,0,/33Aÿ82,+.9ÿ.2ÿ.1ÿ22)*.34ÿ
9,4,2+4ÿ,+ÿSRfÿ]HÿgQh^ÿdeMÿiGQRÿjQ]ÿk^^lÿ6EIÿY4J4ÿ6U ÿ66ÿV EEZ[ÿGlÿ
`]Hÿ]HÿFGÿ66ÿY4J4ÿE'9ÿE''ÿV Z[ÿ/+9ÿSTcTGÿIEÿY4J4ÿ/.ÿIU94ÿÿQRÿSTQMÿU'ÿJ4ÿ2.Hÿ/.ÿ
994ÿÿ(1ÿ21,0ÿ:)4.,ÿ9,4.,+-),419ÿSRfÿ/ÿ5*ÿ6*,4ÿ23/)4ÿ1/33+-ÿ.2ÿ-2>*+@+.ÿ.,@=*ÿ
1/*>4.,+-ÿ/+9ÿ*2/9ÿ2+4.*).,2+ÿ2+ÿ/ÿ.*/.ÿ20ÿ3/+9ÿ.1/.ÿ2=4.*).9ÿ.1ÿ*3,-,2)4ÿ8*/.,ÿ20ÿ4>*/3ÿ
$/.,>ÿ%@*,/+ÿ(*,=4ÿ2+ÿ.1ÿ-*2)+9ÿ.1/.ÿ;.1ÿm2>*+@+.ÿ/.,2+ÿ9,9ÿ+2.ÿ<8+/3,Kÿ*3,-,2)4ÿ/.,>,.Aÿ
=Aÿ9+A,+-ÿ/+Aÿ8*42+ÿ/+ÿ?)/3ÿ41/*ÿ20ÿ.1ÿ*,-1.4ÿ=+0,.4ÿ/+9ÿ8*,>,3-4ÿ+72A9ÿ=Aÿ2.1*ÿ,.,K+443Cÿÿ
deHÿV?)2.,+-ÿSRfÿ6EIÿY4J4ÿ/.ÿ66Z4ÿ
ÿ9E7HÿÿQRÿSTQMÿU'ÿJ4ÿ2.4ÿ/.ÿ999ÿV?)2.,+-ÿ_`MNÿ6UIÿY4J4ÿ/.ÿ797Z4ÿÿ
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()**2+,)-*ÿ.23)/ÿ02,1ÿ2,)3)4/ÿ+45,63ÿ42ÿ76ÿ6ÿ52)ÿ42ÿ)45,ÿ8.6,4))9
.64ÿ)93?ÿ'63ÿ245,:)*ÿ6;6)36<3ÿ<30)4ÿ.,2=,67ÿ2,ÿ,76)3ÿ6ÿ,3)=)2+*ÿ)3*4)4+9
4)234> ÿÿ25ÿ@2+,4ÿ233+11ÿ4564ÿ8*+5ÿ6ÿ.23)/ÿ)7.2**ÿ6ÿ.39?6?34/ÿ23ÿ45ÿ
0,ÿA,)*ÿ20ÿ,3)=)23ÿ4564ÿ4,)==,*ÿ45ÿ72*4ÿA64)3=ÿ*,+4)3/4> ÿ
#14ÿ#(%@2BC#D$#E#@%$@ ÿ
#3ÿ45ÿ:6ÿ20ÿ45ÿ@2+,4-*ÿ9 6ÿ1)*)23ÿ)3ÿFGÿ45ÿ32:,ÿ2+,4*ÿ56;ÿ
1;32.1ÿ2303)4)3=ÿ)34,.,464)23*ÿ631ÿ6..3)64)23*ÿ20ÿ:545,ÿ45ÿ@2+,4-*ÿ
5231)3=ÿ)3ÿFGÿ.,7)4*ÿ*464*ÿ42ÿA3+1ÿ,3)=)2+*ÿ2,=63)H64)23*ÿ0,27ÿ=39
,633/ÿ6;6)36<3ÿ*+36,ÿ6)1ÿ.,2=,67*49?ÿÿ#3ÿ*27ÿ)3*463*ÿ2+,4*ÿ56;ÿA9
.6311ÿ45ÿ5231)3=ÿ)3ÿFGÿ42ÿ6332:ÿ02,ÿ45ÿA3+*)23ÿ20ÿ,3)=)2+*ÿ)3*4)4+4)23*ÿ
0,27ÿ245,:)*ÿ=3,633/ÿ6;6)36<3ÿ=2;,3734ÿ6)1ÿ.,2=,67*ÿ;3ÿ:5,ÿ45ÿ
*464-*ÿ)34,*4ÿ)*ÿ324ÿ3)7)41ÿ42ÿ**34)633/ÿ,3)=)2+*ÿ316;2,*49 ÿI45,ÿ2+,4*ÿ
56;ÿ3)7)41ÿFG-*ÿ5231)3=ÿ42ÿ45ÿ,3)=)2+*ÿ4,69)3)3=ÿ20ÿ7)3)*4,*ÿ:5,ÿ*464*ÿ
56;ÿ6ÿ.6,4)+36,ÿ5)*42,)63ÿ)34,*4ÿ2,ÿ23,34 ÿÿJ2:;,ÿ45ÿ@2+,4-*ÿ9 'ÿ
ÿ
ÿ9?'4ÿKLMÿ64ÿ99N994ÿ
ÿ9??4ÿÿKLMÿO)4)3=ÿFPGPQÿR?ÿS4C4ÿ64ÿR67T4ÿ
ÿ9?4ÿUQVWÿ1)*+**)23ÿXWVÿ324ÿ9 ÿO1)*+**)3=ÿ+3)44ÿÿWY4ÿ+3)44ÿ;4ÿ(6)3ÿ".-4ÿ20ÿ1+4ÿ
Z?7ÿE4Z1ÿZ66ÿO*4ÿ@),4ÿ9 6Tÿ631ÿ45ÿ@2+,4-*ÿ,3)63ÿ23ÿ6ÿ<,261ÿ)34,.,464)23ÿ20ÿFGTÿ[ÿ1)*9
+**)23ÿXWVÿ324ÿ9 ÿO1)*+**)3=ÿ@2324ÿ@5,)*4)63ÿS3);4ÿ;4ÿ&6;,ÿRZ6ÿE4Z1ÿ96RÿO 45ÿ@),4ÿ9 ?Tÿ
:5,ÿ45ÿ2345ÿ@),+)4ÿ233+11ÿ4564ÿ45ÿC+.,7ÿ@2+,4-*ÿ1)*)23ÿ)3ÿ8FGÿ12*ÿ324ÿ36;ÿ*464*ÿ
+3044,1ÿ1)*,4)23ÿ42ÿA3+1ÿ45ÿ,3)=)2+*ÿ0,27ÿ=3,633/ÿ6;6)36<3ÿ*+36,ÿ<30)4*>ÿO\+24)3=ÿW]
^ÿFPWVÿZ'ÿC4ÿ@44ÿ64ÿ9 TT4ÿ
_ÿ̀MaMÿPYÿZ?7ÿE4Z1ÿ64ÿZ664ÿÿÿI33/ÿ)=54ÿ72345*ÿ604,ÿ45ÿ@2+,4-*ÿ1)*)23ÿ)3ÿFGÿ45ÿ
ÿ9 4ÿÿÿ
E),*4ÿ@),+)4ÿ1)11ÿPY4ÿÿKLMÿÿ25ÿPYÿ@2+,4ÿ,3)1ÿA3+*);3/ÿ23ÿ6ÿ<,261ÿ)34,.,464)23ÿ20ÿFGÿ
42ÿ+.5231ÿ6ÿ*464ÿ4+)4)23ÿ.,2=,67ÿ4564ÿ.6/*ÿ02,ÿ*4+134*ÿ42ÿ64431ÿ.+<3)ÿ2,ÿ.,);64ÿ*+36,ÿ*2316,/ÿ
*5223*ÿ20ÿ45),ÿ52)ÿ<+4ÿ64=2,)633/ÿA3+1*ÿ*46,)63ÿ*5223*ÿ0,27ÿ45ÿ4+)4)23ÿ.6/734ÿ.,2=,674ÿÿ
KLMÿ64ÿZ67N6'4ÿÿ#3ÿ,b4)3=ÿ45ÿ6,=+734ÿ4564ÿFGÿ:6*ÿ3)7)41ÿ42ÿ0+31)3=ÿ45ÿ,3)=)2+*ÿ4,6)3)3=ÿ20ÿ
3,=/ÿ45ÿPYÿ2+,4ÿ6**,41ÿ4564ÿ832ÿ6+452,)4/ÿ4564ÿ*+==*4*ÿ4564ÿ45ÿc,227ÿ02,ÿ.36/ÿ)3ÿ45ÿb2)34*-ÿ
)134)0)1ÿ</ÿ45ÿ0@2+,4ÿ)3ÿFGÿ)*ÿ6..3)6<3ÿ42ÿ,46)3ÿ1+64)23ÿ0+31)3=ÿ1)*)23*ÿ<+4ÿ324ÿ245,*4>ÿÿ
KLMÿ64ÿZRR4ÿÿ!645,ÿ45ÿPYÿ@2+,4ÿA.,**3/ÿ*4641ÿ4564ÿ)4ÿ:6*ÿ)34,.,4)3=ÿFGÿ<,2613/ÿ42ÿ763ÿ45ÿ
02332:)3=8ÿ845ÿ1)*)23ÿ0)3ÿFGÿ,2=3)H1ÿ4564ÿ*464ÿ34)4)*ÿ)3ÿ522*)3=ÿ52:ÿ42ÿ.,2;)1ÿ1+69
4)23ÿ76/ÿ64ÿ+.23ÿ45),ÿ3=)4)764ÿ23,3*ÿ6<2+4ÿA**);ÿ3463=3734ÿ:)45ÿ,3)=)23ÿ;3ÿ452+=5ÿ
45ÿ*46<3)*5734ÿ@36+*ÿ76/ÿ324ÿ,\+),ÿ457ÿ42ÿ12ÿ*24>ÿÿKLMÿ64ÿZRR4ÿÿJ2:;,ÿ45)*ÿ<,261ÿ,61)3=ÿ20ÿ
45ÿ@2+,4-*ÿ1)*)23ÿ)3ÿFGÿ<3646343/ÿ)=32,*ÿ45ÿ76b2,)4/-*ÿA.,**ÿ3)7)464)23ÿ4564ÿ45ÿ*464-*ÿ8233/ÿ
)34,*4ÿ64ÿ)**+>ÿ)3ÿFGÿ:6*ÿ8324ÿ0+31)3=ÿ45ÿ,3)=)2+*ÿ4,6)3)3=ÿ20ÿ3,=/4>ÿÿ2ÿ;4ÿ"6;/ÿR6ÿ
S4C4ÿ'9ÿ'99ÿ34RÿO9 6TdÿeÿVYeÿePWVÿ324*ÿ9'6N'Rÿ631ÿ627.63/)3=ÿ4A44ÿ
ÿ9 4ÿÿ25ÿ2345ÿ@),+)4-*ÿ1)*)23ÿ)3ÿ@232,612ÿ@5,)*4)63ÿS3);,*)4/ÿ;4ÿ&6;,ÿRZ6ÿE4Z1ÿ96Rÿ
9RRNR'ÿO 45ÿ@),4ÿ9 ?Tÿ05,)3604,ÿUYWVLÿUWeVÿ233+11ÿ4564ÿ45ÿC+.,7ÿ@2+,4-*ÿ19
)*)23ÿ)3ÿFGÿ12*ÿ324ÿ36;ÿ*464*ÿ+3044,1ÿ1)*,4)23ÿ,=6,1)3=ÿ45ÿA3+*)23ÿ20ÿ,3)=)23ÿ0,27ÿ
=3,633/ÿ6;6)36<3ÿ*+36,ÿ<30)4*4ÿÿUYWVLÿUWeVÿ)3;23;1ÿ6ÿ56333=ÿ42ÿ@232,612-*ÿ4+)4)23ÿ
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)*+*2,ÿ*,ÿ-.ÿ/0-1ÿ2+3ÿ)2453ÿ2,ÿ36ÿ25*3*37ÿ28ÿ+323+ÿ32ÿ934)ÿ:3*;
<*24+ÿ2:<2,*=23*2,+ÿ8:2>ÿ<,:2337ÿ2?2*3253ÿ+432:ÿ2*)ÿ@:2<:2>+ÿ2,)9ÿ+9>;
*,<37ÿ:+3:*3+ÿ36ÿA24:3B+ÿ@:*2:ÿ)*+*2,ÿ*,ÿ/Cÿ32ÿ2ÿ,2::2Dÿ:2)*,<4 ÿ
EFÿGHI0JÿK-I1L1Jÿ1MÿNO-PÿEMÿEQ-ÿ2ÿ1MÿR:*,*37ÿ
436:2,ÿ
R6ÿ@:26*5*3*2,ÿ2<2*,+3ÿ),7*,<ÿ2,ÿ236:D*+ÿ3*<*53ÿ:3*<*24+ÿ2:<2,*=2;
3*2,ÿ2ÿ@453*ÿ5,8*3ÿ+2337ÿ2,ÿ36ÿ52+*+ÿ28ÿ*3+ÿ:3*<*24+ÿ62:23:ÿ2+ÿ+3ÿ82:36ÿ
ÿ
2++*+32,ÿ@:2<:2>+ÿD6*6ÿ@:2?*))ÿ>2,7ÿ32ÿ:+*),3ÿ+34),3+ÿD62ÿ62+ÿ32ÿ233,)ÿ@453*ÿ2:ÿ@:*?23ÿ
*,+3*343*2,+ÿ*,ÿ36ÿ+3234ÿÿSMFÿ23ÿ9T ÿ9TU4ÿÿV2D?:ÿ+323ÿ+32343+ÿ934))ÿ8:2>ÿ36ÿ34*3*2,ÿ2++*+32,ÿ
@:2<:2>+ÿ2,7ÿ*,+3*343*2,ÿ3623ÿD2+ÿ)>)ÿW@:?2+*?37ÿ+32:*2,Xÿ57ÿ36ÿA232:2)2ÿA2>>*++*2,ÿ82:ÿ
V*<6:ÿ)423*2,4ÿÿSMFÿ23ÿ9TYT94ÿÿ#,ÿ2,+3:4*,<ÿ36ÿ+32343ÿ36ÿ)*+3:*3ÿ24:3ÿ+3253*+6)ÿ3623ÿA232;
:2)2B+ÿZ32*,ÿ%>,)>,3ÿ@:2?*))ÿ36ÿ52+*+ÿ82:ÿ36ÿ+323432:7ÿ934+*2,ÿ28ÿ*,+3*343*2,+ÿ)>)ÿW@:;
?2+*?37ÿ+32:*2,4Xÿÿ[ÿA2324ÿA6:*+3*2,ÿ\,*?4ÿ?4ÿZ2:ÿ$24ÿ6;?;9T9;]^_;Z$Zÿ9 'ÿ&ÿ
6(( ÿ23ÿ`ÿa"4ÿA2324ÿ]27ÿ(ÿ9 'bÿ-OcMÿ1Mÿ-P1MMÿJ0dÿPFÿA2324ÿA6:*+3*2,ÿ\,*?4ÿ?4ÿ
&2?:ÿTU6ÿe4U)ÿ96Tÿa 36ÿA*:4ÿ9 (bÿa*3*,<ÿAff4ÿAf$^R4ÿ2:34ÿ#gÿhÿ'b4ÿÿR6ÿR,36ÿA*:4*3ÿ5<2,ÿ
*3+ÿ2,237+*+ÿ57ÿ2++:3*,<ÿ3623ÿW36ÿ+3253*+6>,3ÿA324+ÿ@:>*3+ÿ?,62,))ÿ84,)*,<ÿ28ÿ)423*2,i
:3*<*24+ÿ2,)ÿ+432:i36:24<6ÿ+34),3ÿ+6232:+6*@+Xÿ2,)ÿ2,2D3)<*,<ÿ3623ÿW8):23ÿ32Dÿ)2+ÿ,23ÿ
-j0-ÿA232:2)2ÿ32ÿ)*+:*>*,23ÿ2<2*,+3ÿA232:2)2ÿA6:*+3*2,ÿ\,*?:+*37ÿ*,ÿ*3+ÿ84,)*,<ÿ@:2<:2>+4XÿÿkHl
-1Mÿk-J1ÿTU6ÿe4U)ÿ23ÿ9TU4ÿÿe2:ÿ36ÿ24:3ÿ36ÿm4+3*2,ÿ23ÿ62,)ÿD2+ÿD636:ÿ36ÿ+323ÿ>27ÿ
934)ÿ@:?2+*?37ÿ+32:*2,ÿ*,+3*343*2,+ÿ?,ÿD6,ÿ,23ÿ:m4*:)ÿ32ÿ4,):ÿ36ÿ+3253*+6>,3ÿA324+4ÿÿ
SMFÿÿR6ÿkH-1Mÿk-J1ÿ24:3ÿ34:,)ÿ32ÿ/Cÿ2,)ÿ2,2D3)<)ÿ3623ÿ36ÿA24:3B+ÿ)*+*2,ÿD2+ÿ2,ÿ
W9@3**3ÿ:2<,*3*2,Xÿ28ÿ2ÿ+323B+ÿW3<*+323*?ÿ)*+:3*2,Xÿ32ÿ622+ÿW,23ÿ32ÿ84,)ÿ2ÿ)*+3*,3ÿ23<2:7ÿ28ÿ
:3*<*24+ÿ*,+3:43*2,4XÿÿSMFÿ23ÿ9T64ÿÿR6ÿ24:3ÿ2,))ÿ3623ÿ36ÿ524,)+ÿ28ÿ36ÿ623)*,<ÿ*,ÿ/CÿD:ÿ
82:ÿ8:2>ÿ32:ÿ2,)ÿ@:+4>)ÿ3623ÿ36:ÿD:ÿW236:ÿ82:>+ÿ28ÿ+323ÿ)*+*2,+ÿ,23ÿ32ÿ84,)ÿ:3*<*24+ÿ*,;
+3:43*2,ÿ3623ÿD243)ÿ@2++ÿ>4+3:ÿ4,):ÿ36ÿe:ÿ9:*+ÿA324+ÿ572,)ÿ36ÿ3:<7ÿ3:2*,*,<ÿ*,?23?)ÿ
*,ÿ/C4XÿÿSMFÿÿV2D?:ÿ36ÿ24:3ÿ2,34))ÿ3623ÿÿ
036ÿ2@*,*2,ÿ0*,ÿ2ÿ+4<<+3+ÿ?,ÿ*8ÿ*3ÿ)2+ÿ,23ÿ623)ÿ3623ÿ36ÿ^323B+ÿ323*34)ÿ32ÿ)*+;
:*>*,23ÿ2<2*,+3ÿ:3*<*2,ÿ*+ÿ2,8*,)ÿ32ÿ:32*,ÿn6*+32:*ÿ2,)ÿ+45+32,3*23ÿ+323ÿ*,3:+30+Bÿ
2,)ÿ)2+ÿ,23ÿ93,)ÿ32ÿ36ÿD623+23ÿ934+*2,ÿ28ÿ:3*<*24+ÿ*,+3*343*2,+ÿ2,)ÿ36*:ÿ+34),3+ÿ
8:2>ÿ236:D*+ÿ,43:23ÿ2,)ÿ<,:2337ÿ2?2*3253ÿ<2?:,>,3ÿ+4@@2:34ÿ
SMFÿ23ÿ9TTÿam423*,<ÿ/CÿT6ÿ\4^4ÿ23ÿ'9b4ÿÿR6ÿkH-1Mÿk-J1ÿ24:3ÿ:2)ÿ/Cÿ2+ÿ:m4*:*,<ÿ
2,ÿ92>*,23*2,ÿ28ÿ36ÿ5232,ÿ53D,ÿ36ÿ+323B+ÿ*,3:+3ÿD6*6ÿD:ÿ323:253ÿ<*?,ÿ36ÿW>*,2:ÿ
54:),0+Xÿ2,)ÿW>*3):ÿ82:>+ÿ28ÿ)*+82?2:Xÿ*,ÿ@4:+4*3ÿ28ÿW6*+32:*ÿ2,)ÿ+45+32,3*23ÿ+323ÿ*,3:+3+XÿD*36ÿ
W>2o2:ÿ54:),+ÿ2,)ÿ23<2:*23ÿ934+*2,+ÿ8:2>ÿ@453*ÿ5,8*3+Xÿ*,ÿ@4:+4*3ÿ28ÿW3++ÿ32,<;+3253*+6)ÿ
,)+4XÿÿkH-1Mÿk-J1ÿTU6ÿe4U)ÿ23ÿ9TTYT74ÿa*,3:,23ÿm42323*2,ÿ>2:+ÿ2>*33)b4ÿÿ\@2,ÿ:26*,<ÿ
36*+ÿ2,34+*2,ÿ:<2:)*,<ÿ/Cÿ36ÿ24:3ÿ)*+3*,<4*+6)ÿkH-1Mÿk-J1ÿ2,ÿ36ÿ823+ÿ3623ÿ36ÿ+323ÿ
934+*2,ÿ23ÿ*++4ÿW9@:++37ÿ)*+:*>*,230)ÿ1PIÿ:3*<*2,+ÿ2332D*,<ÿ2*)ÿ32ÿn+32:*2,Bÿ543ÿ,23ÿn@:;
?2+*?37ÿ+32:*2,Bÿ*,+3*343*2,+Xÿ2,)ÿ)*)ÿ+2ÿW2,ÿ36ÿ52+*+ÿ28ÿ:*3:*2ÿ3623ÿ,32*30)ÿ*,3:4+*?ÿ<2?:,;
>,323ÿo4)<>,3+ÿ:<2:)*,<ÿ>233:+ÿ28ÿ:3*<*24+ÿ53*8ÿ2,)ÿ@:23*4XÿÿSMFÿ23ÿ9T74ÿ
ÿ994ÿÿ[ÿ)*+4++*2,ÿJ0-1ÿ^3*2,ÿ###4"ÿ2,)ÿ2:3ÿ#1pÿJÿ1HJÿk0-JqÿrH1.I-0MJqÿNO-Pÿ
sHH1-JÿJ0-1ÿ,23ÿ ÿ23ÿUUÿaW-.ÿ/0-1ÿ>2?+ÿ0/Cÿ32D2:)+ÿ36ÿ,2::2D:ÿ:2)*,<Xÿ28ÿ
W036ÿ2+ÿ02+ÿ+@*8*2337ÿ25243ÿ84,)*,<ÿ36ÿ3:2*,*,<ÿ28ÿ3:<74Xb4ÿ
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()ÿ*+ÿ,-ÿ./,0ÿ1223*ÿ342356ÿ724*8294ÿ*+:*ÿ389;36ÿ:<*3ÿ*+ÿ
1223*=4ÿ684829ÿ89ÿ.>49?ÿÿ!298389;ÿ(2*+ÿ+23689;4ÿ84ÿ68<<823*ÿ(2*ÿ.>ÿ
4@89;3)ÿA325864ÿ:9ÿBA*829ÿ<32@ÿ,-ÿ./,0=4ÿ;93:3ÿ323ÿA32+8(C
8*899;ÿ6*+ÿD8*++23689;ÿ2<ÿ:86ÿ29ÿ*+ÿ(:484ÿ2<ÿ*+ÿ38A89*=4ÿ338;8224ÿ+:3:C
*34 ÿÿE2ÿ<:33ÿD8*+89ÿ*+84ÿ.>ÿBA*829ÿ*+ÿ<2332D89;ÿ3@9*4ÿ@24*ÿ(ÿ
@*8ÿFGÿ*+ÿ38A*ÿ2<ÿ:ÿ;2539@9*ÿ(9<8*ÿ@24*ÿ92*ÿ(ÿÿHHÿÿ
,IJ/KÿLIMÿ,ÿK0/KÿF9Gÿ*+ÿ2@A3389;ÿ4*:*ÿ89*34*ÿ@24*ÿ(ÿ<22966ÿ29ÿ
92*ÿ<29689;ÿKK0II-ÿ,IJ/KÿH0N9,PKÿ:96ÿF?Gÿ*+3ÿ@24*ÿ(ÿ92ÿ5869ÿ
2<ÿ0O/Kÿ,ÿKI-ÿ*2D:364ÿ338;8294 ÿÿQ859ÿ*+ÿ3:9;2:;ÿ2<ÿ*+ÿ1223*=4ÿ
684829ÿ89ÿ.>ÿ:96ÿ42(4729*ÿ684829ÿ9897ÿ,-ÿ./,0ÿ*+3ÿ:3ÿ
ÿ42+ÿ8*ÿ84ÿ8@A23*:9*ÿ*+:*ÿ
4*329;ÿ:3;2@9*4ÿ<23ÿ3:689;ÿ.>ÿ9:332D3)4 ÿÿ%4
*+ÿ42Aÿ2<ÿ*+:*ÿBA*829ÿ(ÿ:672:*3)ÿ6<89649'ÿ
ÿ
ÿ9?4ÿÿÿ
22@8ÿR:(32ÿ%)ÿ#94ÿ54ÿ18*)ÿ2<ÿS8:3:+ÿPTÿU4V4ÿP9 ÿP??ÿF ?GÿF8*89;ÿW":983ÿ54ÿ:*)ÿ
6?PÿU4V4ÿ7Tÿ797ÿF 'TGXÿ1:9*D33ÿ54ÿ1299*82*ÿ? ÿU4V4ÿ97ÿ??Y6ÿF 6GXÿ@A=*ÿ"854ÿ54ÿ
V@8*+ÿ66ÿU4V4ÿT'9ÿT'TY'ÿF GGÿFZ0%ÿ3:Dÿ*:3;*89;ÿ338;8224ÿ(38<4ÿ:4ÿ42+ÿ84ÿ953ÿA3@8448(3ÿÿ
8<ÿ*+ÿ2([*ÿ2<ÿ:ÿ3:Dÿ84ÿ*2ÿ89<389;ÿ2A29ÿ23ÿ34*38*ÿA3:*84ÿ(:24ÿ2<ÿ*+83ÿ338;8224ÿ@2*85:*829ÿ*+ÿ
3:Dÿ84ÿ92*ÿ92*3:3Xÿ:96ÿ8*ÿ84ÿ895:386ÿ29344ÿ8*ÿ84ÿ[24*8<86ÿ()ÿ:ÿ2@A3389;ÿ89*34*ÿ:96ÿ84ÿ9:332D3)ÿ*:83236ÿ
*2ÿ:65:9ÿ*+:*ÿ89*34*4\GÿF89*39:3ÿ8*:*8294ÿ2@8**6G4ÿ
ÿ964ÿ]/,K^ÿ_I0-J,/HK^ÿ̀N,OÿaII0,K^ÿK/,0ÿ92*ÿ ÿ:*ÿ??4ÿ
.>ÿP6ÿU4V4ÿ:*ÿ'9PÿFZ#9ÿ4+23*ÿDÿ<896ÿ98*+3ÿ89ÿ*+ÿ+84*23)ÿ23ÿ*B*ÿ2<ÿ%3*83ÿ#ÿbÿ ÿ2<ÿ*+ÿ
ÿ9P4ÿÿÿ
&:4+89;*29ÿ1294*8*2*829ÿ923ÿ89ÿ*+ÿ2A3:*829ÿ2<ÿ*+ÿ32@84ÿV+23:34+8Aÿ32;3:@ÿ:9)*+89;ÿ*+:*ÿ42;C
;4*4ÿ0O/Kÿc0,Hÿ,IJ4ÿÿQ859ÿ*+ÿK,ÿ0HÿK/LK00IÿK0ÿ,Kÿ092*ÿ<29689;ÿ*+ÿA23428*ÿ
2<ÿ652*829:3ÿ6;34ÿDÿ*+3<23ÿ:992*ÿ29326ÿ*+:*ÿ*+ÿ698:3ÿ2<ÿ<29689;ÿ<23ÿ52:*829:3ÿ338;8224ÿ
894*32*829ÿ:329ÿ84ÿ89+39*3)ÿ294*8*2*829:33)ÿ424A*4\GÿF@A+:484ÿ:666G4ÿ
ÿ974ÿÿ]/,K^ÿ_I0-J,/HK^ÿ̀N,OÿaII0,KÿK/,0ÿ92*ÿ ÿ:*ÿ??ÿFZ,-ÿ./,0ÿ@254ÿ
0.>ÿ*2D:364ÿ*+ÿ9:332D3ÿ3:689;\ÿ2<ÿZ:ÿ:4ÿ4A8<8:33)ÿ:(22*ÿ<29689;ÿ*+ÿ*3:8989;ÿ2<ÿ33;)4\GXÿ
ÿdK0>Kÿÿ2ÿK/,0ÿ92*ÿPÿ:*ÿ96'ÿFZ0.>ÿ:9ÿ:483)ÿ(ÿ3:6ÿ@2+ÿ@23ÿ9:332D3)ÿ:96ÿ89ÿ
58Dÿ2<ÿ223ÿ38*884@4ÿ2<ÿ*+ÿ684829ÿDÿ*+89ÿ*+ÿ9:332Dÿ3:689;ÿ84ÿ@2+ÿ*2ÿ(ÿA3<3364\G4ÿ
ÿ9'4ÿÿ"22;3:4ÿ:)2ÿIJ-ÿeI0,KK^ÿÿ_IHJÿMÿfIIJ0^ÿ0HÿgIJ/Kÿ.L,-hÿ
fNHJÿÿ,OKÿL/ÿdKKJÿÿ.L,-ÿ TÿS%!14ÿ4ÿ! 14ÿPPÿ9?Y6ÿF9 6Gÿ0+389:<*3ÿ
dKKJÿÿ.L,-4ÿÿ#*ÿ84ÿ38*8:3ÿ*+:*ÿ*+ÿBA*829ÿ(ÿ6<896ÿ(:24ÿ.>ÿ:96ÿ,-ÿ./,0ÿ
:AA386ÿ68<<389;ÿ4*:96:364ÿ2<ÿ432*89)4ÿÿ]O0,ÿ.>ÿP6ÿU4V4ÿ:*ÿ'9Y?ÿcÿE3898*)ÿ2*+3:9ÿ
1+23+ÿ2<ÿ1232@(8:ÿ#9ÿ54ÿ12@3ÿ?'ÿV4ÿ1*4ÿ9 9ÿ9 Y9ÿF9 'G4ÿÿE+ÿ.>ÿ1223*ÿ2A+36ÿ:ÿ3:Dÿ
*+:*ÿ<:8:33)ÿ68438@89:*6ÿ:;:894*ÿ338;829ÿD8*+22*ÿ@*89;ÿ*+ÿ37283@9*ÿ2<ÿ:ÿ2@A3389;ÿ[24*8<8:C
*8294ÿÿ.>ÿP6ÿU4V4ÿ:*ÿ'9PÿFZE+ÿe0iKÿ,Kÿ89ÿ92*ÿ<29689;ÿ*+ÿA23428*ÿ2<ÿ652*829:3ÿ6;34ÿKÿ
K/LK00Iÿ:96ÿ*+ÿB324829ÿ2<ÿ42+ÿ<29689;ÿA3:4ÿ:ÿ33:*853)ÿ@8923ÿ(2369ÿ29ÿ32@84ÿV+23:34\ÿ
F@A+:484ÿ:666GG4ÿÿj24*8ÿV:38:ÿ:663446ÿ*+ÿ<:8323ÿ*2ÿ:AA3)ÿ4*38*ÿ432*89)ÿ*2ÿ*+ÿ4*:*=4ÿ:*829ÿ89ÿ
+84ÿ68449*8ÿÿ
klmnoÿqrsroÿnstÿsÿusrvwxsyÿzstvtÿ{wuÿruosrvx|ÿuoyv|vwxÿ}v{{ouoxry~ÿÿ{ÿrnsrÿvtÿsyyÿrnoÿwurÿ
uovuotÿvrtÿnwy}vx|ÿvtÿwxrusu~ÿxwrÿwxy~ÿrwÿuoo}oxrÿzrÿrwÿwwxÿtoxtoÿÿ{ÿuoyv|vwtÿ
}vtuvvxsrvwxÿuovuo}ÿwxy~ÿsÿusrvwxsyÿzstvtÿrnoÿuooÿouvtoÿystoÿwy}ÿvwtoÿxwÿ
wxtrusvxrtÿwrnouÿrnsxÿrnwtoÿrnoÿwxtrvrrvwxÿsyuos}~ÿvwtotÿwxÿsyyÿ|wouxoxrÿsrvwxÿÿÿ
Hÿ:*ÿ'?ÿ949ÿFV:38:ÿj4ÿ68449*89;GÿF89*39:3ÿ8*:*8294ÿ2@8**6G4ÿÿ&+3:4ÿ*+ÿ,-ÿ./,0ÿ1223*ÿ
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4ÿ(2)*+*,*2-ÿ%./*-0,ÿ12-2*,*2-*-.ÿ324(-5-,ÿ6-7*,0ÿ2-ÿ
!3*.*280ÿ63*7ÿ
9)ÿ:;ÿ<=:>ÿ128(,ÿ3/(3?ÿ0,ÿ72(,)ÿ,)ÿ(83ÿ,)/,ÿ/ÿ0,/,ÿ/--2,ÿ
2-2*,*2-ÿ/ÿ.-(/33?ÿ/4/*3/+3ÿ.24(-5-,ÿ/*2ÿ@(2.(/5ÿ2-ÿ,)ÿ+/0*0ÿ27ÿ(3*A
.*280ÿ0,/,80ÿ2(ÿ+3*7ÿ/-2ÿ*-ÿ22*-.ÿ02ÿ,)ÿ1)*7ÿB80,*ÿ78(,)(ÿC@28-22ÿ
8@2-ÿ,)ÿ02@ÿ27ÿ2-28,ÿ,)/,ÿ*0ÿ@(2)*+*,2ÿ8-2(ÿ,)ÿ(834ÿÿ#-ÿ:;ÿ<=D
:>ÿ,)ÿE,/,ÿ27ÿF*0028(*ÿ2-,-22ÿ,)/,ÿ*,ÿG/0ÿH5(3?ÿ23*-*-.ÿ,2ÿ9C,'-2ÿ
78-20ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ,)/,ÿ,)ÿE,/,ÿ)/2ÿ-2ÿ2+3*./,*2-ÿ,2ÿ@(24*2ÿ*-ÿ,)ÿ7*(0,ÿ@3/4I ÿÿ%ÿ
2*0*2-ÿ,)ÿE,/,ÿ/(.82ÿ,)/,ÿ2*2ÿ-2,ÿ(*0ÿ,2ÿ,)ÿ343ÿ27ÿ/ÿ@(2)*+*,*2-ÿ2-ÿ,)ÿ
C(*0ÿ27ÿ(3*.*2-ÿ+/80ÿ*,ÿH220ÿ-2,ÿ:Jÿ,)ÿ1)8()ÿ7(25ÿ-./.*-.ÿ
*-ÿ/-?ÿ(3*.*280ÿ2-28,ÿ2(ÿ2,)(G*0ÿC(*0*-.ÿ*,0ÿ(3*.*280ÿ(*9.),0Iÿ/-2ÿ
H220ÿ-2,ÿ5/-*-.7833?ÿ+8(2-ÿ,)ÿ1)8()K0ÿ7(ÿC(*0ÿ(*.),04I ÿ
9)ÿ1)*7ÿB80,*K0ÿ2@*-*2-ÿ(L,2ÿ,)ÿE,/,K0ÿ2-,-,*2-ÿ+?ÿ/-2G3A
2.*-.ÿ,)/,ÿ,)ÿM(ÿC(*0ÿ13/80ÿ220ÿ-2,ÿ2-3?ÿ@(2,,ÿ/./*-0,ÿ,)ÿ(*5*A
-/3*N/,*2-ÿ2(ÿ@(2)*+*,*2-ÿ27ÿ(3*.*280ÿ+3*7ÿ2(ÿ@(/,*ÿ+8,ÿ/302ÿH@(2P,,0ÿ
/./*-0,ÿO*-2*(,ÿ2(*2-ÿ2(ÿ@-/3,*0ÿ2-ÿ,)ÿ7(ÿC(*0ÿ27ÿ(3*.*2-KI ÿ2(ÿ
G)(ÿ(3*.*280ÿ3*+(,?ÿ*0ÿH*-7(*-.2ÿ+?ÿ,)ÿ2-*/3ÿ27ÿ2(ÿ@3/*-.ÿ/ÿ2-2*,*2-ÿ
8@2-ÿ/ÿ+-7*,ÿ2(ÿ@(*4*3.4IP ÿÿM2(ÿ/ÿ5/L2(*,?ÿ27ÿ,)ÿ128(,ÿH9(*-*,?ÿ8,)(/-ÿ
0G/0ÿ-2,ÿ3/*5*-.ÿ/-?ÿ-,*,35-,ÿ,2ÿ/ÿ08+0*2?QIÿ(/,)(ÿ*,ÿG/0ÿ0*5@3?ÿ/ÿ55A
+(ÿ27ÿ,)ÿ2558-*,?ÿ,)/,ÿG/0ÿ/00(,*-.ÿH0,)ÿ(*.),ÿ,2ÿ@/(,**@/,ÿ*-ÿ/ÿ.2P4A9
(-5-,ÿ+-7*,ÿ@(2.(/5ÿG*,)28,ÿ)/4*-.ÿ,2ÿ2*0/42Gÿ*,0ÿ(3*.*280ÿ)/(/,(4I ÿÿ
9)ÿ128(,ÿ2-3822ÿ,)/,ÿ22*280ÿ-/,8(ÿ27ÿ,)ÿE,/,K0ÿ/,*2-ÿG/0ÿH-2,ÿ,)ÿ
ÿ
0,(8ÿ22G-ÿ/ÿ@23*?ÿ,)/,ÿC@(003?ÿ2*0(*5*-/,2ÿ/./*-0,ÿ(3*.*280ÿ-,*,*0ÿ+?ÿ/@@3?*-.ÿ<=R=SK0ÿ0,(*,ÿ
0(8,*-?4ÿÿ9(*-*,?ÿ8,)(/-ÿ1)8()ÿ27ÿ12385+*/ÿ#-4ÿ44ÿ/83?ÿPTÿE4ÿ1,4ÿ9 9ÿ996ÿU9 TVÿUH9)ÿ
E,/,ÿ*-ÿ,)*0ÿ/0ÿC@(003?ÿ(W8*(0ÿ9(*-*,?ÿ8,)(/-ÿ,2ÿ(-28-ÿ*,0ÿ(3*.*280ÿ)/(/,(ÿ*-ÿ2(2(ÿ,2ÿ
@/(,**@/,ÿ*-ÿ/-ÿ2,)(G*0ÿ.-(/33?ÿ/4/*3/+3ÿ@8+3*ÿ+-7*,ÿ@(2.(/5ÿ72(ÿG)*)ÿ*,ÿ*0ÿ7833?ÿW8/3*7*24ÿÿ
X8(ÿ/00ÿ5/ÿ3/(ÿ,)/,ÿ08)ÿ/ÿ2-2*,*2-ÿ*5@200ÿ/ÿ@-/3,?ÿ2-ÿ,)ÿ7(ÿC(*0ÿ27ÿ(3*.*2-ÿ,)/,ÿ580,ÿ
+ÿ08+L,2ÿ,2ÿ,)ÿOSYÿ:Z:=YKÿY:=;4IÿUW82,*-.ÿ<=R=Sÿ['ÿ\4E4ÿ/,ÿ[67VVÿU5@)/0*0ÿ/222V4ÿ
ÿ9'4ÿÿ6(*7ÿ72(ÿ,)ÿ!0@2-2-,ÿ/,ÿ7ÿ9(*-*,?ÿ8,)(/-ÿ1)8()ÿ27ÿ12385+*/ÿ#-4ÿ44ÿ/83?ÿPTÿE4ÿ
1,4ÿ9 9ÿU9 TVÿU$24ÿ[A[TTVÿ9 7ÿ&ÿP[6'664ÿ#-ÿ(/*0*-.ÿ,)*0ÿ@2*-,ÿ,)ÿE,/,ÿ27ÿF*0028(*ÿ/,,5@,2ÿ
,2ÿ2*0,*-.8*0)ÿ*,0ÿ@23*?ÿ7(25ÿH,)ÿ2(2*-/-0ÿ0,(8ÿ22G-ÿ0+?ÿ,)ÿ128(,ÿ*-ÿ<=R=SÿG)*)ÿ28,3/G2ÿ
(*,8/30ÿ-,(/3ÿ,2ÿE/-,(*/4Iÿÿ:;ÿ<=:>ÿPTÿE4ÿ1,4ÿ/,ÿ99P4ÿ
ÿ9 4ÿÿ:;ÿ<=:>ÿPTÿE4ÿ1,4ÿ/,ÿ9994ÿ
ÿP 4ÿÿ]^_ÿUW82,*-.ÿ?-.ÿ44ÿ$G4ÿ#-2*/-ÿ15,(?ÿ(2,,*4ÿ%00K-ÿ6'[ÿ\4E4ÿ6P ÿ6[ÿU ''VV4ÿ
ÿP 4ÿÿ]^_ÿU*,*-.ÿE)(+(,ÿ44ÿ1(-(ÿPT6ÿ\4E4ÿP'ÿ66ÿU 7PVVÿU*-,(-/3ÿW82,/,*2-ÿ5/(0ÿ25*,,2V4ÿÿ
M(25ÿ,)ÿ128(,K0ÿ@(0@,*4ÿ,)ÿH*5@20*,*2-ÿ27ÿ08)ÿ/ÿ2-2*,*2-ÿ8@2-ÿ4-ÿ/ÿ.(/,8*,280ÿ+-7*,ÿ*-A
4*,/+3?ÿ2,(00ÿ2(ÿ2*028(/.00ÿ,)ÿC(*0ÿ27ÿM*(0,ÿ%5-25-,ÿ(*.),04Iÿÿ]^_ÿUW82,*-.ÿ̀:J:ÿPT6ÿ
\4E4ÿ/,ÿ6[VV4ÿÿ
ÿP94ÿÿÿ
:;ÿ<=:>ÿPTÿE4ÿ1,4ÿ/,ÿ9994ÿ
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()*+3ÿ2,ÿ+ÿ-.+)/ÿ01/ÿ.+/2.ÿ/2ÿ.,13+3ÿ/2ÿ+3324ÿ/2ÿ521.2632337ÿ0<<+13ÿ*/ÿ
*3ÿ+ÿ21.26/2ÿ289/ÿ4*/2ÿ313+.ÿ2.-+)*:+/*2)3ÿ,2.ÿ+ÿ-.+)/4; ÿÿ=2ÿ
521./>3ÿ.392)3ÿ/2ÿ?*3321.*>3ÿ+.-18)/3ÿ8+3ÿ3+.ÿ/2+/ÿ)2/ÿ2)37ÿ(23ÿ/2ÿ
@.ÿA.*3ÿ53+13ÿ,2.0*(ÿ21/.*-2/ÿ9.22*0*/*2)ÿ2,ÿ.3*-*213ÿA.*3ÿ01/ÿ*/ÿ
+332ÿ,2.0*(3ÿ*)(*./ÿ2.*2)ÿ+)(ÿ9)+3/*3ÿ/2+/ÿ+ÿ3/+/ÿ+//89/3ÿ/2ÿ+9937ÿ+3ÿ+ÿ
.313/ÿ2,ÿ.3*-*213ÿ3/+/13ÿ2.ÿ03*,4ÿ
52*,ÿB13/*ÿ!20./3ÿ+332ÿA9.33(ÿ/2+/ÿ/2ÿ2)(*/*2)*)-ÿ2,ÿ+*(ÿ2)ÿ.3*C
-*213ÿ03*,ÿ2.ÿ3/+/13ÿ*3ÿ(*3923*/*Dÿ+)(ÿ813/ÿ0ÿ+03)/ÿ0,2.ÿ/2ÿ521./ÿ4*33ÿ
82Dÿ2)ÿ/2ÿ2)3*(.ÿ42/2.ÿ/2ÿ3/+/>3ÿ,1)(*)-ÿ*3ÿ-2*)-ÿ/24+.(3ÿ+)ÿ33)C
/*+337ÿ.3*-*213ÿ)<(6+D2.ÿ2.ÿ42/2.ÿ/2.ÿ*3ÿD*()ÿ2,ÿ+)*813ÿ2.ÿ223/*3*/7ÿ
/24+.(3ÿ.3*-*2)4 ÿÿ=213ÿ42.ÿ+ÿ3/+/ÿ2)(*/*2)3ÿ/2ÿ.*9/ÿ2,ÿ-).+337ÿ
+D+*3+03ÿ313+.ÿ+*(ÿ2)ÿ/2ÿ.*9*)/>3ÿ22*ÿ0/4)ÿ.*D*)-ÿ/2ÿ+*(ÿ2.ÿ
./+*)*)-ÿ/2*.ÿ.3*-*213ÿ03*,3ÿ2.ÿ3/+/13ÿ/2ÿ21./>3ÿ+)+373*3ÿ1)(.ÿEFÿ*3ÿ+/ÿ
+)ÿ)(4ÿ
94ÿ 33)/*+337ÿ!3*-*213ÿ)(+D2.3ÿ
#)ÿ2*3ÿ(*33)/ÿ*)ÿEFÿB13/*ÿG+3*+ÿ+33./(ÿ/2+/ÿ/2ÿ3/+/ÿ+))2/ÿ4*/2C
223(ÿ-).+337ÿ+D+*3+03ÿ0),*/3ÿ32337ÿ2)ÿ/2ÿ0+3*3ÿ2,ÿ.3*-*2)4<Hÿÿ52*,ÿB13C
/*ÿ!2)I1*3/>3ÿ8+J2.*/7ÿ29*)*2)ÿ.392)((ÿ07ÿ31--3/*)-ÿ/2+/ÿK0/.+*)*)-ÿ
3282)ÿ/2ÿ3+(ÿ+ÿ2)-.-+/*2)ÿ*3ÿ+)ÿ33)/*+337ÿ.3*-*213ÿ)(+<D72.;ÿ+)(ÿ/2+/ÿ
K8+J2.*)-ÿ*)ÿ(D2/*2)+3ÿ/2232-7ÿ*3ÿ+*)ÿ/2ÿ+ÿ.3*-*213ÿ+33*)-4; ÿÿ%2.(*)-ÿ
/2ÿ/2ÿ52*,ÿB13/*ÿ</2Lÿ3/+/ÿ2+(ÿK8.37ÿ223)ÿ)2/ÿ/2ÿ,1)(ÿ+ÿ(*3/*)/ÿ+/C
-2.7ÿ2,ÿ*)3/.1/*2); ÿ8+)*)-ÿ/2+/ÿK/2ÿ2)37ÿ*)/.3/ÿ+/ÿ*331ÿ0*)ÿEFÿ4+3ÿ
ÿ
ÿ<<4ÿÿÿ
MNOÿ
MN4ÿÿ=2ÿG/+/ÿ2,ÿ?*3321.*ÿ.3*(ÿ2)ÿEFÿ/2ÿ+.-1ÿ/2+/ÿ/2ÿG/+/>3ÿK2)3/*/1/*2)+3ÿ/.+(*/*2)ÿ2,ÿ
ÿ<64ÿÿÿ
)2/ÿ,1.)*32*)-ÿ/+A9+7.ÿ82)7ÿ(*./37ÿ/2ÿ21.23;ÿ4+3ÿ+*)ÿ/2ÿ/2ÿG/+/ÿ2,ÿ&+32*)-/2)>3ÿ+)/*3/+0C
3*328)/ÿ*)/.3/ÿ*)ÿEF4ÿÿMNOÿ+/ÿ99<4ÿÿP24D.ÿ/2ÿ52*,ÿB13/*ÿ(*3/*)-1*32(ÿEFÿ07ÿ3/+/*)-ÿ/2+/ÿ
/2ÿEFÿ521./ÿK/22ÿ+21)/ÿ2,ÿ&+32*)-/2)>3ÿ+)/*3/+03*328)/ÿ*)/.3/ÿQRÿSTUÿNUVWÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ
/2+/ÿ/2ÿ3223+.32*9ÿ9.2-.+8ÿ(*(ÿ)2/ÿX.I1*.ÿ3/1()/3ÿ/2ÿ2223ÿ0/4)ÿ/2*.ÿ.3*-*213ÿ03*,3ÿ+)(ÿ
.*D*)-ÿ+ÿ-2D.)8)/ÿ0),*/4>;ÿÿMNOÿYI12/*)-ÿ2ÿD4ÿ"+D7ÿH6ÿZ4G4ÿL9ÿL9[9ÿY9 6\\4ÿÿÿ
ÿ<H4ÿÿEFÿH6ÿZ4G4ÿ+/ÿL97[9L4ÿÿ.2+93ÿ/2ÿ3+/ÿB13/*ÿG+3*+ÿ4+3ÿ8+*)-ÿ+)ÿ+.-18)/ÿ/2+/ÿ/2ÿ
521./ÿ4+3ÿ)2/ÿ7/ÿ.+(7ÿ/2ÿ+9/ÿ01/ÿ*)ÿ/2*3ÿ+1/22.>3ÿ29*)*2)ÿ*/ÿ*3ÿ82.ÿ3*37ÿ/2+/ÿ/2ÿ,1)(*)-ÿ33)C
/*+337ÿ.3*-*213ÿ)(+D2.3ÿ3*3ÿ2)ÿ/2ÿ3*(ÿ2,ÿ/2ÿ3*)ÿ0/4)ÿ21.2ÿ+)(ÿ3/+/ÿ/2+/ÿ*3ÿ2)3/*/1/*2)+337ÿ
9.22*0*/(4ÿÿ]ÿNOÿÿ
ÿ<74ÿÿMNOÿ+/ÿL94ÿÿ%3ÿ/2ÿ0+3*3ÿ,2.ÿ/2*3ÿ+33./*2)ÿ52*,ÿB13/*ÿ!2)I1*3/ÿ*/(ÿ/2ÿ(*3/*)/ÿ+99.2+2ÿ
/2ÿ.3*-*2)ÿ+3318(ÿ07ÿ02/2ÿ/2ÿZ)*/(ÿG/+/3ÿ+)(ÿ3/+/ÿ2)3/*/1/*2)3ÿ/2+/ÿ,*)(3ÿ)2ÿ21)/.9+./ÿ*)ÿ2/2.ÿ
+33*)-3ÿ2.ÿ9.2,33*2)34ÿÿMNOÿ
ÿ<L4ÿMNOÿÿ
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()ÿ*(+(,-ÿ./(0-(ÿ./ÿ/2(ÿ12/3./4ÿ()ÿ03.4.22-ÿ(0+././4ÿ21ÿ3045467'ÿÿ8)ÿ
9:ÿ;220(,-ÿ./-.-(/ÿ2<2/ÿ=323./4ÿ2/35ÿ>2+(.2/+3ÿ03.4.22-ÿ./-(02(.2/ÿ
102?ÿ()ÿ-(+(,-ÿ12/3./4ÿ<0240+?ÿ-244-(-ÿ()+(ÿ()ÿ@.())233./4ÿ21ÿ42>0/?/(ÿ
+.3ÿ(2ÿ03.4.22-ÿ./-(.(2(.2/-ÿ?2-(ÿAÿ3.?.(3ÿ(2ÿ./-(+/-ÿ@)0ÿ()ÿ+(.>.(5ÿ.-ÿ
+/ÿ--/(.+335ÿ03.4.22-ÿ7/3+>20ÿ+/ÿ2/30-(+/3./4ÿ()+(ÿ@+-ÿ+11.0?3ÿA5ÿ()ÿ
BCÿ9DBEÿ;220(4 ÿÿ8)ÿ?+F20.(5ÿ2<./.2/ÿ./ÿBCÿ9DBEÿ3.-(./G
42.-)3ÿ9:ÿ2/ÿ()ÿ4022/3-ÿ()+(ÿ()ÿ-(23/(ÿ./ÿ9:ÿH@+-ÿ/2(ÿ3/.3ÿ+ÿ
-)23+0-).<ÿA+2-ÿ21ÿ@)2ÿ)ÿIEJÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ0A2(ÿA+2-ÿ21ÿ@)+(ÿ)ÿ<02<2-3ÿÿ
KL2-ÿ()ÿ12/3-ÿ(2ÿ<0<+0ÿ120ÿ()ÿ?./.-(056ÿ@)0+-ÿH780./.(5ÿ2()0+/ÿ@+-ÿ
3/.3ÿ+ÿ40+/(ÿ-.?<35ÿA+2-ÿ21ÿ@)+(ÿ.(ÿ.-L+ÿ)20)46 ÿÿ8)2-ÿ3.-(./42.-)G
./4ÿA(@/ÿ+ÿ-(+(ÿ@.())233./4ÿ4/0+335ÿ+>+.3+A3ÿ-23+0ÿ+.3ÿ()+(ÿ?+5ÿAÿ
2-3ÿ120ÿ--/(.+335ÿ03.4.22-ÿ/3+>20-ÿ20ÿ@.())233./4ÿ-2)ÿ+.3ÿA+2-ÿ21ÿ
()ÿ03.4.22-ÿJEDJÿ21ÿ()ÿ0.<./(ÿ.-ÿ+ÿ0.(.+3ÿ3(0?./+(.2/ÿ(2ÿAÿ?+3ÿA5ÿ
()ÿ220(47 ÿ
ÿ

ÿ7'4ÿÿÿ
MKNÿ+(ÿO99ÿ/4P4ÿÿ8)ÿ;).1ÿQ2-(.ÿ/2(3ÿ()+(ÿH+035ÿ-(+(ÿ2/-(.(2(.2/-ÿ-+@ÿ/2ÿ<02A3?ÿ./ÿ=G
<3..(35ÿ=323./4ÿRCÿ()ÿ?./.-(05ÿ102?ÿ0.>./4ÿ-(+(ÿ3233+0-6ÿ@).)ÿH0./12003ÿ0()ÿ;220(,-ÿ
2/32-.2/ÿ()+(ÿ03.4.22-ÿ./-(02(.2/ÿ.-ÿ21ÿ+ÿ3.110/(ÿ.346ÿÿMKNÿ+(ÿO74ÿ
SÿBCÿ9DBEÿ7Oÿ*4ÿ;(4ÿ+(ÿ9974ÿÿ#/ÿ0-<2/-ÿ(2ÿ()ÿ*(+(ÿ21ÿT.--220.,-ÿ+042?/(ÿ()+(ÿ
ÿ7 4ÿÿÿ
()ÿ;220(,-ÿ3.-.2/ÿ./ÿ9:ÿ2/(02333ÿ()ÿ+-ÿ+(ÿ)+/3ÿ;).1ÿQ2-(.ÿ!2A0(-ÿ3.-(./42.-)3ÿ()ÿH<02G
40+?ÿ(2ÿ2-ÿ0533ÿ(.0-ÿ(2ÿ0-201+ÿ<3+54022/3-6ÿ+(ÿ.--2ÿ./ÿBCÿ9DBEÿ7Oÿ*4ÿ;(4ÿ+(ÿ9 7ÿ
102?ÿ()ÿH--/(.+335ÿ03.4.22-ÿ/3+>20ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ+./ÿ(2ÿ+ÿ03.4.22-ÿ+33./4ÿ+-ÿ@33ÿ+-ÿ+/ÿ++3?.ÿ<20-2.(6ÿ
+(ÿ.--2ÿ./ÿ9:ÿP6ÿU4*4ÿ+(ÿO94ÿ
SÿBCÿ9DBEÿ7Oÿ*4ÿ;(4ÿ+(ÿ9974ÿ
ÿ7 4ÿÿÿ
ÿ7 4ÿÿMKNÿÿ%(.>.(.-ÿ()+(ÿ+0ÿ--/(.+335ÿ20ÿ./)0/(35ÿ03.4.22-ÿ?+5ÿAÿ31./3ÿ+-ÿ+(.2/-ÿ(+/ÿ<20G
-2+/(ÿ(2ÿ03.4.22-ÿA3.1ÿ-2)ÿ+-ÿ()ÿ<20-2.(ÿ21ÿ()ÿ3>2(.2/+3ÿ()23245ÿ340ÿ+(ÿ.--2ÿ./ÿ9:4ÿÿSÿ
TV2@+/ÿ>4ÿT+053+/3ÿ777ÿU4*4ÿ69 ÿ67PW77ÿX 7YÿXZ0+/120(0ÿQ4ÿ2/200./4ÿ./ÿ()ÿF234?/(Yÿ
XH8)ÿ-(+A3.-)?/(ÿ;3+2-ÿ@.()30@ÿ102?ÿ()ÿ-<)0ÿ21ÿ34.(.?+(ÿ34.-3+(.>ÿ2/0/ÿ+/3ÿ2?<G
(/ÿ+ÿ-<.1.ÿA2(ÿ2?<0)/-.>ÿ+0+ÿ21ÿ)2?+/ÿ2/32(8ÿ?+/,-ÿA3.1ÿ20ÿ3.-A3.1ÿ./ÿ()ÿ>0.(5ÿ21ÿ
-2?ÿ(0+/-/3/(+3ÿ.3+ÿ+/3ÿ?+/,-ÿ=<0--.2/ÿ./ÿ+(.2/ÿ21ÿ()+(ÿA3.1ÿ20ÿ3.-A3.14ÿÿ;2/40--ÿ?+5ÿ/2(ÿ
?+ÿ()-ÿ?+((0-ÿ+-ÿ-2)ÿ()ÿ-2AF(ÿ21ÿ34.-3+(.2/ÿ/20ÿ/2@ÿ?+/5ÿ+/5ÿ34.-3+(20ÿ./ÿ().-ÿ22/G
(0546Y4ÿÿU/30-(+/3+A35ÿ@)0ÿ()ÿ-23+0ÿ+.3ÿ.-ÿA./4ÿ2-3ÿ120ÿ--/(.+335ÿ03.4.22-ÿ/3+>20-ÿ()ÿ
0-(0+./(-ÿ21ÿ()ÿ-(+A3.-)?/(ÿ;3+2-ÿ+0ÿ.?<3.+(34ÿÿS[ÿN\Nÿ?2/ÿ>4ÿ]20(^?+/ÿ67ÿU4*4ÿ79ÿ
7POWP'ÿX OYÿX_0//+/ÿQ4ÿ2/200./4YÿX+--0(./4ÿ()+(ÿ+ÿH2??2/ÿ./403./(6ÿ21ÿ()ÿ9`ÿ(-(ÿ.-ÿ
H@)()0ÿ()ÿ-(+(2(-ÿ./>23>ÿ42>0/?/(ÿ./ÿ()ÿa--/(.+335ÿ03.4.22-ÿ+(.>.(.-,ÿa21ÿ03.4.22-ÿ./-(.(2G
(.2/-6Ybÿ;/(0+3ÿ_2+03ÿ21ÿ324ÿ>4ÿ%33/ÿ79ÿU4*4ÿ977ÿ96ÿX 7'YÿXc+03+/ÿQ4ÿ2/200./4YÿX-(+(./4ÿ
()+(ÿ-(+A3.-)?/(ÿ;3+2-ÿ2/-(0+./(-ÿ+0ÿ/2(ÿ=33ÿH@)0ÿ()ÿ2/(-(3ÿ42>0/?/(+3ÿ+(.>.(5ÿ.-ÿ
+323+(3ÿ(2ÿ+).>ÿ/2/03.4.22-ÿ<20<2--ÿ2()0@.-ÿ@.()./ÿ()ÿ2?<(/ÿ21ÿ()ÿ*(+(ÿ+/3ÿ@)0ÿ
()ÿ+(.>.(5ÿ32-ÿ/2(ÿ./>23>ÿ()ÿ*(+(ÿa-2ÿ-.4/.1.+/(35ÿ+/3ÿ3.0(35ÿ./ÿ()ÿ0+3?ÿ21ÿ()ÿ-(+0.+/,6Y4ÿÿ
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(4ÿ)ÿ2*ÿ+2,-.3.-/ÿ021)23,ÿ!3.4.25ÿ
06ÿ78ÿ92:2-ÿ)5213343ÿ-6)-ÿ)ÿ,-)-ÿ;)/ÿ6)<ÿ)ÿ34.-.;)-ÿ.5-2,-ÿ
.5ÿ1.-66233.54ÿ*:53.54ÿ-6)-ÿ;)/ÿ=ÿ:,3ÿ*22ÿ<2)-.25)3ÿ23.4.2:,ÿ.5,-2:-.25ÿ
)53ÿ*:2-62ÿ-6()-9ÿ,:6ÿ)5ÿ.5-2,-ÿ.,ÿ52-ÿ.53.)-.<ÿ2*ÿ62,-.3.-/ÿ22ÿ)5.;:,ÿ-2>
1)23,ÿ23.4.254 ÿÿ06ÿ92:2-ÿ*:2-62ÿ;?6),.@3ÿ-6)-ÿ-6ÿ,-)-A,ÿ),,2-3ÿ)5-.>
,-)=3.,6;5-ÿ.5-2,-ÿ.5ÿ35/.54ÿ*:53.54ÿ-2ÿ,-:35-,ÿ162ÿ;)/ÿ:,ÿ-6)-ÿ*:53>
.54ÿ-2ÿ-2).5ÿ*22ÿ23.4.2:,ÿ;.5.,-2/ÿ1),ÿ133ÿ,-)=3.,63ÿ.5ÿ-6ÿ,-)-A,ÿ6.,-22/ÿ
)53ÿ52-6.54ÿ25ÿ-6ÿ*)ÿ2*ÿ&),6.5(4(-25A,ÿ,-)-ÿ25,-.-:-.25)3ÿ?22<.,.25ÿ,:4>
4,-3ÿ)5ÿ)5.;:,ÿ-21)23,ÿ23.4.254 ÿÿ!)-62ÿ-6ÿ92:2-ÿ52-3ÿ<.35ÿ-2ÿ-6ÿ
25-2)2/ÿ253:3.54ÿ-6)-ÿ&),6.54-25A,ÿ,623)2,6.?ÿ?2242);ÿ-22ÿ,.45.*.)5-ÿ
,-?,ÿ-2ÿ.53:3ÿ23.4.25ÿ.5ÿ.-,ÿ=5*.-,ÿ=/ÿB?2;.-0-.54ÿ,-:35-,ÿ-2ÿ)--53ÿ?2>
<),.<3/ÿ23.4.2:,ÿ,6223,Cÿ)53ÿ)3321.54ÿ,-:35-,ÿB-2ÿ-)ÿ3<(26-.25)3ÿ-62324/ÿ
2:2,,Cÿ,2ÿ3254ÿ),ÿ-6/ÿ)2ÿ52-ÿ?:2,:.54ÿ)ÿ-62324/ÿ3424 ÿÿ062*22ÿ.5ÿ
.5,-)5,ÿ162ÿ-62ÿ.,ÿ<.35ÿ2*ÿ62,-.3.-/ÿ-21)23,ÿ23.4.25D?)2-.:3)23/ÿ
162ÿ-6ÿE3).5ÿ%;53;5-ÿ6.,-22/ÿ.,ÿ255-3ÿ-2ÿ-6ÿ,-)-ÿ25,-.-:-.25)3ÿ
?22<.,.25ÿ)-ÿ.,,:D-6ÿ1.-66233.54ÿ2*ÿ452)33/ÿ)<).3)=3ÿ,:3)2ÿ).3ÿ-2ÿ23.>
4.2:,ÿ.5,-.-:-.25,ÿ1.33ÿ3.3/ÿ<.23)-ÿ-6ÿ23.4.2:,ÿ3.=2-.,ÿ4:)2)5-3ÿ=/ÿ-6ÿ
F.2,-ÿ%;53;5-4ÿ
14ÿ%$%GH#Hÿ
06ÿ92:2-A,ÿ25-.5:3ÿB?3)/ÿ.5ÿ-6ÿI2.5-,Cÿ)??22)6ÿ-2ÿ-6ÿ2;?3Jÿ23)>
-.25,6.?ÿ=-15ÿ-6ÿ,-)=3.,6;5-ÿ93):,ÿ)53ÿ-6ÿF2ÿJ2.,ÿ93):,ÿ6),ÿ
2,:3-3ÿ.5ÿ-6ÿ92:2-ÿ=,-21.54ÿ:?25ÿ-6ÿ,-)-(,Kÿ)ÿ3)24ÿ);2:5-ÿ2*ÿ3.,2-.25ÿ
.5ÿ621ÿ-2ÿ32)1ÿ-6ÿ3.5ÿ=-15ÿ-62,ÿI2.5-,4 ÿÿ#533ÿ,2;ÿ,623)2,ÿ6)<ÿ
-2)-3ÿ78ÿ),ÿB)223.54ÿ42)-2ÿ222;ÿ*22ÿ,-)-ÿ3.,2-.25ÿ.5ÿ622,.54ÿ-2ÿ
ÿ

ÿ(9Lÿÿÿ
78ÿK6ÿM4H4ÿ)-ÿN994ÿÿ#5ÿ78ÿ-6ÿ92:2-ÿ2:33ÿ52-ÿ253:3ÿ-6)-ÿB-6ÿ35.)3ÿ2*ÿ*:53.54ÿ*22ÿ
<2)-.25)3ÿ23.4.2:,ÿ.5,-2:-.25ÿ)325ÿ.,ÿ.5625-3/ÿ25,-.-:-.25)33/ÿ,:,?-Cÿ=):,ÿ2*ÿB-6ÿ6.,-22.ÿ
)53ÿ,:=,-)5-.)3ÿ,-)-ÿ.5-2,-ÿ)-ÿ.,,:4CÿÿOPLÿ)-ÿN9K4ÿ
ÿ((4ÿÿÿ
OPLÿ)-ÿN99Q9K4ÿÿ#5ÿ-6ÿ92:2-A,ÿ<.1ÿ-6ÿ,-)-ÿ25,-.-:-.25)3ÿ?22<.,.25ÿ)-ÿ.,,:ÿ1),ÿ52-ÿ)ÿE3).5ÿ
%;53;5-ÿ=):,ÿB05.-62ÿ")</ÿ522ÿRSÿ6)<ÿ,-)=3.,63ÿ)ÿ23.=3ÿ255-.25ÿ=-15ÿ-6ÿ
E3).5ÿ%;53;5-ÿ)53ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ-6ÿ23<)5-ÿ25,-.-:-.25)3ÿ?22<.,.25Cÿ3)<.54ÿ-6ÿ92:2-ÿ-2ÿ253:3ÿ-6)-ÿ
B-6ÿE3).5ÿ%;53;5-T,ÿ6.,-22/ÿ01),ÿ,.;?3/ÿ52-ÿ=*22ÿ0-6ÿ92:2-4CÿÿOPLÿ)-ÿN9(ÿ54N4ÿ
ÿ(64ÿOPLÿ)-ÿN96Q9K4ÿ
ÿ(K4ÿÿUÿÿVWR8Wÿÿ2ÿWXYRÿ52-ÿKÿ)-ÿ96KÿZ),,2-.54ÿ-6)-ÿB-6ÿ92:2-A,ÿ2:3.54ÿ0.5ÿ78ÿ
:3-.;)-3/ÿ2,-,ÿ25ÿ4.<.54ÿ-6ÿ,-)-,ÿ1.3ÿ3.,2-.25ÿ.5ÿ;).54ÿ?23./ÿ-21)23ÿ23.4.25C[\ÿWÿR]Wÿ
^_+$H_$ÿWXYRÿ52-ÿ7 ÿ)-ÿ7'QN9ÿZ3.,:,,.54ÿ-6ÿB?3)/ÿ.5ÿ-6ÿI2.5-,Cÿ?2.5.?3ÿ)53ÿ.-,ÿ)??3.)-.25[4ÿ
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(3)*ÿ+3,-,2).ÿ/+2-+01.4237ÿÿ456+ÿ.6230+.ÿ607ÿ.)--.5*ÿ5605ÿ03562)-6ÿ
89ÿ.1.ÿ3,1,5*ÿ52ÿ56ÿ5+03,:@,:-ÿ2;ÿ3+-<ÿ2:ÿ,5.ÿ;0ÿ56,.ÿ3,1,505,2:ÿ=10<ÿ
>33ÿ5)+:ÿ2)5ÿ52ÿ?ÿ,33).2+<42 ÿÿ&6,3ÿ.5,33ÿ256+ÿ.6230+.ÿ607ÿ0+-)*ÿ5605ÿ
89ÿ=2:.5+,5*ÿ56ÿ+06ÿ2;ÿ56ÿ:)5+03,5<ÿ/+,:,/32ÿ.)6ÿ5605ÿ=-27+:A
1:5ÿ./:*,:-ÿ/+2-+031.
ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ>,33ÿ:25ÿ?ÿ+B),+*ÿ52ÿ0*6+ÿ52ÿ.50:*0+*.ÿ2;ÿ
'
7,>/2,:5ÿ:)5+03,5<2 ÿ7:ÿ-2,:-ÿ.2ÿ;0+ÿ0.ÿ52ÿ2:3)*3ÿ5605ÿ=5+05,:-ÿ+3,A
-,2:ÿB)033<ÿ,.ÿ:25ÿ+B),+*ÿ?<ÿ2)+ÿ2:.5,5)5,2:03ÿ2+*+42 ÿÿ%5ÿ56ÿ2+ÿ56,.ÿ
*,.)..,2:ÿ,.ÿ0?2)5ÿ>656+ÿ.505.ÿ607ÿ56ÿ*,.+5,2:ÿ52ÿ*,.+,1,:05ÿ0-0,:.5ÿ
+3,-,2).ÿ2+-0:,C05,2:.ÿ?<ÿ(3)*,:-ÿ561ÿ;+21ÿ-:+033<ÿ070,30?3ÿ.)30+ÿ
-27+:1:5ÿ0,*ÿ/+2-+01.439ÿ
D6ÿE2)+5F.ÿ)++:5ÿ;+01>2+ÿ,.ÿ/+2?3105,ÿ/+,10+,3<ÿ?0).ÿ,5ÿ=+.5.ÿ
2:ÿ0ÿ.+,.ÿ2;ÿ1,.50.ÿ0?2)5ÿ56ÿ:0359)+ÿ0:*ÿ/)+/2.ÿ2;ÿ56ÿ!3,-,2:ÿE30)..2ÿ
>6,6ÿ0+ÿ;)+56+ÿ(/32+*ÿ?32>4 ÿÿG)5ÿ/+05,033<ÿ56,.ÿ;+01>2+ÿ60.ÿ03A
32>*ÿ.505.ÿ52ÿ>,56.50:*ÿ6033:-.ÿ52ÿ.505ÿG30,:ÿ%1:*1:5.ÿ5605ÿ0+ÿ0/A
/3,*ÿ,:ÿ0ÿ*,.+,1,:052+<ÿ10::+4399ÿÿD6).ÿ;2+32.,:-ÿ.505ÿ*,.+5,2:ÿ52ÿ50+A
-5ÿ+3,-,2).ÿ2+-0:,C05,2:.ÿ56+2)-6ÿ56ÿ>,56623*,:-ÿ2;ÿ-:+033<ÿ0//3,0?3ÿ
.)30+ÿ0,*ÿ;,+.5ÿ+B),+.ÿ+?),3*,:-ÿ0ÿ562+5,03ÿ;+01>2+ÿ;+21ÿ0ÿ/+2/+ÿ):A
*+.50:*,:-ÿ2;ÿ56ÿ+305,2:.6,/ÿ?5>:ÿ56ÿ.50?3,.61:5ÿ0:*ÿH+ÿ(+,.ÿ
ÿ
ÿ374ÿÿIÿ!:5ÿE0.ÿÿJKLÿIK9MÿNOÿJPKQRÿ8QOÿSTÿUVKWQMWPXÿIY
QKQZÿ[PTLMÿJPPTMÿ\KSÿIQÿIPQKMÿVKTKQS]ÿE232+0*2ÿE6+,.5,0:ÿ^:,7+.,5<ÿ74ÿ
&07+ÿ99ÿ_%!14ÿ4ÿ! 14ÿ9``ÿ97ÿa9 bÿ06+,:0;5+ÿÿJKLÿIK9MÿNOÿa0+-),:-ÿ5605ÿ
=003562)-6ÿ56ÿ2)521ÿ,:ÿE232+0*2ÿE6+,.5,0:ÿ>0.ÿ56ÿ2++5ÿ2:ÿ56ÿD:56ÿE,+),5ÿ072,**ÿ2:A
;+2:5,:-ÿ56ÿ,1/3,05,2:.ÿ2;ÿ"07<ÿ0:*ÿ,:ÿ*2,:-ÿ.2ÿ.,*.5//*ÿ,1/2+50:5ÿ2:.,*+05,2:.ÿ+-0+*,:-ÿ
(5:*,:-ÿ.505.ÿ-+05+ÿ*,.+5,2:ÿ):*+ÿ56ÿ!3,-,2:ÿE30)..2b4ÿ
ÿ3@4ÿÿcMMTÿÿ8dKXÿMLKQÿ:25ÿ9@ÿ05ÿ'64ÿÿ
ÿ3'4ÿÿJKLÿIK9MÿNOÿMLKQÿ:25ÿ37ÿ05ÿ97ÿa,:5+:03ÿB)2505,2:ÿ21,55*b4ÿ
ÿ3 4ÿe57:ÿf4ÿg+:ÿ2ÿ74ÿ"07<ÿQRÿÿ8SMÿÿhLKQPXÿKXÿ@@ÿD i4ÿ4ÿ! 14ÿ 3ÿ
``ÿa9 6b4ÿ
ÿ394ÿÿIÿRjÿÿg+:ÿ0+-).ÿ0-0,:.5ÿ7:60:**A:)5+03,5<ÿ?0).ÿ,:ÿ6,.ÿ7,>ÿ,5ÿ=,.ÿ,:2:.,.5:5ÿ
>,56ÿ2)+ÿ,7,3ÿ/)?3,ÿ2+*+ÿ5605ÿ/+,7,3-.ÿ.)30+ÿ703).ÿ,:ÿ-27+:1:5ÿ/+2-+01.ÿ27+ÿ21/0+0?3ÿ
+3,-,2).ÿ2:.42ÿÿkRjÿ
ÿ394ÿÿIÿÿcMQ9Mÿÿ2ÿMLKQÿ:25ÿ̀ÿ05ÿ934ÿ
ÿ3994ÿÿIlÿjTjÿi0-ÿ74ÿG2<*ÿ@`ÿe24ÿ3*ÿ@ÿa%304ÿ9 `bmÿE0,:ÿ74ÿ_2+:ÿ99ÿ43*ÿ @'ÿa%+,C4ÿ
9 bÿaÿdQbmÿ$,60).ÿ74ÿ_)//:5603ÿ3 ÿ43*ÿ'3ÿa%+,C4ÿ%//4ÿ9 3bmÿD0(/0<+.ÿ;2+ÿ)?4ÿ*)4ÿ
74ÿ"2)-30.ÿE5<4ÿe64ÿ",.54ÿ3`ÿ43*ÿ67ÿaE2324ÿ9 `bÿSQRQÿKQPPRÿ9 @ÿ&ÿ6`999ÿaE2324ÿ
e/54ÿ'ÿ9 @bmÿiE033ÿ74ÿe255ÿ ÿe24ÿ3*ÿ3`ÿaH304ÿ",.54ÿE54ÿ%//4ÿ9 7bmÿG).6ÿ74ÿ_231.ÿ ÿe24ÿ
9*ÿ39ÿaH304ÿ9 7bmÿg0**<ÿ74ÿg04ÿ"/F5ÿ2;ÿ!7:)ÿ$24ÿ9 6ÿE1ÿ966`3'ÿaH)352:ÿE5<4ÿe)/+4ÿE54ÿ
H?4ÿ̀ÿ9 7bmÿi+*,56ÿ74ÿ:ÿ'6ÿ$449*ÿ93ÿa#:*4ÿ9 3bmÿ"):0:ÿ74ÿ$>ÿ_01/.6,+ÿ 9ÿ%43*ÿ
3ÿa$4_4ÿ9 3bmÿe6>0+5Cÿ74ÿ2/Cÿ3'9ÿ43*ÿ''7ÿa$74ÿ9 7bmÿ43,7+ÿ74ÿ_2;1,.5+ÿ37'ÿ43*ÿ9@ÿ
a4304ÿ9 7b4ÿ
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)3*+,,ÿ*,ÿ-33ÿ*,ÿ*.2-3/01.0ÿ23ÿ145262*.ÿ27ÿ,+8,2*.219ÿ.+26*312:4;9;ÿ
<=ÿ>?@ABCÿDÿEDAÿFEDGHEIJÿKEÿ2ÿDBÿL61.12:ÿ
+236*.ÿKÿKECÿ
4ÿL3ÿ62834ÿ27ÿM3*:ÿ1.ÿ23ÿN21.2,Oÿ
L3ÿ6919*3ÿ27ÿ23ÿM53*:ÿ1.ÿ23ÿP21.2,Oÿ6*212.*3ÿ*,ÿ23ÿ232621*3ÿ76*4Q
-26ÿ726ÿ23ÿ)2+62R,ÿ1.26562*212.ÿ27ÿ23ÿ631012.ÿ3*+,,ÿ1.ÿ23ÿS16,2ÿ%4./Q
4.2ÿ1,ÿ/+812+,ÿ726ÿ2-2ÿ6*,2.,4;96ÿÿL3ÿ716,2ÿ6*,2.ÿ1,ÿ23*2ÿ*2ÿ23ÿ214ÿ27ÿ12,ÿ
*5531*212.ÿ1.ÿTIÿ23ÿM53*:ÿ1.ÿ23ÿP21.2,Oÿ6*212.*3ÿ3*/ÿ.22ÿ8.ÿ*ÿ72+./*Q
212.ÿ726ÿ*.:ÿ/1,12.ÿ8:ÿ23ÿ)2+62ÿ2.ÿ,2*2ÿ*212.ÿ23*2ÿ8.7122/ÿ26ÿ1.2676/ÿ
-123ÿ631012.ÿ1.ÿ296ÿ23162:ÿ:*6,4;9(ÿÿU+2ÿ426ÿ145262*.23:ÿ1.ÿTIÿ23ÿ4*Q
P2612:ÿ*5531/ÿ23ÿM53*:ÿ1.ÿ23ÿP21.2,Oÿ6*212.*3ÿ1.ÿ*ÿ4*..6ÿ23*2ÿ-*,ÿ-3233:ÿ
1.2.,1,2.2ÿ-123ÿ56126ÿ*5531*212.,ÿ*./ÿ1.ÿ/21.0ÿ,2ÿ2.3:ÿ5*621*33:ÿV+22/ÿ23ÿ
KDAWÿ)2+62ÿ,2*21.08ÿM0&ÿ3*9ÿ32.0ÿ,*1/ÿ23*2ÿX236ÿ1,ÿ6224ÿ726ÿ53*:;ÿ917.ÿ23ÿ
P21.2,Rÿ82-.ÿ023ÿ,2*831,34.2ÿ)3*+,ÿ*./ÿS6ÿY61,ÿ)3*+,4O ÿÿZ2ÿ
23ÿKDAWÿ)2+62R,ÿ7+33ÿ*621+3*212.ÿ27ÿ53*:ÿ1.ÿ23ÿP21.2,[23*2ÿM236ÿ1,ÿ6224ÿ726ÿ
53*:ÿ1.ÿ23ÿP21.2,ÿEB@\ÿ]ÿDÿ?\Aÿ@EDA^ÿHÿHAAÿEGÿEA_
C@`ÿE`ÿÿ`ÿH@ÿ``E`ÿDBÿH@ÿE]EO[6Q
732/ÿ23ÿ)2+62R,ÿ8.923.2ÿ.+26*312:ÿ56,5219ÿa*,ÿ56912+,3:ÿ/1,+,,/ÿ
1.ÿ231,ÿ%6213bÿ*./ÿ,69/ÿ*,ÿ23ÿ72+./*212.ÿ726ÿ23ÿ)2+62R,ÿ42/6.ÿ*5562*3ÿ
ÿ
ÿ;9;4ÿcÿ/1,+,,12.ÿ]EDÿd212.,ÿ14%ÿeÿU4ÿ
ÿ;964ÿcÿ2ÿ94ÿ"*9:ÿ(6ÿf4d4ÿg9ÿg'ÿa9 6bÿa3*91.0ÿ2+2ÿ23ÿ./ÿ27ÿ23ÿV+22*212.ÿ-313ÿ
4*,ÿ23ÿ,2*24.2ÿ2.26*/12ÿ23ÿ)2+62R,ÿ*,,6212.bhÿ̀ÿDÀÿL61.12:ÿ+236*.ÿ94ÿ)246ÿ;gÿd4ÿ)24ÿ
9 9ÿ9 ÿa9 gbÿaY53*1.1.0ÿ23*2ÿ9.ÿ-123ÿ23ÿ*.*3:,1,ÿ27ÿ23ÿ56206*4ÿ+./6ÿ23ÿ,2*831,34.2ÿ
)3*+,ÿ23ÿV+,212.ÿ1,ÿ,2133ÿ.22ÿ*.,-6/ÿ8*+,ÿ27ÿ23ÿ/1776.2ÿ6V+164.2,ÿ27ÿ23ÿ,2*831,34.2ÿ
)3*+,ÿ*./ÿ23ÿS6ÿY61,ÿ)3*+,b4ÿ
ÿ;9(4ÿÿiGDEÿTIÿ(6ÿf4d4ÿ*2ÿg'j ÿHÿ$26-22/ÿ94ÿk*661,2.ÿ6;ÿf4d4ÿ6((ÿa g;b4ÿ
ÿ;974ÿÿTIÿ(6ÿf4d4ÿ*2ÿg'ÿaV+221.0ÿ&*3lÿ94ÿL*Yÿ)244R.ÿ;gÿf4d4ÿ776ÿ77ÿa gbb4ÿÿiGDEÿ
TIÿ(6ÿf4d4ÿ*2ÿg9ÿa323/1.0ÿ23*2ÿ,2*2ÿ67+,*3ÿ22ÿY2./ÿ,323*6,315ÿ*1/ÿ22ÿ*ÿ,2+/.2ÿ5+6,+1.0ÿ*ÿ
/92212.*3ÿ232320:ÿ/06ÿ/1/ÿ.22ÿ9123*2ÿ23ÿS6ÿY61,ÿ)3*+,bÿHÿmEHBÿ6;ÿf4d4ÿ*2ÿ6(7ÿ
a.221.0ÿ23*2ÿ*ÿ2+62ÿM,+,2*1./ÿ23ÿ9*31/12:ÿ27ÿ0*ÿ,2*2ÿ,2*2+226:ÿ56206*4ÿ+./6ÿ-313ÿ2Y2822,ÿ*6ÿ
5+63*,/ÿ8:ÿ023ÿ,2*2ÿ*./ÿ3.2ÿ22ÿ,2+/.2,ÿ1.ÿ8223ÿ5+831ÿ*./ÿ5619*2ÿ,3223,ObÿDBÿd32*.ÿ94ÿ42.ÿ
6;ÿf4d4ÿ'9(ÿ';(ÿa g;bÿa1.9*31/*21.0ÿ*,ÿ9123*21.0ÿ23ÿ,2*831,34.2ÿ)3*+,ÿ*ÿ,2*2ÿ,2*2+226:ÿ2+1212.ÿ
6148+6,4.2ÿ56206*4ÿ726ÿ5*6.2,ÿ23*2ÿ,./ÿ2316ÿ313/6.ÿ22ÿ.2.5+831ÿ,3223ÿ8+2ÿ*.2-3/01.0ÿ
23*2ÿ236ÿ1,ÿ6224ÿ726ÿM53*:ÿ1.ÿ23ÿP21.2,Oÿ1.ÿ,512ÿ27ÿ23ÿ,2*831,34.2ÿ)3*+,bÿDBÿKDAWÿ;gÿf4d4ÿ*2ÿ
776ÿa323/1.0ÿ23*2ÿ*ÿ,2*2ÿ,2*2+2ÿY4521.0ÿ7624ÿ6*3ÿ562562:ÿ2*Yÿ6*32:ÿ2-./ÿ8:ÿ*,,21*212.ÿ260*Q
.1l/ÿY3+,193:ÿ726ÿ631012+,ÿ5+652,,ÿ*./ÿ+,/ÿY3+,193:ÿ726ÿ*66:1.0ÿ2+2ÿ,+3ÿ5+652,,ÿ/2,ÿ.22ÿ
9123*2ÿ23ÿ,2*831,34.2ÿ)3*+,b4ÿ
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(2ÿ)(*+3,)-./(ÿ03*1))ÿ*))4293ÿÿ425265ÿ(-ÿ0215(7)ÿ*/*38),)ÿ,)ÿ952+3.:
*(,ÿ+*1)ÿ(-ÿ;<ÿ=>;?ÿ.*@25,(8ÿ,()ÿ(-ÿA93*8ÿ,/ÿ(-ÿ@2,/()Bÿ5*:
(,2/*3ÿ*)ÿC-*(ÿ(-ÿD5ÿE5,)ÿ03*1)ÿFGHÿ8(ÿ(-ÿ0215(7)ÿ-23I,/Jÿ,)ÿ
95-*9)ÿ.25ÿ*15*(38ÿ1/I5)(22Iÿ*)ÿC-*(ÿ(-ÿD5ÿE5,)ÿ03*1)ÿ;KL
HM(-ÿ)(*(7)ÿC,(--23I,/Jÿ2Nÿ*ÿ+/N,(ÿN52.ÿO52,9/',(8ÿ1(-5*/ÿ0-15-ÿ)2338ÿ
2/ÿ(-ÿ+*),)ÿ2Nÿ(-ÿ0-15-7)ÿ53,J,21)ÿ-*5*(54 ÿ
O-ÿ)2/Iÿ5*)2/ÿ(-*(ÿ(-ÿA93*8ÿ,/ÿ(-ÿ@2,/()Bÿ5*(,2/*3ÿ,)ÿ952+3.*(,ÿ,)ÿ
)2.C-*(ÿ.25ÿ2.93Eÿ*/Iÿ8(ÿ.25ÿI*/J521)ÿ+*1)ÿ,(ÿ,/6236)ÿ*29ÿN1/:
I*./(*3ÿ.,)*993,*(,2/ÿ2Nÿ(-ÿ53,J,2/ÿ3*1))ÿ2Nÿ(-ÿD,5)(ÿ%./I./(4 ÿ%(ÿ
,()ÿ.2)(ÿ+*),ÿ363ÿ(-ÿ02/)(,(1(,2/ÿ+)(2C)ÿ192/ÿ(-ÿNI5*3ÿJ265/./(ÿ
/1.5*(Iÿ*/Iÿ3,.,
(Iÿ92C5)ÿ*/ÿ1/I5)(*/I,/Jÿ.*Iÿ93*,/ÿ(-521J-ÿ(-ÿ
O/(-ÿ%./I./(422ÿÿ!*(,N,*(,2/ÿ2Nÿ(-ÿP,33ÿ2Nÿ!,J-()ÿI,Iÿ/2(ÿ6)(ÿN15(-5ÿ
92C5)ÿ,/ÿ(-ÿNI5*3ÿJ265/./(Qÿ5*(-5ÿ(-ÿN,5)(ÿ,J-(ÿ%./I./()ÿC5ÿ
I),J/Iÿ(2ÿI/8ÿ25ÿ/J*(ÿ(-ÿ*))1.9(,2/ÿ2Nÿ5(*,/ÿ92C5)ÿ+8ÿ(-ÿNI5*3ÿ
J265/./(422ÿÿR,.938ÿ91(ÿ(-ÿ)(*+3,)-./(ÿ03*1)ÿ*/Iÿ(-ÿD5ÿE5,)ÿ
03*1)22ÿ+92(-ÿ)(ÿ21(ÿ(2ÿ5)(5,(ÿ(-ÿ92C5ÿ2Nÿ(-ÿNI5*3ÿJ265/./(ÿ,/ÿI,NN5/(ÿ
C*8)4 ÿÿO-ÿ523ÿ2Nÿ(-ÿ)(*+3,)-./(ÿ03*1)ÿ,)ÿ*ÿH;>>;?Gÿ;H;?ÿ2/ÿJ26:
5/./(ÿ92C5ÿC-,3ÿ(-ÿD5ÿ E5,)ÿ03*1)ÿ,)ÿ*ÿ)*NJ1*5Iÿ*J*,/)(ÿ
ÿ
ÿ2934ÿÿS?GTÿ23ÿU4R4ÿ*(ÿ77ÿV.9-*),)ÿ*IIIW4ÿ
ÿ29'4ÿ;<ÿ=>;?ÿ23ÿR4ÿ0(4ÿ*(ÿ9 ÿ999ÿV9 3W4ÿ
ÿ294ÿÿXÿ"21J3*)ÿ*82ÿY><ÿ?ZÿY?[ÿÿÿ;?ÿÿ\G[>Hÿ=K;<]ÿÿ\^;L
F?ÿ;?ÿ?Zÿÿ=?ÿ_ÿ0/(158ÿ'ÿ4#$$4ÿ4ÿ! 14ÿ 63ÿ '3`''ÿV 7Wÿ0-5,/*N(5ÿÿ
;?ÿÿ\G[>Hÿ=K;<4ÿ
ÿ224ÿÿX>;FÿY>;ÿY??;HHÿH>;?ÿ/2(ÿ3ÿ*(ÿ222QÿHÿ?GHÿ!2+5(ÿa4ÿ1)-*Cÿa54ÿÿb;ÿ
c_;Hÿ^ÿdZ;?GÿY>;Hÿ?ZÿÿX;>>;?GÿYH>ÿ'7ÿ#e&%ÿ4ÿ! 14ÿ32fÿ'92`96ÿV9 WÿVAP:
*1)ÿ(-ÿ02/)(,(1(,2/ÿ32*()ÿ)265,J/(8ÿ,/ÿ(-ÿ293ÿNI5*3ÿ2NN,,*3)ÿ*//2(ÿ3*,.ÿ(-*(ÿ*/8ÿ2Nÿ(-,5ÿ
92C5)ÿ,/-5ÿ,/ÿ(-ÿJ265/./(7)ÿ)265,J/ÿ/*(154ÿÿD15(-5.25ÿ+8ÿ/1.5*(,/Jÿ(-ÿ92C5)ÿ2Nÿ*-ÿ
+5*/-ÿ,/ÿ*ÿC5,((/ÿ02/)(,(1(,2/ÿ(-ÿ293ÿ+8ÿ/J*(,6ÿ,.93,*(,2/ÿC,(--3IÿC-*(65ÿC*)ÿ/2(ÿ
J5*/(IBW4ÿÿO-ÿO/(-ÿ%./I./(ÿ9526,I)ÿ(-*(ÿA0(-ÿ92C5)ÿ/2(ÿI3J*(Iÿ(2ÿ(-ÿU/,(IÿR(*()ÿ+8ÿ
(-ÿ02/)(,(1(,2/ÿ/25ÿ952-,+,(Iÿ+8ÿ,(ÿ(2ÿ(-ÿR(*()ÿ*5ÿ5)56Iÿ(2ÿ(-ÿR(*()ÿ5)9(,638ÿ25ÿ(2ÿ(-ÿ
92934BÿÿU4R4ÿ0e$RO4ÿ*./I4ÿg4ÿ
ÿ224ÿÿX>;FÿY>;ÿY??;HHÿH>;?ÿ/2(ÿ3ÿ*(ÿ2264ÿÿ#/IIÿ(-ÿP,33ÿ2Nÿ!,J-()ÿ,)ÿ95,.*5,38ÿ
2/5/IÿC,(-ÿ952((,2/ÿ2Nÿ(-ÿ9293ÿ*J*,/)(ÿ*ÿ)3N:,/(5)(IÿJ265/./(ÿ+*1)ÿA(-ÿ9293ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ
I3J*(ÿ92C5ÿ(2ÿ51/ÿI*8:(2:I*8ÿ*NN*,5)ÿ(2ÿ*ÿ).*33ÿ)(ÿ2Nÿ)9,*3,hIÿJ265/./(ÿ2NN,,*3)ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿC-2ÿ
.*8ÿ(58ÿ(2ÿ513ÿ,/ÿ(-,5ÿ2C/ÿ)3N:,/(5)(ÿ2/(5*58ÿ(2ÿ(-ÿ,/(5)()ÿ*/IÿE95))IÿC,)-)ÿ2Nÿ(-ÿ92934Bÿÿ
%.*5ÿÿiGGÿ^ÿ\[Hÿ?Hÿ?ÿYH>ÿH>;?ÿ/2(ÿ77ÿ*(ÿ 224ÿÿ%)ÿ*ÿ956/(*(,6ÿ.*)15ÿA(-ÿ
P,33ÿ2Nÿ!,J-()ÿ952((Iÿ(-ÿ*+,3,(8ÿ2Nÿ32*3ÿJ265/./()ÿ(2ÿ.2/,(25ÿ*/IÿI(5ÿNI5*3ÿ*+1)ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ*/Iÿ
95)56Iÿ(-ÿ(5*/)/I/(ÿ)265,J/ÿ5,J-(ÿ2Nÿ*ÿ.*@25,(8ÿ2Nÿ(-ÿ9293ÿ(-.)36)ÿ(2ÿ*3(5ÿ25ÿ*+23,)-ÿ
J265/./(ÿ*/Iÿ(-5+8ÿ952/21/ÿ(-ÿ3*)(ÿC25Iÿ2/ÿ2/)(,(1(,2/*3ÿj1)(,2/)4BÿÿbZkÿ
ÿ2294ÿX>;FÿY>;ÿY??;HHÿH>;?ÿ/2(ÿ3ÿ*(ÿ2264ÿ
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)2*+,-,.ÿ/,.+01/2,ÿ2,ÿ232456ÿ7894:::ÿÿ#,ÿ/.1ÿ;0+1.ÿ1.+0.0+<3ÿ=2+-ÿ.>ÿ
1.<?3/1>-,.ÿ@3<01ÿA/1.1ÿB.2ÿ;ÿ.C2ÿ::,6.+1ÿ2=ÿ<0.>2+/.DE)2*+,-,.ÿ
<,Fÿ+3/)/2,E/,ÿ.>/+ÿ;+2;+ÿ+3<./2,1>/;G ÿC>+<1ÿ.>ÿB+F+11/,)ÿ2=ÿ<ÿ
;+12,<3ÿ><+-ÿ.2ÿ<,ÿ/,F/*/F0<::3KH1ÿ+3/)/201ÿ?3/=ÿ2+ÿ;+<./ÿ/1ÿ.>ÿI+ÿA+J
/1ÿ@3<01H1ÿ2,3Dÿ=0,./2,4G ÿÿL>01ÿ.>1ÿ.C2ÿ=2+-1ÿ2=ÿ,)<./2,ÿ0;2,ÿ.>ÿ
=F+<3ÿ)2*+,-,.ÿ<,,2.ÿ2,=3/.ÿ<3.>20)>ÿ.>Dÿ-21.ÿ+.</,3Dÿ<,ÿ2*+3<;ÿ
/,ÿC2+/,)ÿ.2ÿ+1.+/.ÿ.>ÿ;2C+ÿ2=ÿ.>ÿ=F+<3ÿ)2*+,-,.4::7ÿ
#,.+;+./,)ÿ.>ÿ!3/)/2,ÿ@3<011ÿ/,ÿ.>/1ÿC<DÿF/+.3Dÿ+=0.1ÿ=+<-/,)ÿ.>ÿ
/110ÿ2=ÿ1.<.ÿ</Fÿ=32C/,)ÿ.2ÿ+3/)/201ÿ2+)<,/M<./2,1ÿ<1ÿC>.>+ÿ.>ÿI+ÿA+J
/1ÿ@3<01ÿBN601ÿ01.<.1ÿ.2ÿ;+2*/Fÿ;0?3/ÿ)+<,.ÿ-2,DÿF/+.3Dÿ.2ÿ<ÿ
>0+>4G::(ÿÿO=ÿ20+1ÿ.>ÿPQÿ@20+.H1ÿ<F2;./2,ÿ2=ÿ.>ÿB;3<Dÿ/,ÿ.>ÿR2/,.1Gÿ
+<./2,<3ÿC<1ÿ,2ÿ-/1.<ÿ?<01ÿ1>2C/,)ÿ.><.ÿ.>+ÿ/1ÿ2,=3/.ÿ?.C,ÿ.:>:'ÿ
+3/)/2,ÿ3<011ÿ<332C1ÿB.>ÿ+<>ÿ2=ÿ2,ÿ3<01ÿ2+ÿ?2.>ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ.2ÿ?ÿ0.ÿF2C,4G ÿÿ
%?+/F)/,)ÿ.>ÿ+3/)/201ÿ=+F2-1ÿ)0<+<,.Fÿ0,F+ÿ.>ÿI+ÿA+/1ÿ@3<01ÿ
<332CFÿ.>ÿPQÿ@20+.ÿS<,Fÿ10?1T0,.3Dÿ<332CFÿ.>ÿ32C+ÿ20+.1Uÿ.2ÿ<+*ÿ
ÿ
ÿ:::4ÿÿVWW758ÿÿX7ÿ79ÿ52ÿ95Y69NÿZ65499ÿ9475ÿ,2.ÿKÿ<.ÿ: 4ÿ
ÿ::64ÿÿ[2\ÿ<.ÿ:K4ÿÿL>ÿB 1.<?3/1>-,.ÿ@3<01ÿ<,ÿ?ÿ<ÿ-<,1ÿ2=ÿ+F+11ÿ=2+ÿ/,F/*/F0<3ÿ><+-1Gÿ?0.ÿ
6]ÿC>,ÿ.>21ÿ><+-1ÿ<+ÿ,2.ÿ+3/)/201ÿ/,ÿ,<.0+ÿ/,ÿC>/>ÿ<1ÿ.>ÿ+-FDÿ/1ÿ.>ÿ2;+<./2,ÿ2=ÿ.>ÿ
1.<?3/1>-,.ÿ@3<01ÿ.2ÿ/.1ÿ=0331.ÿ1.+0.0+<3ÿ2+F+4ÿÿ[2\ÿ<.ÿ:(^'4ÿ
ÿ::K4ÿÿ[2\ÿ<.ÿ:94ÿ
[24ÿ<.ÿ:96_ÿ̀47NÿZ47ÿZ55799ÿ9475ÿ,2.ÿ(ÿ<.ÿ::64ÿÿa2+2*+ÿ.2ÿ/,.+;+.ÿ.>ÿ+3/J
ÿ::74ÿÿÿ
)/2,ÿ3<011ÿ<1ÿ/,ÿ2,=3/.ÿB/-;0.1ÿ/,2>+,ÿ.2ÿ.>ÿI20,F+1Gÿ<,Fÿ/.ÿ/),2+1ÿ.>ÿ>/1.2+/<3ÿ+2+Fÿ
.><.ÿB0.>ÿ!3/)/2,ÿ@3<011ÿC+ÿ,2ÿ2-;+2-/1ÿ2=ÿ2,=3/./,)ÿ/,.+1.1ÿ?0.ÿ.>ÿ0,/=/FÿF-<,Fÿ2=ÿ
.>ÿ-21.ÿ*/)2+201ÿ<F*2<.1ÿ2=ÿ+3/)/201ÿ3/?+.D4Gÿÿÿ75ÿÿb6849ÿPY7]ÿ9475ÿ,2.ÿ:9ÿ<.ÿ
''4ÿÿ#,ÿ2,.+<1.ÿ.2ÿ.>ÿ*/Cÿ.><.ÿ.,1/2,ÿ?.C,ÿ.>ÿ+3/)/2,ÿ3<011ÿC<1ÿ/,>+,.ÿ@>/=ÿc01./ÿ
!>,T0/1.ÿ*/CFÿ.>ÿ.,1/2,ÿ<1ÿ<ÿ+103.ÿ2=ÿ.>+ÿ<0118ÿB.>ÿ)+2C.>ÿ2=ÿ12/<3ÿC3=<+ÿ3)/13<./2,ÿ
F0+/,)ÿ.>ÿ3<..+ÿ;<+.ÿ2=ÿ.>ÿ9.>ÿ,.0+DGÿC>/>ÿB)+<.3Dÿ-<),/=/Fÿ.>ÿ;2.,./<3ÿ=2+ÿ2,=3/.ÿ?.C,ÿ
.>ÿ.C2ÿ@3<011G_ÿB.>ÿF/1/2,ÿ?Dÿ0.>ÿ@20+.ÿ.><.ÿ.>ÿI/+1.ÿ%-,F-,.ÿC<1ÿd/,2+;2+<.FHÿ/,.2ÿ.>ÿ
I20+.,.>ÿ%-,F-,.ÿ<,Fÿ.>+?Dÿ-<Fÿ<;;3/<?3ÿ<)</,1.ÿ.>ÿe.<.1Gÿ.>+?Dÿ-03./;3D/,)ÿ.>ÿ-<,J
,+ÿB/,ÿC>/>ÿd.,1/2,Hÿ-/)>.ÿ<+/1G_ÿ<,Fÿ.>ÿ@20+.H1ÿB2*+3DÿA;<,1/*ÿ/,.+;+.<./2,ÿ2=ÿYÿ
@3<0114GÿÿL>2-<1ÿ*4ÿ!*4ÿfF4ÿ2=ÿ#,F4ÿ-;H.ÿe4ÿ"/*4ÿ6Kÿg4e4ÿ((ÿ(9ÿS 'UÿS!>,T0/1.ÿc4ÿ
F/11,./,)U4ÿ
ÿ::(4ÿÿL+/,/.Dÿ0.>+<,ÿ@>0+>ÿ2=ÿ@230-?/<ÿ#,4ÿ*4ÿ<03Dÿ(''ÿI4:Fÿ(( ÿ('6ÿS'.>ÿ@/+4ÿ9 KUÿS-J
;><1/1ÿ/,ÿ2+/)/,<3Uÿ73h2ÿ52ÿ7N522ÿ94YÿN\ÿL+/,/.Dÿ0.>+<,ÿ@>0+>ÿ2=ÿ@230-?/<ÿ#,4ÿ*4ÿ@2-+ÿ
:(ÿe4ÿ@.4ÿ9 9ÿS9 (UÿSBL>ÿ/110ÿ>+ÿ/1ÿ,2.ÿC><.ÿ.>ÿe.<.ÿ/1ÿ2,1./.0./2,<33Dÿ;+-/..Fÿ.2ÿF2ÿ?0.ÿ
C>.>+ÿ.>ÿI+ÿA+/1ÿ@3<01ÿ.>ÿ1.<?3/1>-,.ÿ@3<01ÿ2+ÿ.>ÿT0<3ÿ+2../2,ÿ@3<01ÿN6ÿ
a/1120+/ÿ.2ÿ;+2*/Fÿ;0?3/ÿ)+<,.ÿ-2,DÿF/+.3Dÿ.2ÿ<ÿ>0+>ÿ2,.+<*,/,)ÿ<ÿ32,)J1.<,F/,)ÿ1.<.ÿ2,J
1./.0./2,<3ÿ;+2*/1/2,ÿ.><.ÿ/1ÿ,2.ÿ0,/T0ÿ.2ÿa/1120+/4GU4ÿ
ÿ::'4ÿÿi95Q9ÿÿ2ÿ9475ÿ,2.ÿKÿ<.ÿ96K4ÿÿj2C*+ÿB.>ÿ-<..+ÿ/1ÿF/==+,.ÿ/=ÿ.>ÿ.C2ÿ
3<011ÿ<+ÿ,2.ÿ2,=3/./,)ÿ?0.ÿ2-;3-,.<+DE/=ÿ.>Dÿ2,1./.0.ÿ.C2ÿ<1;.1ÿ2=ÿ<ÿ1/,)3ÿ1.<.-,.ÿ
2+ÿ;+/,/;3ÿ<?20.ÿ+3/)/2,ÿ<,Fÿ.>ÿ)2*+,-,.4Gÿÿ[2\ÿ
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2()ÿ*22+ÿ,2*ÿ-).)-ÿ)2ÿ2/*.)ÿ01ÿ20)33234015ÿ51*.336ÿ.7.03.83ÿ-(3.*ÿ.04ÿ
,*2+ÿ*30502(-ÿ2*5.109.)021-ÿ-2336ÿ8.;(;-ÿ2,ÿ)30*ÿ*30502(-ÿ-).)(-ÿ)3*2(53ÿ
.//30.)021ÿ2,ÿ-).)ÿ:3.01ÿ%+14+1)-4 ÿÿ<3ÿ,0*-)ÿ-)/ÿ01ÿ*8(034015ÿ.ÿ)3=
2*)0.3ÿ,*.+22*ÿ)3.)ÿ*,3)-ÿ.ÿ/*2/*ÿ(14*-).14015ÿ2,ÿ)3ÿ*3.)021-30/ÿ8=
)21ÿ)3ÿ-).830-3+1)ÿ.14ÿ>*ÿ?*0-ÿ@3.(--ÿ*A(0*-ÿ.122345015ÿ
)3.)ÿ)3ÿ@2(*)B-ÿ-)*0)ÿ-/.*.)0210-)ÿ/*010/3ÿ.-ÿ-)ÿ,2*)3ÿ86ÿC(-)0ÿ:3.ÿ01ÿ
DEFÿ0-ÿ(1)1.8;63ÿ01ÿ.ÿ-20)6ÿ,2(144ÿ21ÿ21-)0)()021.3ÿ.--(*.1-ÿ2,ÿ,*=
42+ÿ.14ÿA(.30)64 ÿÿ%-ÿ-221ÿ.-ÿ)3ÿ@2(*)ÿ.122345-ÿ)3ÿ(122*.83ÿ1.=
)(*ÿ2,ÿ)3ÿ/*010/3-ÿ-)ÿ,2*)3ÿ01ÿDEFÿ)31ÿ0)ÿ.1ÿ8501ÿ)2ÿ*-237ÿG)3ÿ
A(-)021ÿ2,ÿ23*ÿ)3ÿ82(14.*6ÿ8)21ÿ527*1+1)ÿ.14ÿ*305021ÿ30-4H;6ÿ
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ

ÿ;;4ÿÿIÿJÿ.)ÿ96KL6ÿM12)015ÿ)3.)ÿG086ÿ+/3.-09015ÿ)3ÿ-).)B-ÿ40-*)021ÿ)3ÿ+.N2*0)6ÿ2.-ÿ.83ÿ)2ÿ
,014ÿ)3.)ÿ)3ÿ40-*0+01.)021ÿ.5.01-)ÿ)323256ÿ+.N2*-ÿ2.-ÿ/*+0))4HO4ÿÿC(-)0ÿP.30.B-ÿ40--1)ÿ01ÿQRÿ
30533053)4ÿ)3ÿ,.33.6ÿ2,ÿ/3.6ÿ01ÿ)3ÿN201)-8ÿG<3ÿ@2(*)ÿ42-ÿ12)ÿ40-/()ÿ)3.)ÿ)3ÿ>*ÿ?*0-ÿ@3.(-ÿ
/3.-ÿ-2+ÿ21-)*.01)-ÿ21ÿ/(830ÿ81,0)-ÿ/*25*.+-ÿ8()ÿ,014-ÿ121ÿ3*ÿ8.-4ÿ21ÿ.ÿ/*010/3ÿ2,ÿS/3.6ÿ
01ÿ)3ÿN201)-4Bÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿÿ<3*ÿ0-ÿ12)3015ÿ.12+.32(-ÿ.82()ÿ21-)0)()021.3ÿ2++.14-ÿ)3.)ÿ.8()4HÿÿQRÿK6ÿ
T4P4ÿ.)ÿU9'ÿMP.30.ÿC4ÿ40--1)015O4ÿ
ÿ;64ÿIÿDEFÿ;;ÿT4P4ÿÿM 6UO4ÿÿÿ
#1ÿDEFÿC(-)0ÿ:3.ÿ.--*)4ÿ)3ÿ/*010/3ÿ)3.)ÿG0ÿ).?ÿ
01ÿVWÿ.+2(1)ÿ3.*5ÿ2*ÿ-+.33ÿ.1ÿ8ÿ3704ÿ)2ÿ-(//2*)ÿVWÿ*30502(-ÿ.)070)0-ÿ2*ÿ01-)0)()021-ÿXVDEÿ
)36ÿ+.6ÿ8ÿ.334ÿ2*ÿXVDEÿ,2*+ÿ)36ÿ+.6ÿ.42/)ÿ)2ÿ).3ÿ2*ÿ/*.)0ÿ*305021YHÿÿZJ4ÿ.)ÿ7ÿM+/3.-0-ÿ
.444O4ÿÿ"-/0)ÿ)3ÿ1(+8*ÿ2,ÿ.8-23()-ÿC(-)0ÿ:3.ÿ-).)-ÿG)3ÿ.8-23()-ÿ2*ÿ17*ÿ)*(ÿ12)ÿ71ÿ
01ÿDEFÿ0)-3,4Hÿÿ[\EF]ÿ^_VW`E\JF]ÿaDEbÿc__VEFÿF\EVÿ12)ÿ ÿ.)ÿ;UL;'4ÿÿ#1ÿ,.)ÿ
C(-)0ÿ:3.B-ÿ7*6ÿ1?)ÿ/.*.5*./3ÿ01ÿDEFÿ-)-ÿ,2*)3ÿ)3ÿ/*010/3ÿ)3.)ÿ.ÿ-).)ÿG.112)ÿ?3(4ÿ
0140704(.3ÿ@.)3230-ÿ()3*.1-ÿd23.++4.1-ÿ:./)0-)-ÿC2-ÿd)3240-)-ÿ$21=8307*-ÿ*-86=
)*0.1-ÿ2*ÿ)3ÿ++8*-ÿ2,ÿ.16ÿ2)3*ÿ,.0)3ÿ8.(-ÿ2,ÿ)30*ÿ,.0)3ÿ2*ÿ3.ÿ2,ÿ0)ÿ,*2+ÿ*07015ÿ)3ÿ
81,0)-ÿ2,ÿ/(830ÿ23,.*ÿ350-3.)021Hÿ2136ÿ-*7-ÿ)2ÿ(14*-2*ÿ)30-ÿ/201)4ÿÿDEFÿ;;ÿT4P4ÿ.)ÿ7ÿ
M+/3.-0-ÿ2+0))4O4ÿ
ÿ;64ÿÿceeEV`ÿÿfEÿEFÿVJÿFVg_Fbÿ[_V\FFÿF\EVÿ12)ÿKÿ.)ÿ;9K4ÿÿh227*ÿ
?/)015ÿ.ÿ-0+/3ÿ*-23()021ÿ)2ÿ-(ÿ3ÿ.ÿA(-)021ÿ+.6ÿ8ÿ(1*.30-)0ÿ.-ÿG0)3ÿ82(14.*6ÿ3.-ÿ81ÿ40-=
/()4ÿ,2*ÿ27*ÿ)22ÿ)32(-.14ÿ6.*--2ÿ0)ÿ22(34ÿ8ÿ1.07ÿ)2ÿ-(//2-ÿ)3.)ÿ)3*ÿ0-ÿ.1ÿ.-6ÿ,2*+(3.ÿ,2*ÿ
4)*+01015ÿS23.)ÿ0-ÿ@.-.*B-ÿ.14ÿ23.)ÿ0-ÿi24B-4BHÿÿZJYÿ.)ÿ;974ÿÿ71ÿC.+-ÿd.40-21ÿ(/21ÿ)3ÿ14ÿ2,ÿ
.ÿ30,ÿ233=3074ÿ-).)48ÿG#ÿ+(-)ÿ.4+0)ÿ+2*27*ÿ)3.)ÿ0)ÿ+.6ÿ12)ÿ8ÿ.-6ÿ01ÿ7*6ÿ/2--083ÿ.-ÿ)2ÿ)*.ÿ
)3ÿ301ÿ2,ÿ-/.*.)021ÿ8)21ÿ)3ÿ*053)-ÿ2,ÿ*305021ÿ.14ÿ)3ÿ@0703ÿ.()32*0)6ÿ20)3ÿ-(3ÿ40-)01)1--ÿ.-ÿ)2ÿ
.7204ÿ2330-021ÿjÿ42(8)-ÿ21ÿ(1--1)0.3ÿ/201)-4Hÿÿ))*ÿ,*2+ÿC.+-ÿd.40-21ÿ)2ÿ)3ÿ!7*14ÿ%4.+-ÿ
M';9Oÿÿ<h ÿ&!#<#$iPÿk>ÿC%d Pÿd%"#Pk$ÿ#lÿ.)ÿ6'6ÿ6'UÿMi.033.*4ÿh(1)ÿ44ÿi44ÿ()1.+B-ÿP21-ÿ
OmÿFÿV_Fÿd@233(+ÿ74ÿ:44ÿ2,ÿ4(4ÿ;;;ÿT4P4ÿ9;ÿ9;UL;'ÿM 6'OÿMC.-21ÿC4ÿ21(**015Oÿ
MG<3ÿ).-ÿ2,ÿ-/.*.)015ÿ)3ÿ-(3.*ÿ,*2+ÿ)3ÿ*30502(-ÿ01ÿ4(.)021ÿ0-ÿ21ÿ2,ÿ+.510)(4ÿ01)*0.6ÿ.14ÿ
430.64ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿÿ#)ÿ0-ÿ043ÿ)2ÿ/*)14ÿ)3.)ÿ)30-ÿ).-ÿ0-ÿ21ÿ,*2+ÿ2303ÿ2ÿ.1ÿ,014ÿ01ÿ)3ÿ@21-)0)()021ÿ21ÿ
22*4ÿ)2ÿ33/ÿ(-ÿ.-ÿN(45-ÿ)2ÿ404ÿ23*ÿ)3ÿ-(3.*ÿ14-ÿ.14ÿ)3ÿ-).*0.1ÿ8501-ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4HO4ÿ
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94ÿ(2)*+,-.ÿ/20)-1-2+3ÿ",*)2,2-ÿ32)ÿ456*2+-2,0ÿ$52)+3,27ÿ
ÿ #-ÿ0,8ÿ23ÿ29ÿ:),1+)7ÿ.2+3*ÿ23ÿ29ÿ)3,.,2-ÿ3+5**;)3,.,25*ÿ3,6)27ÿ32)ÿ
+33ÿ3+,29*ÿ+-<ÿ29ÿ3)<21ÿ3)21ÿ29ÿ.20)-1-2+3ÿ*2+63,*91-2ÿ23ÿ+ÿ)3,=
.,2-;,2ÿ,*ÿ3+)ÿ29+2ÿ29ÿ()+1)*ÿ5-<)*222<ÿ29+2ÿ29ÿ6*2ÿ8>69+7ÿ22ÿ+9,0ÿ29*ÿ
3)<21*ÿ,*ÿ29)25.9ÿ1,-,151ÿ.20)-1-2ÿ,-2)3)-4 ÿÿ?9ÿ:),-,:3ÿ23ÿ
@*56*2+-2,0ÿ-52)+3,27Aÿ228+)<*ÿ)3,.,2-ÿ9+*ÿ<032>:6><ÿ+*ÿ29ÿ6*2ÿ1292<ÿ
29+2ÿ23ÿ-*5),-.ÿ1,-,151ÿ.20)-1-2ÿ,-2)3)-4 ÿÿ?9ÿ2-:2ÿ23ÿ*56=
*2+-2,0ÿ-52)+3,27ÿ:2*,2*ÿ29+2ÿ@29ÿ)3,.,2-ÿ3+5**ÿ)B5,)ÿ.20)-1-2ÿ22ÿ1,-=
,1,Cÿ29ÿD2-2ÿ22ÿ89,9ÿ,2ÿ,29)ÿ-25)+.*ÿ2)ÿ<,*25)+.*ÿ)3,.,25*ÿ63,3ÿ
2)ÿ<,*63,3ÿ:)+2,ÿ2)ÿ-2-:)+2,ÿ26*)0+-ÿ2)ÿ-2-26*)0+-4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿÿÿ
0!3,.,2-ÿ0*9253<ÿ6ÿ332ÿ+*ÿ892337ÿ22ÿ:),0+2ÿ92,ÿ+*ÿ+->67629,-.ÿ+-ÿ64ÿÿ#2ÿ
*9253<ÿ:)2<ÿ+*ÿ5-+332<ÿ67ÿ.20)-1-2ÿ+*ÿ:2**,634A ÿÿE-2)+3ÿ22ÿ29,*ÿ
2-:2ÿ,*ÿ29ÿ-22,2-ÿ29+2ÿ@0.20)-1-2ÿ15*2ÿ6ÿ-52)+3ÿ*2ÿ29+2ÿ)3,.,25*ÿ6=
3,3ÿ+-<ÿ:)+2,ÿ+-ÿ6ÿ3)Aÿ6+5*ÿ@)3,.,25*ÿ63,3ÿ+-<ÿ<,*63,3ÿ,*ÿ1+D=
,1,C<ÿ89-ÿ.20)-1-2ÿ-25)+.1-2ÿ+-<ÿ<,*25)+.1-2ÿ,*ÿ1,-,=
1,C<4A>6Fÿ
#-ÿ29ÿ2-2D2ÿ23ÿ.20)-1-2ÿ35-<,-.ÿ29ÿ),*ÿ23ÿ.20)-1-2ÿ,-2)3)-ÿ
8,29ÿ)3,.,2-ÿ,*ÿ3+*2ÿ+-<ÿ0-ÿ-2-D,*2-2ÿ89-ÿ29ÿ.20)-1-2ÿ35-<*ÿG
HIÿ3,8,*ÿ,-2)3)-ÿ,*ÿ1,-,1+3ÿ89-ÿ29ÿ.20)-1-2ÿ35-<*ÿJKLHÿ
8,29,-ÿ+ÿ-52)+337ÿ<3,-<ÿ+2.2)7ÿ)+2<ÿ8,29ÿ*2+-<+)<*ÿ29+2ÿ@:)0-2ÿ29ÿ
*2+2ÿ3)21ÿ<,2+2,-.ÿ:23,,*ÿ2)ÿ0,8*ÿ22ÿ29ÿ.)25:*ÿ2)ÿ+2,0,2,*ÿ,2ÿ35-<*4A>67ÿÿ
M280)ÿ.20)-1-2ÿ,-2)3)-ÿ,*ÿ+2ÿ+ÿ1+D,151ÿ@,3ÿ29ÿ*2+2ÿ9+*ÿ6)2+<ÿ
<,*)2,2-ÿ22ÿ35-<ÿ-22ÿ22ÿ35-<ÿ2)ÿ22ÿ35-<ÿ8,29ÿ2-<,2,2-*Aÿ89,9ÿ,*ÿ29ÿD+2ÿ
*,25+2,2-ÿ29ÿE25)2ÿ9+*ÿ)+2<ÿ29)25.9ÿ29ÿ5*ÿ23ÿ29ÿ@:3+7ÿ,-ÿ29ÿN2,-2*Aÿ
ÿ
ÿ>694ÿOÿÿPQRSQÿÿ2ÿQTKRÿ-22ÿFÿ+2ÿ9>9ÿU@?9ÿ532,1+2ÿ.2+3ÿ023ÿ29ÿE2-*2,252,2-V*ÿ
:)20,*,2-*ÿ2-ÿ)3,.,2-ÿ,*ÿ29+2ÿ0)7ÿ%1),+-ÿ*9253<ÿ6ÿ3)ÿ22ÿ923<ÿ9,*ÿ28-ÿ0,8*ÿ2-ÿ)3,.,25*ÿB5*=
2,2-*ÿ+-<ÿ22ÿ3,0ÿ29ÿ3,3ÿ29+2ÿ292*ÿ0,8*ÿ<,)2ÿ8,29ÿ+ÿ1,-,151ÿ23ÿ.20)-1-2ÿ,-2)3)-ÿ2)ÿ,-335=
-4AW4ÿ
ÿ>6>4ÿÿXYZÿ
ÿ>664ÿÿ"25.3+*ÿ+72ÿ[K\R]^ÿOT_QRJ^ÿRYÿ`QRHHKHRYÿaTKR]LÿbRKYÿc]Hÿ>ÿ
" %dÿ4ÿ! 14ÿ >ÿ e9ÿU WÿU3222-22*ÿ21,22<W4ÿ
ÿ>6F4ÿÿXY4ÿ
ÿ>674ÿÿOÿ+72ÿPQQHÿÿf_KLÿQTKRÿ-22ÿ9gÿ+2ÿ Fe74ÿÿ&9)ÿ29ÿ.20)-1-2ÿ<2*ÿ
:)20,<ÿ35-<,-.ÿ,2ÿ1+7ÿ)3)+,-ÿ3)21ÿ,-3),-.,-.ÿ2-ÿ:),0+2ÿ,-<,0,<5+3*Vÿ92,*ÿ+6252ÿ)3,.,2-ÿ67ÿ
:)20,<,-.ÿ6-3,2*ÿ2-ÿ29ÿ*+1ÿ2)1*ÿ22ÿ+33ÿ:+)2,*4ÿÿOÿÿPQRSQÿÿ2ÿQTKRÿ-22ÿFÿ+2ÿ9>6Iÿ
?921+*ÿE4ÿh).ÿc]Hÿi]RTQÿjGKQÿg9ÿ$k?! ÿ"%l ÿ4ÿ! 14ÿ7>ÿg6FÿU gWÿ
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%2+52+)/ÿ*+ÿ(ÿ2(++'ÿ).()ÿ85*/'*2*+()/ÿ(9(*+/)ÿ2).'3*/ÿ3*9*:3ÿ0(*5ÿ
'*4*+)/ÿ:6ÿ5*/;0(3*16*+9ÿ).2ÿ1'22ÿ(ÿ40:3*ÿ:+1*)ÿ/2336ÿ:(0/ÿ21ÿ).*'ÿ
'3*9*20/ÿ.('()'<ÿ(+5ÿ80)2ÿ2+5*)*2+ÿ).ÿ(=(*3(:*3*)6ÿ21ÿ:+1*)/ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ042+ÿ
(ÿ'*4*+)>/ÿ3*33*+9+//ÿ)2ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ/0''+5'ÿ.*/ÿ'3*9*20/36ÿ*24335,ÿ6/B)()0/ÿ11?
)*=36ÿ4+(3*@/ÿ).ÿ1'ÿA'*/ÿ21ÿ.*/ÿ2+/)*)0)*2+(3ÿ3*:')*/4< ÿÿC.0/ÿ).ÿ
/2+5ÿ/)4ÿ)2ÿ':0*35*+9ÿ(ÿ).2')*(3ÿ1'(232'ÿ).()ÿ'13)/ÿ(ÿ4'24'ÿ0+5'?
/)(+5*+9ÿ21ÿ).ÿ'3()*2+/.*4ÿ:)3+ÿ).ÿ/)(:3*/.2+)ÿ(+5ÿD'ÿA'*/ÿ
E3(0//ÿ';0*'/ÿ(+23359*+9ÿ).()ÿ3.+ÿ).ÿ92='+2+)ÿ10+5/ÿ='6).*+9ÿ
2'ÿ='62+ÿ3*).*+ÿ(ÿ9+'(336ÿ(443*(:3ÿ(+5ÿ+0)'(336ÿ51*+5ÿ()92'6ÿ).+ÿ
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-0ÿ2+834ÿ/3(-)2*.0)8ÿ7-<*ÿ-0ÿ .-(73).0+*-ÿ(*,ÿI/ÿ 4/).ÿ
@3(2..ÿ23ÿ-0ÿI)/.-ÿ%+*,+*-ÿ0(.ÿ32*,(+*-(335ÿ)+8(-,ÿ02<ÿ-0ÿ@22/-ÿ
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-)2*.4ÿÿI2/-0/ÿ-0ÿ@22/-E.ÿ9 6ÿ,).)2*ÿ)*ÿKLÿ0(.ÿ)+8(-,ÿ02<ÿ32</ÿ
22/-.ÿ0(6ÿ(*(35J,ÿ0(33*1.ÿ-2ÿ.-(-ÿ'3()*ÿ%+*,+*-.ÿ(.ÿ-0ÿF83(5ÿ)*ÿ
-0ÿG2)*-.Hÿ/(-)2*(3ÿ0(.ÿ/(-,ÿ(ÿ(/6ÿ22-ÿ(332<)*1ÿ.-(-.ÿ-2ÿ4=>M32,ÿ/3)1)2*ÿ
3/2+ÿ1*/(335ÿ(6()3(73ÿ.23(/ÿ(),ÿ)*ÿ(ÿ,)./)+)*(-2/5ÿ+(**/4 ÿ@2*3//)*1ÿ
282*ÿ.-(-.ÿ-0ÿ,)./-)2*ÿ-2ÿ,)./)+)*(-ÿ(1()*.-ÿ/3)1)22.ÿ2/1(*)J(-)2*.ÿ2*9
/*)*1ÿ126/*+*-ÿ(),ÿ6)23(-.ÿ-0ÿ8/)*)83ÿ-0(-ÿ-0ÿ126/*+*-ÿ+2.-ÿ/9
+()*ÿ.27.-(*-)635ÿ*2-/(3ÿ-2<(/,.ÿ/3)1)2*ÿ(*,ÿF+)*)+)Jÿ-0ÿ4-*-ÿ-2ÿ<0)0ÿ
)-ÿ)-0/ÿ*22/(1.ÿ2/ÿ,).22/(1.ÿ/3)1)22=.>ÿ73)3ÿ2/ÿ,).73)3ÿ8/(-)ÿ2/ÿ
*2*8/(-)ÿ27./6(*ÿ2/ÿ*2*27./6(*4H ÿÿI2/-0/ÿ-0).ÿ,)./-)2*ÿ-0/(-9
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